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A Message from the Technical Director

It gives me a great deal of pleasure to welcome all of our new readers to
the premier issue of our Technical Digest. This and future issues will
introduce you to the scientists and engineers at the Naval Surface Warfare
Center, and to their many and varied technical contributions in support of
the Navy.

The United States Navy has a long and proud tradition of service to our
nation, dating from the founding of the Republic. Throughout its history,
the Navy has both supportd and utilized the applications of emerging
technology to improve its fighting capabilities-to move forward from sail
to steam to nuclear propulsion; from long glass and signal flags to
sophisticated electronic surveillance and communications systems; from
round shot and boarding pikes to missiles capable of reaching unseen
targets at ranges of hundreds, even thousands, of miles.

Scientists and sailors, working together, made this happen. The history of
the naval service and the history of science and engineering in the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries are intertwined, as seen by the work of such
outstanding individuals as Fulton-Colt-Dahlgren-Taylor-Michelson-Edison-
Millikan-Goddard-Norden-Atanasoff-all of whom, along with many more,
contributed their special talents to help meet the technical needs of the
Navy.

We at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, as well as our colleagues at the
other Navy research and development laboratories, are proud to be a
continuing part of this tradition. This Center's advances in science,
technology, and engineering will help assure that future naval forces will
continue to be able to go in harm's way, whenever and wherever called
upon. We are pleased to be able to share some of the results of our work
with you in this forum.

As with any new venture, the introduction of the Technical Digest was
neither simple nor straightforward. I would particularly like to thank the
members of the Editorial Board for their many hours of unselfish dedica-
tion in helping to launch this publication, and our Editorial Staff in the
Center's Technical Information Division for their production of the finished
document. Both groups demonstrated true Navy "can-do" spirit in trans-
forming the concept of this Center's technical publication into reality.

Accesion For

THOMAS A. CLARE NTIS CR ,,,DTIC Y.3
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Guest Editor's Introduction

"Research and Technology-Shaping Future Naval Systems." For the in-
itial issue of the Naval Surface Warfare Center's Technical Digest, our
Board of Editors selected this rather broad theme as one reflective of the
Center's mission and programs. Further, we sought a theme to encompass
technical articles representative of our overall mission as the Navy's prin-
cipal research, development, test and evaluation center for surface ship
combat systems, ordnance, mines, and strategic systems support.

The future of naval warfare is entering a critical era which, on the one
hand, offers hitherto unknown technological possibilities, and on the other.
limits those possibilities within the scope of affordable costs. To make wise
choices, we must strengthen the bridge between engiiue;,no and
technology. Con currently, we seek methods of reducing the time i t 2

bring new developments to fruitjn. The question then becomes, How do
we manage research and technology in order to shape those naval systems
that will best protect the national interests in the years ahead? How do we
assure that our naval forces will be able to perform future missions and
defeat future threats-threats projected to differ substantially from those of
the recent past in both nature and sophistication? Several of the articles in
this issue address these concerns, some in rather general terms, and others
from the standpoint of specific developing technologies or research and
development programs.

The Center's philosophy for developing complex surface warfare systems
is founded on systems engineering principles. Only a comprehensive,
disciplined engineering approach to development of combat systems can
achieve the affordable warfighting capability necessary for the future. The
accompanying figure illustrates the basic functional elements of the combat
system, namely: "Detect" the target, "Control" the weapon, and "Engage"
the target. We believe the Center must continue to maintain full-spectrum
capability in these critical functions. A sound technology base provides not
only the foundation, but also a wealth of opportunities to meet the needs of
the Navy well into the twenty-first century. The vision to anticipate these
future needs relies upon strong "Warfare Analysis" and "Systems Engineer-
ing." Accordingly, we begin the Technical Digest with articles describing
the Center's vision of the force structure for the 2030 time frame and some
of the research and technology that may well be "shaping future naval
systems." The articles represent a wide variety of subject matter, presented
in four major categories: Combat Systems, Surface-Warfare Systems, Under-
water Systems, and Space and Strategic Systems. In future issues, we will
tend to focus on more specialized subject areas. The next issue, for exam-
ple, will concentrate on Detection Systems, the first element in our combat
system model.

Combat Systems

The first two articles in the Combat Systems grouping discuss the evolu-
tion of naval surface warfare in a time of significant change. Our naval
force structure is likely to be altered dramatically by fundamental shifts in
the geopolitical arena, advances in technology, and stringent cuts in the
defense budget. Meyer summarizes the impact of these changes and pro-
jects long-range changes in force structure, surface-ship design, and
warfighting capabilities. These, in turn, suggest many technology needs,
including reduced signature, improved sensor performance, and revolu-
tionary new weapon systems. Henderson approaches evolutionary change
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on Operation Desert Storm experience, could
pose a serious threat. In the last article of this

[AVSWC PHILOSOPHIY section, Knudsen, Brown, and Ingold describe
Wan ongoing program for implementing fiber-

is.ptic data transfer networks in surface Navy

g ships.

Surface-Launched Weapon Systems

Surface-launched weapon systems such as
Tomahawk and the 16-inch naval gun were
used quite successfully in the recent Persian
Gulf conflict. Considering the success enjoyed

SYsters and Comuponents by the U.S. and its coalition allies during the
Gulf War, one might well ask, Why be con-
cerned about incorporating new technology
into the weapon systems? However, as naval
targets become faster, more stealthy, more
coordinated and maneuverable, surface-
launched weapon systems must likewise keep
pace in ordor to maintain superiority. Six
Digest articles highlight promising technology
for tomorrow's fleet. In the first, Holland, Tarr,
and Farsaie describe how Artificial Neural Nets

from the perspective of the AEGIS combat (ANN) can be used to determine the type of
systems baseline. He discusses a systematic target a remote infrared (IR) sensor sees, based
approach to performance upgrades for the 2030 on actual IR data. The ANN was trained on
time frame, giving several examples of targets typical of those encountered by the
technology innovation. Among them is an open Marines, but has potential value for other
combat systems architecture-a distributed, bus- applications as well.
connected processing architecture that allows Blair demonstrates how a relatively new type
insertion of new technology more readily. of filter, Interactive-Multiple-Model, can im-

The complexity of modern systems, coupled prove the target-state estimate of a high-speed
with accelerating technological advances, re- target over existing filters. Of course, the better
quires a disciplined systems engineering one can predict the target state, the better the
approach to the development of naval systems. fire control solution and the more likely a
Kreider and Nance postulate a concept for successful engagement by a friendly weapon or
engineering large-scale systems, based on an decoy.
"objectives, principles, attributes" structure. The next two articles are oriented toward
This methodology is an extension of a previous innovation in the airframe area. Schindel and
effort to apply the same structure to software Hardy address improvements in airframe
engineering, design for engaging either a very long-range

The next two articles provide good examples target or a high-speed, low-altitude cruise
of the utility of simulation and modeling, first missile. In the second article, Spring, Yanta,
at the force level and then for a specific ship- and Gross describe an innovative way to deter-
level problem. Blanton addresses complex, mine flow-field information around a high-
multiwarfare analysis problems involving fleet, speed weapon configuration by means of
point and area defense, outer-air battle, space- holographic interferometry (HI). This diagnostic
based surveillance and target assets, and some tool, readily adaptable to many wind tunnels, is
limited antisubmarine and electronic warfare. a nonintrusive (outside the tunnel test section)
He describes a model based on Advanced technique based on changes in light waves as
Distributed Processing Technology originated at they pass through regions of the flow field.
NAVSWC several years ago, which has since NAVSWC maintains a full range of wind
matured and been applied to several large-scale tunnels for aerodynamic testing of weapons.
warfare analysis problems. Yencha Holographic interferometry is one of the alter- 5
demonstrates the utility of a simulation model natives pioneered at NAVSWC for determining
for estimating the degradation of a ship's effec- flow-field information.
tiveness when exposed to a chemical attack. Talmy, Haught, Wuchina, and Zaykoski, in an
Most important, the simulation provides a article on celsian-based ceramics for radomes,
useful tool to design future ships for sur- address the materials problems encuuutered
vivability against chemical attacks which, based with all-weather operation of high-speed, termi-
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nally guided missiles. The goal here is to find a The recent focus on regional conflicts
material that will allow the missile to fly at emphasizes the need for improvements in
Mach numbers of 7 or higher without resorting shallow-water anti-submarine warfare. Of par-
to radome covers or coatings to withstand ticular interest is the active detection of under-
operation in a rain-erosive environment, water targets in coastal regions with adverse

In the final article in the Surface-Launched acoustic environments. Arvelo discusses the
Weapons section, Luessen describes the poten- development of a normal mode sound propaga-
tial value to the Navy of directed-energy tion model which considers sound-speed varia-
technology, particularly in self-defense of sur- tion, sediment and sub-bottom elasticity,
face ships. surface and bottom roughness, and range

dependence. Good agreement between the
predictions and test measurements is presented

Underwater Systems to validate the model.
The Underwater Systems program at Underwater mines have historically played an

NAVSWC encompasses antisubmarine warfare important role in undersea warfare. Being
(ASW) and antisurface warfare (ASUW), involv- entirely autonomous, they generally rely on
ing numerous weapon concepts and missions. passive sensors for target detection. The advent
Examples include warhead concepts for of embedded computers and low-power pro-
torpedoes and mines, design and development cessors has enabled mines to process more data
of new underwater weapon systems, signal pro- with the potential of classifying targets to
Luesiig, and related analyses of new weapon improve effectiveness and countermeasure
concepts for underwater ocean environments, resistance. Baran's article presents a neural
Environments of concern vary from the harsh network that discriminates between surface and
and unfamiliar world of the arctic and antarc- submarine targets-a first step toward solving
tic, to the shallow water envisioned for many the classification problem.
third world engagement scenarios. Articles in
the Underwater Systems section address the Space and Strategic Systems
environment, the potential benefits from
improvements in shallow-water acoustic model- The Center has a long history of supporting
ing, and new techniques in signal processing, the fleet in space and strategic systems and
such as adaptive neural nets. related technologies, particularly in fire-control

The first article focuses on electromagnetic software and re-entry body technology. Future
noise associated with the arctic aurora, in par- issues of the Digest will address this important
ticular, the potential for this noise to disturb subject area. We include in this issue one
many types of electrical systems, including article on space systems, in which Evans,
conimunication and weapon systems. Scarzello, Hermann, and Miller discuss work of the past
Lenko, and Durante describe an Arctic eight years, demonstrating that the Global Posi-
Research Buoy that collects electromagnetic tioning System can provide users with real-time
noise data in the polar and aurora zones, and platform attitude information that significantly
then transmits the data to the continental enhances the operation of the Inertial Naviga-
United States via satellite for use in designing tion System, especially in the azimuth (heading)
naval systems. component.

6
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The Guest Editors
HARRY E. CRISP has been FRANKIE G. MOORE,

employed at the Center since Principal Aerodynamicist in
1971. He holds a B.S. degree NAVSWC's Weapons System
in electrical engineering from Department, holds B.S., M.S.

Clemson Univc:sity and an and Ph.D. degrees in
M.S. and Ph.D. in electrical aerospace engineering from
engineering from Auburn Virginia Polytechnic Institute
University. His graduate and State University. Begin-

research was in automatic , Rik ning at NAVSWC as a Co-op
control theory. During his !SA Student from 1963 to 1967. he
first few years at the Center. '"subsequently performed
he did technology work in the research into new projectile

application of digital con- design concepts: developed
trollers to weapon control " approximate aerodynamic
systems. Subsequently, he led prediction codes, and served

the Modular Fire Control Program and other technology as aerodynamics and structures technology principal. He
projects for the Center. He performed a temporary assign- has headed the Center's Mathematical Analysis and
ment at the Naval Sea Systems Command as project Aeromechanics Branches. and, until recently, was the
engineer for the Mk 86 Fire Control Program. After manag- NAVSWC Independent Exploratory Development coor-
ing the Mk 86 research and development program within dinator. Current assignments include computational
the Center. he was named head of the Weapons Control aerodynamics tasks and Weapons Systems Department
Technology Branch. In addition, he has served as head of focus for internal technology base resources.
the Information and Control Technologies Branch and was
Center coordinator for the Independent Exploratory
Development program from May. 1985 through March,
1988. Currently. he is head of the Center's Technology Base
Program Office.

WILLIAM T. MESSICK, a CHIARLES F. McCLURE was
senior program manager in born in Madison. Wisconsin
the Center's Strategic Systems in 1940. He received a B.A.
Department, received a B.S. , in physics from the The lohns
degree in mechanical %. Hopkins University in 1962

engineering from Drexel 1 W and a Ph.D. in theoretical
University in 16b, and M.S. physics from the University

and Ph.D. degrees in of Marylatid in 197 1
mechanical engineering from Dr. McClure joined what was
the University of Maryland. f then the Naval Ordnance
At NAVSWC since 1968, his Laboratory as a summer
experience includes research 4 student in 1961 and for many
in static and dynamic years was involved with the
response of structarus and test and evelution of major
materials and development weapon systems such as

of high-temperature structural ceramic antenna windows. SUBROC, the Mk 48 torpedo, the CAPTOR mine, and other
He has managed the Surface-Launched Missile Materials mine systems. Currently Dr. McClure is a group head in
Technology Program, served as acting head of the Research the Systems Analysis Branch of the Underwater Depart-
and Technology Department's Materials Division and, since ment and is working on problems related to the effec-
1985. has been manager of the Weapons and Spacecraft tiveness and lethality of underwater warheads against Navy
Materials Technology Block Program. Dr. Messick has been targets.
chairman of the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDLI Elec-
tromagnetic Windows Working Group. He has served on
the National Materials Advisory Board Study of High-
Temperature Synthetic Fibers; the Tri-Service Materials
Development Coordinating Committee, and the Aerospace
Industries Association Composites Materials Roadmap on
Ceramics. He is an Associate Fellow of the American 7
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
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A Vision of Naval Surface Force
Structure in 2030

Victor A. Meyer

This Naval Surface Warfare Vision is a strategy-framed, top-
down descrip!ion of surfacc waifare, circa 2030. Surface warfare
is naval warfare conducted from surface platforms against sur-
face, subsurface, air, and space forces. It also includes organic
off-board assets and support from nonorganic assets and
joint/allied forces.

The focus of this 2030 Vision is on warfighting. A surface war-
fare concept of operations is postulated and evaluated in several
different naval campaign models. The campaign models are
varied, depending on future world geopolitical trends. A naval
force structure is postulated and analyzed in terms of the surface
ships and the associated combat systems required to implement
the concept of operations. Ship and combat system concepts are
generated for notional ship types needed to fulfill the postulated
force ,tructure. This rebalancing of force structure would provide
a more flexible and adaptable surface Navy needed to defend the
national interests of the U.S. across the full spectrum of conflict
from naval presence and deterrence to low-intensity conflict or
global war.

Introduction

The United States Navy is destined to undergo significant change in the
coming decade. Driven by fundamental changes in the geopolitical arena.
advances in technology, and stringent cuts in the defense budget, our naval
force structure is likely to be altered substantially as we plan for the 21st
century. It is vital that we understand these changes and their implications
so that we can manage this transition successfully.

A survey of geopolitical events in 1991 finds extraordinary change. The
dramatic decline of the Soviet Union and the dissolution of the Warsaw
Pact have significantly reduced the threat of a war in central Europe.
Super-power polarization no longer dominates, having been pushed aside by
the pragmatism of economic survival. The twin engines of social and
euunomic chiange a;e overwhelming the old order in scenes marked by tur-
bulence and instability. Nationalism founded in ethnic, racial, and religious
mores is reshaping governments on both sides of the old Iron Curtain.
Ideological battles have given way to demands for individual freedoms and
improved living standards. The struggle to control access to the world's
resources on the one hand, and the need to protect the world's environment
on the other, will be played out on center stage in the years ahead.

The threat to U.S. naval forces in the future will no longer be limited to
the latest Soviet missile or submarine. While we cannot abandon completely
a strategy that has held in check for 45 years an often adventurous and
sometimes hostile Soviet Union, we must balance that strategy with naval
forces designed to counter the more likely occurrence of regional and low-

8 intensity conflict. No less violent in nature than larger scale engagements,
regional and low-intensity conflicts present unique warfare requirements
that arise from the diversity of the forces involved, the rules of engagement
that govern such conflict, and the usually common characteristics of being,
in close proximity to a land mass. These conditions will demand that future
naval forces be more flexible and adaptable to mission requirements and a
diverse threat spectrum, while at the same time operating in a more limited
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attle space. This will ultimately affect the ty)e as they respond to tiine-sensitive situations.
of naval forces needed to perform warfare Maldeployments must he minimized.
tasks. 0 Future naval force structure must he suffi-

The technology outlook and its potential for ciently flexible and adaptable to operate
naval applications hold great promise in the across the complete spectrum of conflict
years ahead, tempered by the high price of from peacetime presence and crisis response
technology development and the long-lead time to limited, regional. or global conventional
needed to put advanced systems into opera- war.
tional use. High technology systems, such as 0 Interoperable maritime forces that have
directed energy, signature reduction, advanced common interfaces with ioint service and
electronics/photonlics, and space systems, need allied forces are true force multipliers. The
to be pursued in a highly interactive manner, operational value and political benefits will
however, if technology is to be used effectively be worth the effort to develop force
and affordably in naval applications. Strategy- interoperability.
framed concepts of operations must be defined 0 Increased communications, data fusion, and
to serve as constructs upon which to evolve information management will he available to
innovative, advanced systems concepts. By manage a multi-sensor. all-source data base
encouraging a healthy balance between the distributed across the geographically ex-
technology "push" and the warfare require- panded hattle space.
ments "pull" process, we can develop ad- 0 Increased instances of low-intensity i:onflict
vanced naval systems that will meet the threat will require that naval forces he available
within the constraints of cost. early to keep the conflict from escalating

Because of fundamental problems in the U.S. and to maintain a sustained effort. These
economy related to large trade and budget forces should be compatible with friendly.
deficits. record personal and corporate indigenous naval forces to help train them
indebtedness, and intere-,i on the three-trillion- and to foster cooperation.
dollar national debt, it is very likely that the 0 There will be an increased requirement todefense budget will decrease substantially in perform mine countermeasures, shallow-

the foreseeable future. This is further com-! water antisubmarine warfare and coastal
pounded by political expectations of a "peace warfare, both as a part of low-intensity
dividend" as we see our traditional foe en- conflict operatins and for defense of our
meshed in sweepi ng' economic and political own coasts against submarine-launched
reforni. Additionally., manpower for the all- missiles, covert operations. and drug
o lunteer force will be more scarce and costly. smuggling.

at least through the mid-90s. when the 0 Changing demographics. educational skills.
demographic curve reverses the current decline and system automation will require im-
of mililary-age recruits. provements in training, personnel

Logically. the Navy and Marine Corps might assignments and rotations, and possible
vx')ef:t a less substantial cut than the other ser- adjustments in the active/reserve force mix.
\ hes because of the forward-deployed, flexible * Reduced target detectability and response

nature of their forces. Peacetime politics are time will shrink the battle space and place
likely to prevail, however, and the sea services emphasis on countermeasures and point-
may expect to he cut by their "fair share." defense systems against both missiles and

torpedoes: this will lead to emphasis on

Force Structure Trends prevention of targeting via stealth and
deception.

The implications of these events in terms of a 0 High technology systems will become in-
future naval force structure (:ani he analyzedi to creasingly costly to develop and maintain
provide some interesting insights, over their life cycle. (,real care will be
* In the anticipated future "unstable peace" needed to introduce new technology where

we are likely to need naval forces in more it will have maximum leverage.
places, but have fewer forces to respond. * Improved battle damage assessment will be
New balances will have to be struck to needed against over-the-horizon targets to
match peacetime deployments with shifting avoid wasting a limited inventory of high
national interests, and ultimately to reshape technology weapons. 9
force structure to accommodate more
diverse tasking. Roles and Missions

* Better global intelligence and multispectral
surveillance (e.g., electromagnetic, acoustic, Having noted some of the more significant
optical) will be needed so that naval forces trends that will affect our Navy in the future, it
can be alerted early and updated frequently is important that we examine the roles and
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To derive a future force structure requires A new ship type assigned to perform the
assigning these force functions to ship plat- main force functions of amphibious warfare
forms, an exercise that can begin with the ex- and force logistics, and to assist in force
isting force structure and evolve into future defense and strike warfare, is the sea control
concepts. Within the main force, we can assign ship. The sea control ship can be configured
the role of force surveillance, air superiority, alternatively as an amphibious assault aviation
strike warfare, and force defense to the aircraft ship, a sea control ship for antisubmarine war-
carrier and its embarked air wing. The need fare, a command and fire support ship, or, with
for high performance, manned aircraft to carry the well deck replaced by bunkers, a combat
out these missions will very likely continue logistics ship. As depicted in Figure 3, the sea
well into the next century with a CVN-type control ship is characterized by an angled jump
ship. probably improved in signature reduction flight deck, an amphibious well deck, and a
and survivability, as the combat-proven plat- multimission combat suite. Its primary charac-
form. Assisting in the strike warfare and force teristic is the capability to support STOVL (short
defense tasks is the battle force combatant, a takeoff, vertical landing) aircraft for amphibious
multimission. aviation-capable ship that corn- operations, ASW sea control, or combat
plements the carrier by providing dispersed logistics support. It can also carry a wide ranging
strike and defense-in-depth capabilities to the payload of smaller scout-fighter vehicles, such
main force. A conceptual view of the future as mine countermeasures craft, coastal patrol
battle force combatant is shown in Figure 2. Its boats, helicoptors, or mini-submarines that can
salient features are smooth topsides, a operate from either the flight deck or the well
multifunctional conformal antenna array, an deck. In addition, different weapon loads can
open-ocean ASI, suite, an integrated hard- be accommodated by varying the loadout of the
kill'soft-kill self-defense system, and increased vertical launch system magazine.
ship survivability features.

-z- -Figure 2. Battle force combatant.

* Multimission battle force combatant,
10,000 T

- Dispersed Strike
- Force AAW, ASW, ASUW
- Independent Ops, Special Ops

* Aviation capable 11
- OTH surveillance, classification,

localization, attack
- Helo, UAV, AIC
- Air Intercept Control
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Figure 3. Sea control ship. _-

" Functional replacement for LHD, LHA,
BB, LCC, AOE. CVS; 40,000 T

" Modular payload, ski-jump flight deck.
well deck

- STOVL, helos, UAVs
- LCAC, SES, MCM, UUV, Deception

vehicles
" Multimission

- AMW, ASW. STK, C&C. LOG

The operational concept for the screening to function. There, the scout-fight i s are
force requires ship types designed for single- deployed to expand the screen to ther
purpose missions in areas of high risk and intelligence, probe for gaps and vu, ,erabilities
variable environmental conditions. This dif- in enemy defenses, disrupt his time "nes, and
ficult problem has traditionally been solved by deceive him into making maldeployn ,nts. This
using small, special purpose ships and craft. is maneuver warfare doctrine designe ' to out-
Minesweepers, coastal patrol craft, and landing pace the enemy, stretch out and imbalance his
craft are examples. The limitation on these forces, thereby creating opportunities for
small craft has always been availability when decisive strikes by the main force. Oper,,tion-
and where needed. Their short-legged ally, scout-fighters may also be used to lay
endurance and inherent seakeeping limitations mines, insert and extract special warfare
have usually limited their use by the U.S. in forces, and perform shallow-water antisub-
overseas operations. marine warfare. The mother ship is limited

The mother ship concept solves this problem only by the type of scout-fighter vehicle
and expands the types of vehicles which can be available as the modular payload. Figure 4
carried. It embarks the scout-fighters in a well shows a conceptual rendering of the mother
deck or hangar where they are safely stowed ship.

12 until near the theater of operations. During The scout-fighter vehicles are key to the
open ocean transits, the mother ship remains screening force concept. They are single-
under the defense of the main force. While mission platforms which rely on their small
transiting, it may use its payload as a deception size, stealthy features, and flexibility in opera-
force or to assist in antisubmarine warfare. tions (e.g., shallow draft, high speed,

It is in the operational area, however, that the maneuverability), both to avoid contact with the
mother ship and its scout-fighters really begin enemy and to countermeasure his weapons.
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114 -Figure 4. Conceptual mother ship.

" Funclional replacement for LPD. LSD, LST.
LKA, AS, AD, AR: 20,000 T

" Modular payload for flight deck, well deck
- Manned or autonomous air. surface,

sub-surface vehicles: 5-500 T
- Vans, plug-in modules/PCs. RO-RO

* Tailored mission
-- Force deception, NICM, shallow-water

ASW. NSW. NFS, maintenance and
repair

They are heavily oriented toward offensive mis- To be practical, the future force structure
sions and surveillance, having only a minimum outlined above must be affordable and it must
self-defense weapon suite. They are constructed be realizable from today's Navy. It must also
as simply and inexpensively as possible so as to provide a balanced and effective deployment
be affordable in the numbers needed to be ef- strategy for peacetime and wartime contingen-
fective and to minimize the political risk should cies, The deployment scheme shown in Figure
one be lost. 6 satisfies these requirements and can be

A scout-fighter may take many forms, as il- achieved with 10 to 12 carrier battle groups
lustrated in Figure 5-a helicopter, surface and 6 to 8 sea control groups. This scheme
(:raft, mini-submarine, or autonomous vehicle, supports a global, three-ocean strategy with
It can be as large as an ASW corvette, in four three-carrier battle forces available in the
which case it would operate from alongside the Atlantic/Mediterranean, the Pacific/Indian
mother ship and under its control, or as small Ocean, and the option of deploying a carrier or
as a remotely piloted vehicle. It should be sea control group to the southern hemisphere.
modular enough to operate from the mother In peacetime, a normal one-in-three deployment
ship, but not so constrained by its own support schedule can be maintained in these areas to
systems that it cannot be replaced in toto as provide naval presence and crisis response,
new technology models become available. Ideal- while allowing for meaningful training in the 13
ly. it will have the flexibility of a helicopter and operational theater. The sea control ships could
the maintenance requirements of a patrol boat. be deployed to areas under U.S. or allied air
The mother ship-scout fighter concept also of- control such as the Greenland-Iceland-Norway
fers a way to transition to autonomous vehicles gap, off Japan and the Philippine Islands, and
in future air, surface, and subsurface in the Mediterranean, to train in antisubmarine
applications. operations. They could also be used in certain
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Figure 5. Examrples of scout-fighters. Clockw~ise from the top left: surface craft, mini-submarine,

helic:opte r ad~ atonomnous air vechice

0 10

14

*CVN and BFC 11 for N. Atlantic, NW Pacific, Indian, Med, etc.
*Sea control ship for N. Atlantic, Kuriles, Med, and West Pac
*Mother ship for PG, Caribbean, Sea of Japan, Aegean, etc.

Figure 6. Peacetime/wartime deployments.
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regional and low-intensity conflict roles cur- acquisition dollars in a naval force structure
rently filled by aircraft carriers and battleships that will specifically address the lower end of
which will likely be retired as we transition to the spectrum of conflict. Low-intensity conflict,
a smaller Navy. support of friendly Third World governments,

As one addresses the affordability of these drug interdiction, evacuation of nationals, and
changes in force structure, sea control ships similar events can be effectively and efficiently
are envisioned as modern, flexible ships that handled by ships such as the sea-control ship
would be manned with much smaller crews and the mother ship-scout fighter combination.
and require fewer escort ships. They could be These ships offer great flexibility at lower risk
produced at about half the cost of an aircraft and cost and would restore needed balance to
carrier: therefore, they represent a net reduc- our naval force structure.
tion in both outlay and operating expenditures
compared to the ships they would replace.
Likewise, if each of the 10 to 12 carrier battle References
groups were complemented by a mother ship
and its embarked scout-fighters, a fleet-wide 1. Dept. of the Navy. Sea Control 2020 Vision. Space and

screening capability would be available at less Warfare Systems Command. Washington. DC. 1990, p.10.

cost and greater flexibility than an equivalent 2 Meyer. V. A.. Surface Wur.,,, in 2030. NAVSWC TR
number of surface combatants. This would 90-619, Dec 1990.

bring the screening force capability to battle
force operations where the tactics can be
developed to make this concept fully effective. The Author

VICTrOR A. MEYER is a
senior systems engineer and

Summary naval analyst with the Surface

Warfare A'nalvsis Office. A
In summary, we are witnessing profound1 1962 graduate of the U.S.

change in the world on virtually every front. In Naval Academo. he holds a
this uncertain time, political instability could , masters degree in mechanical
easily spill over into armed conflict. The U.S. engineering from the Univer-

Navy will be relied on increasingly as an sity of Notre Dame and
instrument of foreign policy to carry out its graduated with honors from

peacetime presence mission and to help control the Naval War College in

crisis situations. This role demands flexible and 1988. At NAVSWC. he has

adaptable naval forces, available worldwide on managed numerous combat

short notice, to join with our allies in pre- system and ship programs

serving the peace. ranging from battleships to
fast patrol boats. He also ha had underwater experience,National priorities and fiscal realities will having spent nine years in the submarine service, and he

force reduction in the U.S. defense budget in currently commands the Naval Reserve Undersea Warfare
the years ahead. We should therefore make a Unit (OP-02 Det 106) in the Pentagon. Mr. Meyer leads the
conscious effort to invest a portion of our Surface Warfare Vision 2030 project at NAVSWC.
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System Challenges of Technology
Transition

Thurman C. Henderson

Keeping fleet warfighting capabilities ahead of threat
technology in a rapidly changing world is a significant challenge.
For this reason, the Center is involved in several long-range
planning efforts to determine needs and formulate concepts for
future naval surface combatant combat systems. The Center is
exploring long-range technology and weapon trends, critical
technology clusters, and system development approaches which
can position the Navy to meet the challenges of the future. One
such initiative is the AEGIS Combat System Round Table. This
effort is using AEGIS in-house and industry team expertise,
svstems engineering approach, and lessons learned to project
needs and formulate system concepts for the future.

Introduction

Rapid technology advances, coupled with the proliferation of modern
weapon systems throughout developing and third world countries, will
greatly impact the nature and level of capabilities required in future naval
systems. Stealth. stressful target kinematics, extremes in attack profiles,
sophisticated multimode guidance, and "smart" countermeasures are but a
few of the weapon features which technology advances are already foster-
ing and will continue to accelerate. A better understanding of technologies
and their potential impacts on future systems and military operations is
required to position the Navy to meet its future needs. The AEGIS Combat
System Round Table effort enables us to better understand and project
those needs and the required characteristics of future naval surface com-
batants and forces.

The David Taylor Research Center (DTRC) initiated an effort almost three
years ago to identify critical hull, mechanical and electrical (HM&E)
technology clusters, advanced warship concepts, and future force opera-
tional concepts.1 The AEGIS Combat System Round Table, which was
initiated by the Technical Director, AEGIS Shipbuilding Program, in the
spring of 1990, is patterned after the DTRC process. The Round Table
draws from the experience of the AEGIS in-house and industry engineering
team, supported by participants from the research and development com-
munity, to identify weapon technology trends, critical technology clusters,
and combat system concepts to complement the DTRC studies and establish
a direction for future Navy surface combatants. An increasingly far-term
perspective is being forced upon those who are involved in weapon system
research and development activity because of the very rapid rate and
breadth of technology advances and the long development lead time and
operational life span of major naval systems.

The Basic Problem16

The basic problem is twofold. First, the challenge is to look into an uncer-
tain future, project the types and characteristics of forces which may be
required, and then to identify the actions that must be taken to position the
Navy to meet the envisioned future needs. Some progress has been made in
this area already by the DTRC and AEGIS Round Table, and further effort
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is planned. A second aspect, which is a linger- ships in . timely manner, while also allowing
ing problem in all military systems, is to find strict system engineering control to be main-
better ways to keep forces combat-capable, at tained. Examples of new capabilities which
an affordable cost, when threat-driven perfor- have been incorporated include ship and com-
mance requirements change much more fre- bat system shock modifications, introduction of
quently than the replacement interval for the Vertical Launching System (VLS), and
systems. introduction of new computers.

Significant threat changes can occur rather This approach to date has resulted in multi-
quickly within a 10 to 15 year period or less, pie hull configurations and six AEGIS combat
even though the life span of major surface com- system baselines. Four of the baselines are
batants and systems is much longer. Develop- operational, the fifth is in development, and a
ment of a new system typically takes 12 to 15 sixth is under consideration. Figure 1 shows
years, followed by an additional 30 to 40 years the first AEGIS ship, the CG-47 Ticonderoga-
of service life (with perhaps a mid-life class cruiser, and major systems and elements
upgrade). The challenge continues to be to find which constitute the Baseline 1 Combat System
affordable technological and programmatic of the ship. The multiwarfare-capable combat
means to keep forces combat-capable during system is built around the AEGIS Weapon
the development, procurement. and service life System Mark 7. Figure shows some of the
of individual units and systems. major warfighting enhancements already

implemented or under way in the forward-fit
Building on Past Achievements baselines. Changes have been made in all

warfare areas in order to keep the combat
Several steps have been taken in the AEGIS system capable against threat growth and other

Program to stay ahead of the threat and chang- changes in operational need over the long dura-
ing operational needs. One significant step has tion of the progiam.
been to rely heavily on key performance factors As shown in Figure 2, when a capability is
to assess potential changes and focus the introduced in a new construction baseline, that
developments-both to drive new combat capability is then incorporated in subsequent
system baseline designs and to judge potential baselines. For example, the Mk 26 rail missile
backfit upgrades to operational baselines. The launcher of Baseline 1 was replaced by the VLS
objective is to enhance and preserve system in Baseline 2 and in all subsequent baselines.
performance as embodied in the quantitative Similarly, the SPY-1A radar was upgraded to
performance factors. A qualitative statement of the SPY-1B in Baseline 3 and to the SPY-1B(V}
the performance factors may be expressed as: in Baseline 4 cruisers. A variant of the
0 Reaction Time-target detection to weapon SPY-1B(V), the SPY-1D, was developed for

motion Baseline 4 and follow-on destroyers to accom-
Firepower -number of weapoas per unit time modate the single deckhouse of the destroyer

* Electronic Countermeasures and class. The SPY-1 Engineering Development
Environmental Resistance - effective multi- Model (EDM-4B} capability is under develop-
warfare capability in countermeasures and ment for Baseline 6. Similarly, major advances
severe natural environments in antisubmarine warfare and other areas of

Continuous Availability-sustainability. the combat system have been incorporated into
graceful degradation: automatic errortime.detection and recovery, automatic fault In making forward-fit upgrndes to keep new
detection and isolation construction ships combat-capable, the AEGIS

Program has taken steps to ease potential
* Coverage-effective detection and engage- future backfit upgrades in older AEGIS ships.

ment volume (out, up, down), depth The fact that each combat system baseline is
of fire. built upon the preceding baseline helps; but
Another step taken by the AEGIS Program beyond that, the AEGIS Program has also taken

involves engineering forward-fit ship and com- other steps in the forward-fit developments to
bat system changes for new construction ships preserve backward compatibility with earlier
in planned periodic upgrades. Advances in ship baselines. The approach which has been used
HM&E over the years have been incorporated allows substantial commonality in system com-
in several specific ship hull configurations, and puter programs and eases potential backfit of 17
the combat system has been engineered and selected performance features from more recent
built in combat system baselines. This approach baselines into earlier baselines. The system
allows new technologies and performance design and computer program capture is not an
capabilities to be incorporated into forward-fit inconsequential benefit in a highly automated,
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AEGIS WEAPON SYSTEM MARK 7

In

Figure 1. AEGIS ship combat system.

complex, computer-intensive system like the planned SM-2 Block IV capability of
AEGIS. Figure 3 shows the size of the Baseline Baseline 5 can readily be backfitted into all
1 tactical computer programs (excluding several Baseline 4 ships. Similarly, Baseline 2 and 3
million additional lines of code for the Opera- ships can capture much of the design, com-
tional Readiness Test System and AEGIS puter programs, and combat system perfor-
Display System data bases) and the incremental mance from Baseline 4 (including SM-2 Block
increases in tactical computer code which have IV capability) if selected equipment such as
been added to accommodate subsequent UYK-43 computers and UYQ-21 display con-
baseline upgrades through Baseline 4. As soles are backfitted into the Baseline 2 and 3
previously indicated, many of the major ships. The future backfit plans for AEGIS ships
changes in the baselines are shown in Figure 2, are contained in the Ticonderoga (CG-47) Class
but many other smaller changes are not Warfighting Improvement Plan. 2 The extent to
reflected here. which this plan is executed will depend on

A rather modest increase in new computer budget considerations and other factors.
code was required to implement Baselines 1
through 3. More substantial performance
enhancements were added between Baselines 3 Future Opportunity
and 4, since the transition to the more capable

18 UYK-43 and UYK-44 computers could accom- The Round Table studies to date suggest that
modate the level of change required. The U.S. tochnnlngy advinces will allow systems to
common "superset" design for Baseline 4 stay ahead of the projected threat, and further,
cruisers and destroyers positioned both ship that systems can be developed to defeat the
classes to potentially capture upgrades in technological threat out to the present visible
follow-on baseline developments. For example, horizon (about 2010). No revolutionary depar-
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tures in sensor and weapon types and force rapid technology advances. The problem is well
operations appear to be mandatory. Radars, recognized, however, and a number of ideas
missiles, force organic air capability, sonars, are being assessed and formulated in ongoing
aitd the like are expected to continue to be studies like the DTRC ditd AEGIS Round Table
core-required capabilities even out to the 2030 efforts. The ideas include moving toward an
time frame, but the operational characteristics open combat system architecture to more
and performance capabilities of the advanced readily accommodate change in all dimensions,
systems will be substantially different from including command and control, weapon
present systems. New capabilities such as systems, and communication systems. Substan-
directed-energy, self-defense weapons may also tial technology advances are being made in
begin to appear in the surface forces by about distributed high-capacity processors, bus inter-
2010. but these systems are expected to have connection systems, and smart display
very limited applicability for many years after workstations which could support such an
their initial introduction, architecture. One of many notional concepts at

Building technologically advanced systems to the pictorial level in this area is shown in
defeat the threat and satisfy other operational Figure 4.3

objectives appears to be feasible. Transitioning Benefits could also be realized by placing
that capability in quantity into the fleet in a greater reliance on long-range forecasting and
cost-effective iminner remains a major greater focus on designing to technologically
engineering and program management feasible, rather than projected near-term (5 to
challenge. Lessons learned need to be applied, 10 year future threats). Because of the long
and innovative means need to be found. The development and operational life span of
challenge will not soon disappear in this era of systems, some level of performance margin-
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balanced by affordability-needs to be incor- offer the most attractive approach in a time of
porated into initial future-system designs. reduced budgets. The quality is required to

Fewer surface combatants of higher quality survive in the expected difficult multiwarfare
with enhanced organic aircraft capability may threat environments, and fewer units might
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allow more substantial periodic upgrades to The Author
keep systems more combat-capable. There are THURMAN C. HENDERSON.

numerous other benefits including ability to a senior physicist in the Com-

place significant ordnance ashore, to operate bat Systems Department, has

without replenishment for long periods of time, served as AEGIS Principal

and to tolerate war damage. Combat System Engineer

Netting units together with high-capacity, A @ since 1985. He was instru-

jam-resistant data links so that older units can mental in establishing the

more fully benefit from more effective sensor AEGIS Systems Engineering

and weapon capabilities in newer force units Branch and served as its head

also has appeal. The Cooperative Engagement from 1981-85. He received a
Capability has demonstrated potential in this B.S. degree in physics from

C l King College, Bristol.

area, and additional possibilities exist as pro- Tennessee. in 1965 and ac-
gress continues to be made in airborne and cepted a postion at NAVSWC
remote underwater sensor and weapon systems. in 1966. He completed more

than 40 hours of graduate courses under the NAVSWC con-
Conclusions ti, i'ucaticn program and received a Masters degree

from the University of Maryland in 1974. Mr. Henderson

Technology transition into fleet systems in a performed T&E and computer modeling in HERO. EMC

manner which will keep them combat-capable and nuclear effects; served as analyst and engineer in elec-

in an era of rapidly evolving operational needs tronic varfare, wide-area surveillance, and intelligence

remains a critical challenge. Applying lessons systems: directed a team in the development of radar and
passive detection computer models for aircraft, ship. sub-

learned and focusing on long-term trends, marine, and space-based systems; and directed R&D in ad-

needs, and concepts are mandatory if vanced radar systems. He has served as U.S. representative

successful strategies and approaches are to to NATO studies in technology and future combat system

achieve this challenging and complex goal. concepts and chaired U.S. Navy studies in DDG-51 AAW.
Fleet Outer Air Battle, Fleet Command and Coiitr,. and

Combat System Concepts for Future Navy Surface Corn-
References batants. He is lead evaluator for General Electric's

I Graham. Captain C. ind Bosworth, CDR M.. Designing Aerospace and Defense IR&D Program. Mr. Henderson

the Future 1'.S. Naval Surface Fleet for Effectiveness received the Bernard Smith Award in 1985 for technical
and Producibility. SHAME 1989 Ship Production Sym- ability and superior leadership in expanding AEGIS combat

ptsium. Arlington. VA, 13-15 Sep 1988. system engineering at NAVSWC.

2 Chief of Naval Operations, Ticonderoga ICG 471 Class
1Vurtighting Improvement Plan. Washington. D.C..
Iepartment of the Navy, 2 lun 1988.

oi ( ullen. Richard P.. A Concept for Future Force Coinbit
Sstomrs: An Enduring Structure. NAVSWC TR 90-121.
Feb 119t).
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Objectives, Principles, and Attributes:
A Structured Approach to Systems
Engineering

David K. Kreider and Richard E. Nance

The complexity of modern systems and the acceleration of
technological advancements with their insertion into engineering
applications are a few of a multitude of factors requiring a
disciplined systems engineering approach to naval system
development. A "total" systems engineering perspective on naval
systems development is the challenge of the future. This perspec-
tive requires the engineering community to evolve from the
prevalent "commodity viewpoint" to a more comprehensive
system engineering structure. The objective, principle, and
attribute (OPA) concept provides a formalized approach to struc-
turing systems engineering efforts. and to developing and
evaluating tools and methodologies to support the evolution to
this systems engineering structure.

The classical systems engineering approach (Ippropriotely
focuses on defining needs (operational requirenentsl, untr-
standing the interrelationships of these needs, and developing, a
system to satisfy these needs. The OPA concept broadens this
ft us by providing an infrastructure for a more stru(cture'd
approach to( development and evaluation of tools and
methodologies. The OPA approach is based on the concept of
relating objectives thigh-level requirements;, principles Luse of'
fundamentals, e.g., functional (ecomposition) and attributes
(desired technical performance characteristics). In addition, it
providhs a means of relating systems engineering efforts and
promoting increased understanding of systems engineering and
its relationship to other disciplines. A direct consequen:e otf this
increased understanding is an imprIT(ment in the a ppl iCatit) Of
the systems engineering process.

Introduction

Rapid technology advancement, accompanied by expectations of more
capable and complex systems, are forcing a "total system" perspective on
naval engineers. The autonomous development of combat system elements
can no longer be accepted; each element must be created as a system func-
tioning within a hierarchy of systems. This mandatory refocus from a
predominantly "commodity viewpoint" to that of a more comprehensive
systems engineering viewpoint represents a major challenge.

Such a challenge can be met successfully with systems engineering
methodologies, tools, and training programs integrated into a structured
environment facilitating the application of the systems engineering process.
Providing the guiding framework of the systems engineering process, sup-
ported only by independently developed, nonintegrated tools and methods

22 to aid the engineering community, is inadequate. A promising concept to
support this future evolution is the objectives, principles, and attributes
framework applied within the systems engineering process.

The primary objective of this article is to propose the OPA framework as
a means for structuring, understanding, and guiding systems engineering
activities within the naval system development process. A secondary
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objective is to define how concepts advanced in In application of the systems engineering
the OPA framework cal facilitate the systems process, the early phases define the high-level
engineering process by providing a means of objectives, requirements, and functions for the
developing. evaluating, and selecting tools to system being developed. The systems engineer
support the process. coordinates and integrates the interdisciplinary

efforts to transform these high-level
What Is Systems Engineering? requirements into more detailed requirements

While no definition of systems engineering is and specifications. Continuing in an iterative
universally accepted. the scope and goals of process, the requirements and specifications

systems engineering are easily understood. are eventually transformed into a system defini-
c s m tion. design. and a preferred system configura-

Within this article, systems engineering is con- tion to meet the user's needs.
sidered to be "a logical sequence of activities
and decisions transforming an operational need
into a description of system performance Naval Systems Engineering
parameters and a preferred system configura- Recognizing systems engineering as an
tion."' A more comprehensive definition of Recopringsystems engineeing as av
systems engineering is "the application of appropriate approach for meeting the navalan system development challenges i:s not a recent
scientific and engineering efforts to (a) idea. Systems engineering has been prevalent
transform an operational need into a descrip- in the military since the 1 39 4 0 s 5, However.
tion of system performance parameters and a

sxstem configuration through the use of an primarily due to technological advances.
n systems have continually advanced in size and

itertx process of definition, synthesis.
analsis. design. test, and evaluation: (b) complexity. Other factors also influence the
nte.,rate relate~d technical parameters and advancement of and need for systems engineer-

ensure compatibility of all physical, functional, ing. for example: increasing development and
,.nd program interfaces in a manner that ' implementation tinme: increasing development.
cij nmizes the total system definitien and training, and operational costs: decreasing( esigni, atd t I:) integrate reliaiiov main- development and acquisition funding: the need
tainahility, safety, survivabilityv, human factors for preventing or avoiding errors or failures ofand ot e tr such factors into the total engin- earlier development efforts, and forestalling
'ering effrrt th meet costo. .sthedule, and rapid obsolescence due to technological ad-

c ho i:al perto~rnman2e objectives. '  vances. All these factors, along with others notehial key oncepts of sye~tems. eirnlisted, are extremely prevalent today.Several key comn(epts of systems engineering.
refleced not on]% in these definitions but In the 1950s and 1960s, systems engineering
thrutghout svslens engineering literature. was conducted primarily at an equipment level
h rc .lit rtem engineeri ng litet fradars. missiles, receivers. etc.). Within the
III(rrant further emphasis. These :on:epts surface Navy, the nature of system develop-

ment at an equipment level has reflected a
* S m s engi neeri ng em phasites global "commodity perspective.' This implies that

p)tinlization or local sulbsystemn or system elements are generally developed
cor ponent optimization, independently, then integrated into the fleet in

* The s'stems engineering process a piecemeal fashion. Such development often
I ransf)rms a user s need into fails to take into account the overall impact of
requirements, specifications s and a programmatic decisions on the system, and
preferred system configuration to satisfy interoperability aspects are often overlooked
that need. altogether These potential negatives can result

" Systems engineering adopts ia total life in system characteristics such as incompatibil-
Cycle perspective. ity. electromagnetic interference, undesirable

* Systems engineering is an iterative process, performance characteristics, and poor reliabil-
SSystems engineering is iiterdis(ipiinary in ity and maintainability when operated in con-

nature. junction with or in the presence of other systems.
The systems engineering process is often In the 1970s and early 1980s, systems

described in terms of phases, activities, and engineering efforts became associated with
areas of knowledge. as shown in Table 1. In weapon systems and combat systems develop-
addition, the process is often graphically ment for such programs as AEGIS. These pro- 23
represented through waterfall charts or axis grams recognized that integrating individual
diagrams such as Hall's morphology. While system elements into larger systems could
differences in terminology and categorization potentially alleviate shortfalls or improve per-
of the phases and activities exist, in general, formance. However, this type of systems
each representation addresses the same phase development within the surface Navy often
and activity areas.4  focuses on "how" to physically integrate
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sc urreg rhe ureakout phase, the Special Operations
screening force may perform mine counter. * Combat Search and
measures and shallow-water ASW for the main Rescue

N lI I I S 0 1 1 , I '-. GI nt' i ,I III- t

Table 1. The Systems Engineering Process 4

LIFE CYCLE PHASE ACTIVITIES

Identify Need Identify the Need & Define Problem
Define the System & Objectives
Define within Hierarchy of Systems

Planning Program Organization
Logistic & Program Planning (schedule. milestones, etc.)

System Studies Exploratory Studies
Scientific Research
Feasibility & Trade-off Studies
Data and Information Collection
Analysis (functional, cost, risk, effectiveness, modeling ...

Requirements & Define Systems Constraints
Specifications Requirements Definition

Requirements Synthesis
Specification Generation

Design Architectural Design
Functional and/or Hierarchical Decomposition
Preliminary & Detailed Design
Reliability & Maintainability
System Selection
System Synthesis & Development
Prototype Construction

Test & Evaluation Demonstration and Validation
Requirements Verification
Testing and Evaluation
Data Collection

Production Construction & Site Preparation
Quality Control
Distribution
Industrial Engineering

Operation Activation and Logistic Support
Monitor Performance
Training
Maintenance & Operation
System Upgrades or Modifications
Phase-Out, Recycle, or Disposal

existing systems versus the need for overall tion of current fleet assets as the basis.
requirements to be met by the integrated However, systems engineering is more corn-
systems. Systems development through integra- prehensive than system integration. In applying
ion that focuses on the physical connections the systems engineering process, the Navy

continues to promote development from a com- needs first to identify fleet needs and develop
modity viewpoint. As a result, effective integra- overall requirements. then determine the best
tion cannot overcome the shortfalls inherent in mix of systems integration, new ,.ystems

24 development of individual system elements development, and technology insertion to meet
unless focus is maintained on the overall these requirements. Existing elements (or sub-
system requirements. systems) must not be permitted to impose bind-

This is not to say that systems integration is ing constraints on the total system capability.
not desirable. Due to development cost and The Space and Naval Warfare Systems
acquisition time constraints, naval development Command (SPAWAR), established in 1985,
will continue to be initiated with the integra- initiated force systems engineering to identify
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Navy needs and requirements for the future Software objectives are desirable project
fleet. SPAWAR is tasked with the development level properties. Software principles
and acquisition of command, control, and govern the development process so that
communication systems, space systems, and desirable properties (objectives) can be
naval warfare systems. This mission includes achieved (Figure 1). Software attributes, as
force-level warfare systems architecture and a consequence of the application of
engineeting (WSA&E) to transform top-level designated principles, are induced in the
warfare requirements and architectures into products (code and documentation).
high-level system specifications.

7

As the application of the systems engineering
process at a force level continues to evolve
through SPAWAR WSA&E and other efforts of Objectives
similar nature, progress at these levels has been Project
slowed by uncertainties and risks inherent with
eftorts in pre- iously unexplored areas, or
attendant to the insertion of new technology.
Mahan, Beach, and Betts provide numerous
examples of how traditions, experience, and Principles
perceptions have inhibited the willingness to
attempt new alternatives to warfare, weapons.
or processes within the naval community. 8

,
91

0

In order to support the evolution of systems
engineering at a force. combat, weapon or Process
other level, a means to structure or relate
efforts and to facilitate the systems engineering
process is needed.

The Need: A More Formalized Approach

The problem of how to improve the applica-
tion of the systems engineering process does
not stem from the lack of design methodologies
and tools, or the inadequacy of the process
itself.'' Rather, the problem can be framedP
by several fundamental questions, among Product
them: Attributes

* How to provide more structure to the
systems engineering process and more
discipline to the activities within the Figure 1. The objectives. priciples, and
process? F i bu e frame o t ar e a n

* How to develop, select, and evaluate tools attribute framework for software development.
and/or methodologies for use in applying
the systems engineering process?

* How to improve the understanding of, A more recent study investigates the utility of
support of, and communication within the applying the OPA concept to the discipline of
system s engineering process? systems engineering, and concludes that theThese questions must be asked at all levels of concept appears beneficially applicable. 4

Recognition of the importance of objectivesnaval systems engineering, anJ during all and principles is not new to systems engi-
pha ,,s and activities of the systems engineering neering or naval development approaches. For
process. example, combat system architecture (CSA)
Origin of the OPA Concept efforts in the late 1970s stipulated the iden-

tification of high-level requirements as the

Challenged to evaluate comparatively two precursor to specifying naval architectures. 13

software development methodologies, Arthur Such requirements correspond to objectives 25
and Nance 12 proposed the Objectives, Prin- within the OPA concept. The requirements are

ciples, and Attributes framework in the obtained by implementing specific design prin-
mid-1980s. This approach, initiated with the ciples. However, the CSA definition of
distinction of "methodology" from "method" or "principles" in terms of design characteristics
"tool," emanates from recognition of basic falls short of providing the necessary process
premises: definition afforded by the OPA framework.
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The Objectives, Principles, and Attributes The following sections provide examples that
Concept illustrate and clarify the extension of the OPA

Central to the OPA concept is the premise framework to systems engineering.

that too!s embody methodology principles, and
the application of the tools implements the Systems Engineering Objectives
principles. Principles correspond to systems The systems engineering process can be
engineering fundamentals or techniques such applied at varying levels, depending on how
as hierarchical and functional decomposition. the boundaries of the target systems are drawn.
The application of a principle governs the Each level of application of systems engi-
development process in a manner to promote neering, existing system, or system being
the attainment of a desired objective. Within developed, has objectives. Objectives are
naval system development, objectives (e.g., viewed as invariant with the level of applica-
reliability and maintainability) correspond to tion. While one set of objectives may not apply
high-level system goals or requirements from to all systems, a small sub-set of objectives may
which specifications (A-Specs) can be defined, be recognizable in the majority of systems. This
The presence of a tool in a development set may depend on application domain factors
environment is based on its support of one or (military, communication, medical, etc.). For
more principles; but more important, this example, naval combat system objectives might
methodology guides in the partitioning of include:
principles among tools to achieve an integrated i Adaptability - the aility of the system to
support environment. aptate aniet ohe sytmvo

Another OPA premise is that use of a accommodate change. Change may involve
particular principle induces specific attributes adjusting to changes within the environ-the ina prouctor yste. Atribtesarement modifications to meet new opera-
in the final product or system. Attributes are tional requirements, or enhancements to
desirable characteristics corresponding to
technical performance characteristics in naval improve performance.
system development. The presence or absence 0 Feasibility - operational. technical, and
of attributes is examined to measure success in economic viability.

attaining desired objectives. 0 Maintainability - the ability of the system

One might contend that objectives, principles, or its subsystems (components) to be
and attributes are applied currently in systems maintained.
engineering practice. If true, the current im- 0 Capability - the functional and operational
plementation is poorly defined and understood, capability of the system and its com-
inadequately documented, and primarily ponents under specified conditions.
employed at the equipment level. For example. 0 Reliability - the ability of the system to
techniques are available for designing and perform in a satisfactory manner for a
measuring reliability at an equipment level. The specified period of time when operated
objective (reliability) and an attribute (mean- under specified conditions.
time-between-failure) are readily apparent. The 0 Compatibility - the ability of the system to
techniques (principles), while often not as be integrated with or operated in the
apparent, do exist. What is missing are the presence of other systems without mutual
well-defined relationships. As a result, the rela- interference.
tionships may not be adequately comprehended 0 Verifiability - the ability to verify that the
or exploited to realize the full potential benefit system supports the naval mission and
of the OPA framework. meets its system requirements.

While the OPA framework has the potential 0 Operability - the ability to perform as
to provide structure and discipline, the applica- intended in an effective and efficient
tion raises several practical concerns: 12  manner for a specified period of time.

" While a set of objectives can be identified, This list of objectives is not to be considered
this set might not be complete, and addi- all-inclusive or applicable to all systems.
tiois should be allowed.

" Objectives may be interdependent (for
example, maintainability may have an Systems Engineering Principles

26 adverse effect on reliability). Several engineering fundamentals or tech-
• Objectives can differ in importance from niques provide the counterparts of principles

one application to another. within the OPA framework: hierarchical and
* Attributes of a large, complex system functional decomposition, information hiding,

might be evident in one component, yet life-cycle verification, expansionism, and con-
missing in others, current documentation are ready examples.
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Hierarchical decomposition refers to the Expansionism involves, and may be defined
hierarchical breakdown of the system into as, the hierarchy of systems within the realm of
subordinate parts (subsystems and com- systems. As such, it is closely related to or may
ponents). Functional decomposition first iden- be considered part of hierarchical decomposi-
tifies the primary functions of the system and tion. just as consideration of the hierarchy of
then progressively breaks these down into sub- subsystems or functions within a system of in-
functions. 14 Hierarchical and functional terest is important, recognition and considera-
decomposition help assure that all elements of tion of a system's relationships and position
the system are fully recognized and defined, within the hierarchy of systems is also
and all facets of system development, opera- important. This principle aids the system
tion, and support are adequately covered.2  engineer in defining the objectives and

Information hiding is a concept in which the requirements of the system of interest in
components of the system "know" only the relation to other systems.
necessary information about the other com- The principle of concurrent documentation
ponents comprising the system. System details promotes requirements and decision trace-
likely to change are "hidden" inside individual ability. This may reduce redundancy in past
system component design.' 5 This does not and present efforts, reduce the probability of
imply that the engineers developing the perpetuating previous design errors, promote
individual components are unaware of the understanding of system development objec-
"'global" system objectives and the functionality tives, and ultimately reduce development time
of the other components, but that the system and cost.
components need not necessarily be aware of
the details of how other components provide
their functionality. This principle is applicable
to the promotion of modular design and adapt- Systems Engineering Attributes
ability within systems since modifications or Attributes are desirable characteristics of the
enhancements to one module or subsystem system product. An attribute may or may not
have less impact upon the entire system or be visible or quantitatively measurable. For
other subsystems. example, the technical performance

Life-cycle verification confirms adherence to characteristic mean-time-between-failure is
system requirements throughout the design, generally measurable. However, an attribute
d evelopment, and maintenance of the system such as simplicity may be found to be less
life cycle. 16 It also involves verifying that prin- formally defined and more subject to human
ciples. tools, and methodologies are used judgment. Examples of attributes and their
properly throughout the systems engineering relation to specific objectives are provided in
process. Table 2.

Table 2. Systems Engineering Attribute Examples

OBJECTIVE PRINCIPLE ATTRIBUTE

Maintainability Functional Decomposition Accessibility
Simplicity

Mean-Time-between-Maintenance

Availability

Reliability Functional Decomposition Redundancy

Mean-Time-between-Failure

Availability 27

Verifiability Documentation Traceability

Documentation Adequacy
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Benefits of the OPA Approach design and development. That is, objectives and
requirements are defined from the top down

Applying the OPA framework within the and design/implementation occurs from the
discipline of systems engineering has three bottom up.
major potential benefits. First, it provides a The second major benefit of the OPA
means or structure for relating the different framework is a disciplined procedure for
levels of systems engineering (Figure 2). As developing, evaluating, and selecting tools and
efforts move from an equipment level toward methodologies to support the application of
the force level, complexity increases. Re- systems engineering. The linkage between
quirements are to be developed in a manner objectives and principles serves as the
such that efforts at lower levels support attain- fundamental basis for this benefit. Principles
ing higher level objectives (top-down provide the basis for tool and methodology
requirements definition), development, and attributes provide the basis

Force

Platform
Figure 2. Pyramidal illustration of
the levels of systems engineering.

Combat Systems

Weapons Systems

Equipment

Each level of systems engineering has objec- for evaluation. For example, existing tools and
tives, and emphasis on particular objectives methodologies can be evaluated to determine
may differ between levels. For example, it is the principles employed. This evaluation can
possible for greater emphasis to be placed upon serve as an indication of the objectives the
reliability at the weapon system and equipment application seeks to promote. Similarly,
levels than at the force level. At the former development of new tools or methodologies
levels, reliability could support the attainment would be based on the principles promoting
of objectives receiving greater emphasis at the the desired objective. The success or
force level such as maintainability, support- "goodness" of the new tools and methodologies
ability, or performance. As a result, a hierarchy is then evaluated by measuring or evaluating
of objective levels is derived. The relationships the attributes present in the product. By deter-
among objectives at different levels within the mining which objective(s) are attained by
hierarchy provide the means for relating the employing a specific tool or methodology, the
corresponding levels of application of the system engineer is provided with a basis for
systems engineering process (Figure 3). A selection of tools that best support the efficient
crucial assumption is that the achievement of and effective development of the system of
objectives defined for the encapsulating system interest. Thus, the selection of the tool or
(highest level) is based on synthesis of objec- methodology is a function of the objective

28 tives realized in the embedded systems (lower desired and the level of systems engineering
levels). being addressed.

In addition, the demonstration of linkage in A third benefit is that the achievement of
levels of application of the systems engineering objectives by use of specific principles, and the
process aids in understanding the "total" measurement of attributes and principles to
systems engineering effort. This illustration indicate the attainment of these objectives, is
depicts a top-downtbottom-up approach to easily understood by engineers and technicians
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Level of Naval
Systems
Engineering

Force Objectives Principles Attributes

R T
C e r

Platform Objectives Principles Attributes o q a

m u c
p i e
I r a

Combat System Objectives Principles Attributes e e b
x m i

i e 1

t n i
Weapon System Objectives Principles W Attributes y t t

s y

Equipment Objectives Principles Attributes

Figure 3. OPA hierarchy.

regardless of background or experience level. Conclusion
The natural appeal of this interplay among
objectives, principles, and attributes facilitates To date, the discipline of systems engineering
communication and promotes understanding of has primarily provided engineers with concep-
the methodology and the intended application, tual support that increases the probability of
strengths, and limitations of tools implementing developing an effective system to solve the
the methodology. This aids in achieving valid, right problem. It is time to target more
credible results. A direct and important conse- ambitious goals. Better means of implementing,
quence of this increased understanding and understanding, and relating efforts within the
credibility is improvement in the application of systems engineering process are needed. The
the systems engineering process. OPA framework provides an infrastructure to

In summary, the relationship between levels facilitate the implementation of the systems
of objectives provides structure for relating engineering process and supports future evolu-
levels of systems engineering. The linkage tion of the systems engineering discipline. By
among objectives, principles, and attributes providing a structured approach for relating
provides a disciplined approach to tool systems engineering efforts and a discipline for
development, evaluation, and selection. Further- integrated tool development to support the
more, if in developing tools and methodologies system engineer, the systems engineering
the hierarchy of objectives is adhered to, the process may become more formalized and less
ability to integrate tools or their results across subjective. In addition, the OPA framework is
the total systems engineering spectrum should adaptable, flexible, and promotes improved
be enhanced. This ability to integrate directly communication and understanding by the use 29
supports the goal of establishing an integrated of consistent terminology.
tool envi-onment supporting the entire systems Systems engineering objectives, principles,
engineering process. and attributes exist now only in part, they are
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only partially defined and inadequately 5. Checkland, P., "Rethinking A Systems Approach,"

understood, and require further investigation Journal of Applied Systems Anolysis, Vol. 8, 1981, pp.

and development. To implement the OPA 3-13.

framework in support of naval or other corn- 6. M'Pherson, P. K., "Systems Engineering: an Approach

munity systems engineering efforts requires: to Whole-System Design," The Radio and Electronic
Engineer, Vol. 50, No. 11112, Nov/Dec 1980, pp.

* a more definitive understanding of the 545-558.

systems engineering process, 7. Lehman, J., Memorandum, Space and Naval Warfare

* establishment and definition of an objec- Systems Command (SPAWAR). concerning SPAWAR

tive hierarchy (if multiple levels of systems organization and operational concept. Washington,

engineering exist), D.C., 6 Nov 1985.

* definition of principles and their relation- 8. Mahan, A. T., The Influence of Sea Power Upon

ship to the objectives, History. 1660-1783, 12th Edition, Boston: Little, Brown.
and Co., 1918.

" definition of desirable systems attributes 9. Beach, E. L., The United States Novy 200 Years, New
related to the objectives, York: Henry Holt and Co., 1986.

* development of methodologies based on 10. Betts. R. K., Editor, Cruise Missiles Technology,

the concept of objectives, principles, and Strategy, Politics, Washington, D.C.: The Brookings In-

attributes, from which the specification of stitution. 1981.

tool requirements can be derived, 11. Warfield. 1. N., "Selecting Participation Metnodologies

" development of tools based on For Systems Design," 1983 Proceedings of the Interna-

requirements driven by principles, and tional Conference on Systems. Man. and Cybernetics,
Vol. 2. 1983, pp. 762-764.

* integration of the requisite tools to pro- 12. Arthur, 1. D., Nance. R. E. and Henry. S. M.. A Pro-

duce a system engineering environment cedural Approach to Evaluating Software Development
supporting system development. Methodologies: The Foundation, Technical Report

SRC-86-008, Systems Research Center, Viriria
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg,
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Advanced Distributed Processing
Technology and ADMRALS

J. Blanton

A generalized methodology for the analysis and simulation of
large complex problems on an internetworked distributed com-
puter system has been developed. This methodology, the
distributed processing system, and the associated network com-
munication control system are collectively referred to as ADPT
(Advanced Distributed Processing Techiiology). This approach,
which includes a highly modular functional representation of the
components of a generic complex system, has been applied to
the development of a naval battle force, multiwarfare simulation
environment called ADMRALS (Attack and Defense of Maritime
Resources in Adverse Locales Simulation). ADMRALS represents
a collection of newly developed and previously existing models
which operate concurrently and interactively on the distributed
system. At present, fleet point and area defense, outer air battle,
space-based surveillance and targeting assets, and some limited
antisubmarine and electronic warfare models are integrated into
the system to provide a battle force systems analysis capability
not previously available. This highly flexible, synergistic simula-
tion system can be used to conduct weapon system performance
and effectiveness analyses, provide value-added studies of pro-
posed new systems, and support the fleet architecture assessment
process.

This article describes the methodology used to develop this
system and describes models currently included. This work has
been sponsored primarily by the Naval Surface Warfare Center
(NA VSWC) through the Space and Warfare Systems Command
(SPAWAR) Warfare System Architecture and Engineering
(WSA&E) Program.

Introduction

Attack and Defense of Maritime Resources in Adverse Locales is a force
level, multi-warfare analysis system that is being developed in the Space
and Surface Systems Division, NAVSWC. It represents a specific applica-
tion of a broader methodology called Advanced Distributed Processing
Technology that is also evolving at NAVSWC.

This article describes the basic, underlying concepts associated with
ADPT and the computer science technology that has emerged as a result of
this work. A brief overview of the ADMRALS application and current
capabilities is then presented.

Underlying ADPT Methodology

Figure 1 is a notional representation of a large class of systems. A system
in this class consists of many objects, entities, or components of varying
degrees of complexity. These entities typically interact with one another

32 through a mutually shared environment. These interactions may themselves
be complex as well as dynamic. As the system evolves, interactions may
result in the creation of new objects or the elimination of existing objects.

Analyzing or modeling such a system is difficult for several reasons. True
experts in detailed nuances generally are associated only with specific sub-
system components. Therefore, the expertise of many component experts
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precept: Large complex problems can be made
tractable by decomposing them into a finite set
of generic functions and associated control

Object maps. This philosophy implies that many, if not
all, systems and subsystem components or
objects inherently consist of a finite number of
functional attributes and interconnectivities
among these attributes. If this is true, and if
those functions and interconnectivities (control
maps) can be generically defined, a template

Environment Object can be developed that supports systems
analysis and model development.

As a first step toward this template defini-
tion, consider one of the objects in the notional
system of Figure 1. Each object has a two-way
interaction with its environment. In general, it
is affected by its environment, and in turn ex-
erts some influence or effect on that environ-
ment. This interaction is shown in Figure 2,
where the beginning of the development of a
usable set of generic functions can be seen. At

Figure 1. Typical system representation. any instant, environmental influences are
perceived by the object through generic sensory
functions. Based on its perception of the en-

must somehow be coordinated and integrated vironment, the object then exercises decision-
in any attempt to understand the whole system. making functions. Finally, as a result of its

Differing analysis needs also affect modeling perception and decisions, the object executes
requirements. Some analysts may require some action which affects the environment.
detailed, high fidelity models at the component The simple, high-level object decomposition
level. These detailed models may be totally in- shown in Figure 2 is not very useful for the
appropriate for broader, high-level systems practical development of models for complex
analysis requirements. This implied need for systems. It does, however, provide some insight
flexibility and interchangeability of models and into the thought processes that led to the
the lack of global consensus on the acceptabil- development of the more detailed system of
ity of models pose still more difficulties for the generic functions and interconnectivities shown
system analyst. in Figure 3. This function template has been

Difficulties in analyzing large, complex used in all current ADPT applications to
systems lead to software development prob- develop models of systems components or ob-
lems. Computer simulations of such systems jects. For most of these applications these
have traditionally been implemented as in-line objects have tended to be platforms such as
code on large mainframe computers. As the
system definition changes or analysis re-
quirements change, the code is modified. These
modifications can be difficult and often have
unexpected side effects. Serious software Sense
maintenance problems can occur even if good
software design standards have been practiced.

Large mainframe computers are powerful and
have widespread utility for many applications. Environment
They are also expensive in initial cost, in Decide
maintenance, and for the support infrastructure

generally associated with them. A mainframe
computer also represents an essentially closed
architecture; expansion of capabilities is
limited. It is possible for a complex systems 33
analysis application to outgrow the computer Act
on which it is hosted.

The various aspects of ADPT help ameliorate
system analysis problems, software develop-
ment problems, and computer architecture con-
straints. ADPT is based on a simple underlying Figure 2. High-level functionalization.
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Figure 3. ADPT generic functions.

ships, aircraft, or missiles. All functions are not Command and Decision, Strategy and
necessarily required in every model o fr all Scheduler are all models of intelligent or
possible applications or analysis needs. To decision-making processes. Resources are
date, no additional Aunction has been required models that count assets or resources. Object
This functionalization is not necessarily con- Control initiates actions, Actuator exerts in-
sidered to be unique. For some problems, it fluences on the environment, and Navigation
should perhaps be modified. However, ex- consists of models which move objects in time
perience has shown that it supports a broad and space.
class of complex system analysis applications, The lines connecting the functional blocks
especially those which include human or other indicate the flow of information which must be
intelligent decision-making processes. Any pro- shared among functions. If the functional soft-
cess inherent in such a system can be ware modules are designed to include the
represented by one of these generic functions, logical hooks necessary to accommodate inter-
and any object in such a system can be mod- function information flow, considerable
eled through the combination of all or a subset advantages can be realized. By maintaining the
of these functions. logical interfaces, a module can be changed or

From a software development perspective, replaced with little or no impact on other parts
the generic functions may be thought of as of the code. This modular design with carefully
libraries of algorithms or software modules of defined interface control allows a great deal of
similar functional utility. Perception Filter in- flexibility in modifying and interchanging
cludes models of things which interface with modules for varying analysis needs. The effects

34 the environment to obtain information. Correla- of changes are localized. System models can be
tion models integrate information from various developed in a "building block" fashion and
perception filters. Action assessment models varying degrees of model fidelity can be
provide evaluation of action previously taken. supported.
Partitioning algorithms partition or segment the Functions near the top and bottom of Figure
perceived environment. Performance, 3 tend to represent hardware or models of
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nardvdre. The functions in the center of independent of target host computer architec-
Figure 3 represent the various aspects of ture. Software development, modification, and
decision-making processes. In most traditional maintenance advantages will be obtained with
system models, some or all of these decision- ADPT whether the host computer system is a
making processes are only implicitly reflected large mainframe, a desktop, or a distributed
in the code. The functionalization shown in processing network. Because of the highly
Figure 3 includes explicit representation of modular nature of this approach, models
these decision-making processes. Consequently, developed in this manner are particularly well
a strategy module, for example, can be changed suited to implementation on a distributed pro-
in a larger model as easily as a particular cessing system. For some classes of problems,
sensor or perception filter algorithm can be certain additional advantages can be realized
changed. through such an implementation.

Another aspect of the functional decomposi- A distributed processing system is an open
tion of Figure 3 is the existence of an implied architecture. The network may start with a
hierarchy of model development. Each generic small number of inexpensive machines. The
function receives information from other parts computer suite can then be expanded as
of the system (its environment), performs some appropriate for the problem being addressed.
action based on that information, and exerts New computer technology can be added
some influence on other parts of the system. In incrementally. Very large problems may be
this sense, each function block resembles the addressed and execution- or through-put time
generic object of Figure 2. Consequently, each reduced through the use of concurrent process-
function can itself be broken down further by ing. The major technological developments of
the same functional decomposition already ADPT support the utilization of distributed
discussed. The hierarchical nature of this func- systems and concurrent processing.
tional decomposition allows an analyst to Concurrent processing can be defined as a
conduct, in principle, top-down system number of synchronized sequential programs,
analyses and model development by suc- communicating with one another and executing
cessively applying the function decomposition concurrently on multiple processors. Since
until any desired level of detail is reached. concurrent processing consists of the execution

The greatest utility of this functional decom- of a number of sequential programs, all con-
position is realized when it is used from the siderations for good sequential program
top down for system analysis as well as for the development also hold for the individual pro-
entire software design and development grams included in a concurrent processing
process. Even when this methodology is not system. There are, however, additional impor-
used in the initial design process, certain tant factors to be considered. These factors
benefits can often be obtained. If some or all of include inter-program communicaLion across
the functions and interconnectivities in Figure the distributed network, synchronization among
3 can be identified in an existing program or the various programs or processes, and the
model, the code or software corresponding to assignment of processes to the various com-
those functions can be extracted, placed in the puting nodes on the network. These issues will
appropriate generic software libraries, and now be addressed.
reused for other applications. In some cases, if The current ADPT processing suite located in
the proper object/environment interactions are NAVSWC's Space and Surface Systems
present, models of objects can be reused in Division is shown in Figure 4. This system was
their entirety. This may be done even if the recently separated into two independent
internal representation of the object model does networks to accommodate both classified and
not reflect the functional decomposition of unclassified operations. Each network consists
Figure 3. Generally, however, it is more of a number of desktop workstations, a com-
appropriate to extract and reuse parts of puter configure,' as a network file server, and a
existing programs. Functions at the top and mini-super-computer. Also included in each
bottom of Figure 3. which often correspond to network is a graphics workstation. Not shown
physical objects, are usually more readily in Figure 4, but available to the networks, are a
identifiable and reusable than are functions number of detachable hard disk drives and an
corresponding to decision-making process. overhead projection system. The computer

hardware suite, which uses 4.3BSD UNIX and 35
ADPT Computer Technology System V UNIX operating systems, is intercon-

nected on a local area network (Ethernet IEEE
The previous discussion described a new 802.3). Message transfers are accomplished

systems analysis and software engineering using Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
methodology. Model development based on the Protocol (TCP/IP) and a specially designed
generic system/object functions of Figure 3 is TCP/IP application interface and network
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Figure 4. Current ADPT network.

communication controller program called current configuration, and dependin, on the
COMTROL. size of the application. up to 64 Slave

This program, written in C programing COMTROL can be implemented. and as many
language, was developed solely in the Space as 4096 processes can be executed
and Surface Systems Division. COMTROL is concurrently.
itself distributed. It may be implemented in two Each Slave COMTROL maintains a list of all
layers consisting of a Master COMTROL in the client applications or processes that it serves.

36 top layer and multiple Slave COMTROL in the The Master COMTROL maintains a list of all
second layer. See Figure 5. The two-layered connections on the network. These lists are
structure was originally developed to circum- used to support communications or message
vent a UNIX limitation that allowed only 64 transfers from any client process to any other
files to be opened at one time. This meant that client process connected to the system. The
only 64 processes could be executed concur- various COMTROL and client applications can
rently on the distributed system. With the be hosted on any processor on the network.
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It' a Slave COMTROL and a process that it example of this is shown in Figure 6. Both pro-
serves are hosted on a common processor. cesses in Figure t6 are initialized concurrently.
communications between them occur within Process I begins execution to produce data
the UNIX domain. If a set of processes and needed by process 2, which waits to receive
their intercommunications are static, that is, if that data. When the appropriate data is
the processes are always present and their com- received, process 2 continues execution, and
munications requirements do not change over process 1 suspends execution at its "Receive"
time, COMTROL does not need to be used to until the proper message is passed to it over
transfer data among them. Those message the network. Clearly, this method of synchron-
transfers occur directly in the UNIX domain ization is application-dependent. Placement in
among processes on common machines and the code of the blocking receive or send
point-to-point using TCP/IP for processes on instructions depends on the problem being
differeih machines. solved. The need for careful top-down software

The greatest advantage of COMTROL is its design is evident. Again, the generic functions
ability to manage communications in a and interfaces in Figure 3 are helpful in this
dynamic application environment. It was design process. While the proper use of block-
designed to support analyses of a system such ing communications guarantees the logical
as the one in Figure 1, where objects (pro- synchronization of concurrent processes, it is
cesses) may be created or removed in an also clear that it can lead to underutilization of
unpredictable manner as the system evolves. some computing resources on the network.
When a new process is created, it provides the Mismatching of process computational intensity
system with a unique identification when it and computer power will lead to excessive
logs on to the system through COMTROL. It is computer idle time as the processes on some
provided with a unique system address and is machines wait for needed messages. A general,
then able to communicate with any other pr - - automatic methodology for optimally assigning
cess on the system. Similarly, when a process processes to computers does not presently
ceases to exist, COMTROL automatically exist. Ongoing research in this area includes
supports its removal from the system. the investigation of noninvasive system load-

COMTROL provides a highly capable but monitoring techniques and the development of
simple interface for network communications. a first-generation, automatic load-balancing
Its operation is totally transparent to the system methodology.
user or programmer. A more detailed descrip- To date, the ADPT functions approach and
tion of the ADPT network communication the distributed processing methodology dis-
system is given in NSWC TR 91-5.1 cussed above have been applied to several

In addition to supporting communication different problem areas. The first of these was
among concurrent processes on a distributed ADMRALS, which will be described in more
system, it is necessary to synchronize execution detail later. The second application includes
of the various processes. This is done in ADPT the integration of generic, space-based sensor
through the use of blocking communication. assets into the ADMRALS force-level simula-
Individual processes must be designed so that tion system. NAVSWC has used this system in
execution is "blocked" or suspended until a first-cut performance and value-added analyses
logically needed message is received. A simple for several candidate space-based Wide Area

Slave 1Slave 2 0e 0 0 lv•

COMTROL COMTROLCMTO

37

Application
Client Client Client Client Client lnt Cit

Figure 5. Communication control.
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acquisition time constraints, naval development Command (SPAWAR), established'in 1985,
will continue to be initiated with the integra- initiated force systems engineering to identify
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Figure 6. ADPT simulation control utili/es
locking communications. A process will
suspend execution until a specified message
is received from another process. Receive S

Surveillance Tracking and Targeting (WASIT To date. all the appli:ations of AI)PT hatk
systems. fallen in the modeling, simulation, and s' stemrs

A simulation program called AGENt (Anti- analysis arena. Other possible applications
Satellite Global Engagement Model) was include human-in-the-loop training systems.
developed using ADPT. This model was used real-time distributed systems, and the solution
for extensive system effectiveness, parametric of numerically intensie computational
trade-off, and force-on-force analyses in mechanics problems.
support of the Navy antisatellite development
effort of FY89/90. AGEM is currently being ADMRALS Overview and Background
modified to support system analysis studies of
proposed Navy anti-tactical ballistic missile In FY86, SPAWAR began its \\SA&E
systems. initiative. This effort spanned the entire Navy
ADPT is also being used to design and laboratory community. The stated objectives of

-develop an Advanced AEGIS Weapon System the WSA&E program included conducting
Simulation (AAWSS). The primary focus of this battle force systems engineering and architec-
work is the development of a detailed simula- ture analyses, translating requirements into
tion of the AEGIS Weapon System. At the ship specifications, and providing systems engineer-
level in this application, part of the functional ing at the multi-warfare level. Because of 'le
decomposition of the weapon system cor- great costs and long-lead times associated with
responds to combat system elements that developing, testing, and introducing new
include SPY, Command and Decision, Weapons weapon systems into the fleet, the need for a
Control System, and Standard Missile. The force-level, multi-warfare system analysis tool

38 interconnectivities among the various elements was evident. There did not exist, however, any
correspond to a subset of the actual combat single group or organization in the Navy with
system data transfers. Hooks are being all the knowledge, expertise, and resources
provided so that the AAWSS can, in principle, necessary to system engineer the fleet at the
be integrated into the force-level, multi-warfare force level. This was the task assumed by the
simulation system, ADMRALS. WSA&E community.
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Early in FY87, ADPT was seen as an environ- in C. The previously existing models have been
ment in which models and expertise of various written in either PASCAL or FORTRAN. In
warfare area experts could be integrated into a these cases, C-wrapper programs have been
synergistic, multi-warfare analysis system to developed to interface the various models with
support the WSA&E process. The ADPT the network.
application called ADMRALS is the result of In its current state, ADMRALS includes
that analysis environment development effort, relatively sophisticated anti-air warfare (AAW)
ADMRALS is hosted on the distributed pro- capabilities (point defense, area defense, and
cessing system shown in Figure 4. Communica- outer-air battle). It includes generic WASTT
tion and synchronization are maintained space assets. It has some antisubmarine war-
through the use of COMTROL and the blocking fare (ASW) models and includes limited
communication technique (called TIMER for electronic warfare (EW) capabilities. Table 1
the ADMRALS application) previously dis- shows the major models included in
cussed. The generic ADPT functions of Figure ADMRALS, their origins, and the programming
3, specialized for applications to warfare language in which they are written. Figure 8
systems or objects, are shown in Figure 7. All shows Blue Force platforms currently modeled.
object models designed specifically for integra- Current ADMRALS models and capabilities
tion into ADMRALS follow the template of will now be discussed.
Figure 7. Several existing models developed by
various agencies for other applications have Point and Area Defense
also been integrated into the ADMRALS en-
vironment. In some cases, models have been The first existing model integrated into the
integrated intact. In other cases, the existing ADMRALS distributed environment was the
models have been somewhat disassembled Fleet Requirments Analysis Model (FRAM].
along functional lines and the appropriate parts FRAM is a time-step-driven, battle group point
have then been integrated. Models developed and area defense model written in FORTRAN.
specifically for ADMRALS are written in the C- It was orginally developed as a sequential pro-
programming language so that they may readily gram to be executed on a mainframe computer.
interface with COMTROL, which is also coded It originated in and has been used extensively
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Figure 7. ADMRALS multi-warfare functions.
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Table 1. Current Models in ADMRALS

Warfare Area Model Origin Language

AAW(IAB) FRAM NAVSWC FORTRAN
TSMM Contractor PASCAL

AAW(OAB) Fighter NAVSWC C
E-2 NAVSWC C
AAWC NAVSWC C
CV NAVSWC C

ASW RADS Contractor PASCAL
HDM Contractor FORTRAN
SUBSUB Contractor FORTRAN
ASWC NAVSWC C
CG/DD NAVSWC C

Space Satellite NAVSWC FORTRAN

Red Threat NAVSWC C

by the Combat Systems Engineering and The Outer Air Battle
Assessment Division at NAVSWC. In early
FY87, FRAM was obtained by the In late FY87 and FY88, outer air battle (OAB)
ADMRALS/ADPT development team. It was models were developed in the Space and
decomposed as much as possible along the Surface Systems Division to expand the AAW
functional areas of Figure 7, interfaced with capabilities provided by FRAM. These models
COMTROL and TIMER, and rehosted on a include an anti-air warfare commander
prototype distributed-processing network. A (AAWC), a carrier (CV), an airborne early warn-
relational data base back end for post- ing platform (E2), and fighters (F-14 and
processing analyses and an animated graphics F/A-18). Each of these models was designed
package were also added. FRAM remains in and developed from the top down using the
ADMRALS to model point and area defense, highly modular functional/object-based ap-
but the nature of its implementation on the proach associated with ADPT. A high-level
distributed system has changed somewhat as flow chart for the F-14 is given in Figure 9.
other warfare area models have been added to The correspondence of this F-14 specific model
the ADMRALS system. For example, the to the generic functions of Figure 7 is evident.
original Red Threat model in FRAM has been The decision-making process, or "pilot," of the
removed, and a more robust model has been F-14 was modeled using both traditional rule
developed to support point and area defense as bases and a neural network.2

well as other warfare areas for which the The AAWC model is primarily a decision-
FRAM threat was never intended, making process. Its input from the environment

FRAM provides the ability to model virtually consists of communications from the E-2
any type and number of Blue Force surface models, from space assets, and from an ES-3
platforms. Platforms are created by entering model. These communications describe the
data specifying their physical descriptions, current tactical situation. Based on this tactical
These data describe platform locations relative picture, the rule base is exercised to make ap-
to fleet center, types and numbers of sensors, propriate decisions. Output from the AAWC to
launchers, weapons, illuminators, communica- its environment includes orders to the E-2s and
tion links, the performance characteristics of the CVs. Actions initiated by the AAWC
various platform subsystems, etc. Varying levels include establishing combat air patrol patterns

40 of area defense coordination can be specified. for fighters and E-2s. The characteristics of
Blue Force ship damage and degradation can these patterns can be defined by simulation
be modeled. Blue Force decoys and, to some user input. The AAWC also requests launches
extent, Blue Force EW weapons, can also be from the CVs, maintains an inventory of air
included. resources, establishes fighter loiter and
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refueling points (called "sponges") and operates interactively with other objects in the
initiates, through the E-2s, fighter attacks on system. If the aircraft is destroyed during the
Red air assets. simulation or when it returns to the carrier, it

The CV model provides the launching plat- logs off and is removed from the system.
form for Blue Force aircraft. User inputs to the Simulations have been ruli with four CVs
CV model include specification of numbers and operating concurrently and with as many as
types of aircraft on board, recycle times for 100 aircraft processes created during the
each aircraft type, aircraft weapon types, and simulation.
loadout and total initial CV consumables The E-2 model provides long-range radar
loadout. In response to commands from the detection and acts as a local coordinator for
AAWC, the carrier moves aircraft among fighter aircraft. The E-2 correlates its own
various alert states (cold, 30 minutes, 15 radar contacts with those received from the
minutes, and 5 minutes) and launches aircraft. fighters under its control to obtain a local
The m6del decrements resources as aircraft are tactical picture. Given this tactical picture, the
loaded and launched. It also includes catapult E-2 issues vectoring commands to the fighters.
restrictions for certain types of aircraft (e.g., The E-2 utilizes a neural network to cluster the
propeller-driven aircraft cannot be launched targets in order to determine the vectoring
from waist catapults). scheme. If more fighters are required to meet

When the carrier model "launches" an air- the threat than are under the E-2's control, they
craft, a new program or process corresponding the reat the nder The E-2 nothey
to that aircraft is initiated. The new program is are requested from the AAWC. The E-2 notifies
automatically assigned to a computer on the the AAWC when it must return for fuel and
distributed network. COMTROL automatically when fighters have located enemy aircraft.
establishes the appropriate communication con- When an E-2 is being replaced it transfers the
nectivities with other processes, and the aircraft control of its fighters to another E-2.
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Figure 8. Current ADMRALS simulation capabilities.
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Figure 9. Fighter flow diagram.

The fighter model is used to simulate the fighter contains a missile flyout model for Blue
F-14s and F/A-18s used in the OAB. The fighter Force air-to-air missile engagements. The
observes the environment with a user-specified fighter also contains a rule base to determine
combination of its radar, infrared, camera, and chase logic based on engagement geometry.
visual sensors. If anything is detected, the
fighter notifies the E-2. If the fighter has not Space Assets
received a vectoring command from the E-2
and has one or more target tracks, it will fire a Space-based WASTT assets can be included
weapon at each of the tracks. Otherwise, it will in the ADMRALS system at the user's option.
follow the targets assigned by the E-2 and Arbitrary satellite constellations (numbers of
attack when within range. The fighter contains satellites, spatial distribution, and orbital

42 a rule base for target prioritization. For elements) can be defined. Orbits are propagated
example, a fighter will attack an enemy bomber using Keplerian motion. Moderately high-
before a fighter (if both are tracked). The fidelity infrared sensor capabilities are modeled
fighter is capable of carrying a variety of for the satellites. Sensor bandwidth, spot size,
weapons, depending on the user's preference. sensitivity, and search pattern can be specified
The fighter reports to the E-2 when it must by the user. Atmospheric attenuation effects
return to the CV for fuel or weapons. The are included, but require a prior off-line execu-
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tion of a separate program. As currently Red Threat
implemented, when a space-based infrared
sensor detects and/or tracks a Red Force threat, All Blue platforms in ADMRALS are fullyit communicates directly to the AAWC, which reactive. Each Blue Force object utilizes sensor

it cmmuicats drecly t th AAW, wich models to collect information about its environ-includes that information in its decision-making ment. t uerle bsor neal nts tovmake
process. Communication delays to simulate t. It uses rule bases or neural nets to make

ground processing of satellite sensor data can decisions. Then it reacts, according to its rules,

be implemented easily, on its current perception of the environment.
Currently, Red objects are not generally re-
active. Red platforms proceed along scripted

Anti-Submarine Warfare tracks and initiate actions such as jamming or

The ASW models implemented in ADMRALS weapon launch at a priori designated times or

were all obtained through the Center for Naval positions. The Red Threat model offers a great

Analyses. These models include HDM deal of flexibility to the ADMRALS user. It can

(Helicopter Dipping Model), RADS (Rapid be used to generate attack profiles for any

Acoustic Detection Simulation), and SUBSUB number of Red Force surface, subsurface, or

(Submarine on Submarine). Each of these airborne platforms. These attack profiles can

models was originally developed to simulate a include any number of waves, course changes.

single one-on-one engagement. Consequently, speed changes and, in the case of aircraft,

significant additional code had to be developed altitude changes. As currently implemented,

to navigate the Blue Force platforms and other- Red on Blue air-to-air engagements are modeled
wise interface the ASW models with the rest of in Blue aircraft since Red is not reactive. Whenthe ADMRALS swstem, either a Blue or Red platform is destroyed, it is

HDM is a statistical model that determines automatically removed from the simulation.
the probability of detection of an enemy sub-
marine by a helicopter equipped with a dipping Electronic Warfare
sonar when both platforms are within a given EW modeling in ADMRALS is somewhat
area. It was necessary to create models for the limited because the Red Threat is scripted as
helicopter navigation and torpedo launching in currently implemented. Future plans include
order to include HDM in ADMRALS. It was elimination of these limitations through the
also necessary to create a cruiser/destroyer development of a more reactive Red Threat
(CG/DD) ASW interface model in order to model.
launch/recover/reload the helicopter as well as In the current implementation, Red jamming
to give it initial detection bearings on the Red is modeled by reducing Blue radar detection
Force submarines. ranges accordingly. Similarly, Blue jamming is

RADS, a P-3 model similar to HDM, modeled by decreasing Red weapon release
determines the probability of detection of an ranges. A model has been developed for a
enemy submarine within a given area. It was generic airborne Blue Electronic Support
necessary to create navigation and torpedo Measures platform. This platform passively col-
launching models to facilitate the use of RADS. lects track information on attacking Red air-

SUBSUB is a probabilistic submarine-versus- craft and transfers that information to the
submarine engagement model. It utilizes AAWC.
environmental information and acoustic data
from each of the platforms to determine the
probabilities of detection and kill for each ADMRALS User Interfaces
submarine. It was necessary to create a naviga- Simulating a multi-wave Red attack on a
tion function for the Blue Force submarines, large Battle Force (four or more carrie;s)
(Red submarines are navigated by the Red presents both simulation set-up and data
Force Threat Generator.) An ASWC model was analysis problems. Several features are included
created to tie together the different aspects of in the ADMRALS System Design (Figure 10) to
ASW within ADMRALS. The ASWC help manage these problems. A relational data
communicates with the P-3s and CG/DDs and base system is used to provide the user inter-
allocates new ASW assets. face to part (FRAM and Red Threat) of the

These models give the ADMRALS system simulation set-up. Other user input for OAB
limited ASW capabilities. The current degree of and ASW models is accomplished through edit
sophistication of ASW within ADMRALS, files. The relational data base also supports the
however, is much lower than the current AAW analysis of simulation results. During a typical
capabilities. scenario execution, all data produced can be
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Figure 10. ADMRALS system design.

saved in the various memory locations of the Summary and Future Plans
processing network. After the execution, all or
any part of this data can be loaded into a ADMRALS and ADPT originally began as a
relational data base. Various standard post- single project. As that project matured, it
processing reports or Measure of Effectiveness became evident that the highly modular, func-
(MOE] tables can then be produced tional systems engineering and software
automatically, or an analyst may use relational development methodology and the distributed
data base query language to produce non- network communication and control technology
standard tables and reports. had broader utility than the WSA&E applica-

Part of the data produced in a simulation tion. Considerable effort has gone into formal-
includes track files (position versus time) of all izing this general methodology. This effort is
Red and Blue platforms and missile trajectories, continuing. The approach and the distributedThese track files are input into an animated network have now been used for several other

graphics system that includes color graphics applications. More research is needed in
44 workstations and an overhead, large-screen pro- various aspects of distributed processing. Net-

jection system. This graphics capability has work performance in terms of execution time
proven to be an invaluable analysis tool. has been less than anticipated. The main
Analysts can observe the simulation and detect reason for this appears to be non-optimal
nuances for closer examination in a way that assignment of processes to computer resources
would not be possible if limited to hard-copy (load balancing). Several potential improve-
output. ments in this area have been identified, and
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efforts are under way to implement them. Addi- The Author
tionally, future research is needed in nonin- JEFFREY N. BLANTON is
trusive system monitoring and state-of-the-art currently the Senior
methods for distributed network process syn- Technical Advisor for the

chronization and communication. Space and Surface Systems
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A Chemical Warfare Naval Simulation
Model for Surface Ships

Thoma. James Y'.rcliu

The Naval Surface Warfare Center (NAVSWC) has developed
a computer software system, the Chemical Warfare Naval
Simulation (CWNAVSIM), to simulate the impact of a chemical
agent attack upon a surface ship. This system will simulate a
point or line source weapon at any point in space and track the
liquid, primary vapor, and secondary vapor to a target (ship). It
will then deposit liquid, chemical warfare (CW) agent on the sur-
faces of the ship and subsequently evaporate this liquid. The
vapor concentrations at the ship ventilation inlets are calculated
as a function of time and transported throughout the ship's
internal compartments. For each compartment, a time-history of
concentration and dosage is calculated. Computer graphics are
output depicting the liquid cloud enveloping the ship and
depositing agent upon the ship. A typical chemical attack simula-
tion clearly shows how a ship's fighting effectivenuss can be
seriously degraded from dosages to compartments, causing
casualties, replacement of casualties with less trained personnel,
and shutdown of vital systems within the ship.

Introduction

Recent experience in the Persian Gulf clearly demonstrates the possibility
of U.S. naval ships coming under chemical attack during regional conflicts.
Design of future ships for survivability and improved survivability of
current ships will become a necessity. In this regard, CWNAVSIM is a
valuable tool to the U.S. Navy in that it can predict the effect of changes in
ship design to enhance survivability at very low cost. Physical testing of
similar design changes would be very costly or impossible to accomplish.
This simulation can determine the best location to install CW agent detec-
tors, ship entry/exits (air locks), and the filter capacity needed on shipboard
collective protective systems to survive CW attacks. It can determine, in an
operational sense, if (and how much of) a ship must be decontaminated
after an attack. As a case in point, CWNAVSIM was used to predict the
results of a CW attack on a naval ship in an elevated temperature environ-
ment during the Persian Gulf War. It was also used to determine the effect
of a biological attack in the same scenario.

One scenario of concern was that one of our ships on patrol might be
fired upon from a shore battery. In a typical incident of this type, a shell
containing a CW agent might explode about 20 meters in front of the
destroyer and 50 meters up in the air. The CW agent, which initially is in
liquid form, is dispersed into a cloud of liquid droplets by the explosion. At
this point several processes begin simultaneously. First, the liquid droplets
begin to fall like rain, with the heavier droplets falling fastest. Second, since
the CW agent is volatile, the droplets also begin to vaporize, forming what

46 is called the primary vapor cloud, which begins to flow with the local air
currents. Sume fraction of the liquid droplets falls into the ocean and
ceases to be part of the problem. The remaining fraction of the droplets
falls as a liquid onto the ship's decks and other exposed surfaces. These
droplets spread out on the ship's surfaces and also begin to evaporate,
forming what is termed the secondary vapor cloud. The primary and
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secondary vapor clouds both move with the Operational Threat Environment, HVAC for
prevailing local winds and, depending upon Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
ship's speed and heading, some fraction of the system, and Ship OPS for S 'pboard
vapor in these clouds enters the ship's interior Operations.
through various ventilation air intakes. Once The CWNAVSIM is currently running on a
inside the ship's air handling systems, the CW Tektronix XD88/30 computer. This computer is
agent begins to affect the crew members. As F RISC architertrp system which performs
cre,, members become incapacitated, the ship's about 2.2 single-precision MFLOPS. The
performance begins to degrade in predictable operating system is a Tektronix version of
modes. This entire process is modeled in UNIX called UTEK, V3.2.E. The programs
CWNAVSIM and discussed in detail in this were compiled with XD88 series C and F77
article. compilers, both by Green Hills Software.

Graphic programs use the Tektronix OnRamp

Overview of the Simulation 3D Graphics Library.

CWNAVSIM is a series of computer pro- Preparation of Ship Data Bases
grams used in simulating the transportation, Referring to Figures 3 and 4, it can be seen
evaporation, liquid deposition, weathering that ships, as seen by the computer and por-
effects, and mission impact of a chemical agent trayed in graphics, are made up of a lhtrd,

attack on a naval ship. The simulation actually number of quadrilaterals referred to here as
consists of three major submodels: Deposition quads. The data bases contain the real-world
and Weathering of a Chemical Attack on a coordinates, normals, etc., of these quads.
Naval Vessel (DAWN), the Ventilation ModelVENM), and the Naval Unit Resiliency Model Presently, data bases for the FFG, DD-963,LST-1179, LHA, and CG-26 class ships are
(NURA). Each of these comprises a group of available for use.
programs. The entire simulation consists of
modules that can be replaced or modified as Quantification of Flow Around the Ship
needed for: (1) data base generation; (2) cloud
tracking; [3) egent deposition; (4) agent evapora- The quad data base is used in all of the sub-
tion (weathering); (5) vapor generation; (6) programs in CWNAVSIM, including a potential
vapor tracking; (7) vent history; (8) graphics flow model' that determines the characteristics
display; (9) internal ventilation transportation; of the airflow about the ship's surfaces. The
and (10) mission degradation. Figure 1 is a characteristics of the flow about these surfaces
high-level program flow chart. Figure 2 is a are maintained in a data file for use in
companion flow chart that provides more estimating evaporation from the surfaces. Given
detail. Some of the abbreviations in Figure 2 an arbitrary initial flow about a vessel, the
are: OPSIT for Operational Situation, OTE for relative wind speed at the surface of each quad

CWNAVSIM

DAWN VENM NURA

l~i~sm/inatio D etem neu U~nit -'
I)ete III il I'(J \III (

)is'se ination,- I nternial to Ship Functional

Ii, IDegradation
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Figure 1. Program flow.
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Figure 2. Description of program flow.

is determined. The absolute wind flow at these 0 line angle from wind (degrees) (for line
points is used to determine the evaporation rate source only)
of a CW agent from the ship's surfaces. 0 release height (meters)

Since the velocity components of an onset 0 wind speed and direction

flow may be different with each cloud track, 0 atmospheric pressure (mm Hg)
the actual surface velocities may be calculated 0 atmospheric temperature (Celsius)
quickly. given the onset flow components and 0 temperature profile slope value (deg C/m)
the potential flow coefficients at the center of 0 horizontal cloud sigma at 100 meters
each surface quad. 0 vertical cloud sigma at 100 meters from

release point

Description of the Agent Burst 0 horizontal cloud sigma at release point

The simulation maintains a data file which is

used by a program module to track the move- An agent data file is also maintained for

ment of the agent cloud. This includes: input to the weathering program. These

* agent type GB (nerve agent), GD (nerve parameters include: surface type (epoxy, alkyd,

agent), HD (distilled mustard), VX (nerve urethane), surface temperature (celsius), droplet

agent), AC (hydrogen cyanide) spread factor (the size of the circle that a

* agent temperature (celsius) droplet spreads out to upon impact with a

* agent mass (as vapor) surface), target emission rate (mg/sq m/min) (the

* mass medium diameter of drops (log rate of emission of vapor agent from the entire

normal distribution) target), and desorption rate (mg/sq m/min) (the

* Litchfield slope of droplet diameter time rate of desorption of a liquid agent from a

distribution (standard geometric deviation desorbing surface).

48 of the radii of particles in the distribution.
When this value is 1.0, all the particles are Tracking of Initial Agent Clouds
the same size.)

0 line source length in meters (for line A cloud-tracking module has been developed
source only) that will track and quantitatively describe the

0 fall angle from horizontal (for line source atmospheric transport and diffusion of a
only) chemical contaminant through a navy ship.2 3' 4
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Figure 3. Typical small weapon size chemical warfare attack.
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Figure 4. Typical large weapon size chemical warfare attack.
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The initial aerosol cloud is regarded as a 0 Subclouds are removed from the flow when
collection of 50 envelopes (cloudlets), each of a subcloud is deposited upon the ocean
which contains droplets spanning a small range surface or when it enters the ship's body.
in size. By making use of the droplet size
distribution, each range of droplet size is Determination of Agent Deposition on
rephlccr' by an average size, suitably defined, the Ship
For each time step, the radius of the droplets is
calculated along with the speed, vertical posi- The portion of the liquid cloud that is even-
tion and velocity, and size of the associated tually deposited on the ship's surfaces is deter-
envelope. When all the envelopes have been mined next. Each cloud containing liquid is
processed, the vapor distribution of the aerosol subdivided into a large number of cubes. The
cloud is calculated. The droplet temperature is motion of center point of each cube is assumed
calculated at the end of each time step, along to represent the motion of the entire cube. The
with all temperature-dependent parameters. A dimensions of the cube are known, so the
time-tagged data record for each cloud motion of the volume enclosed by the cube is
envelope (cloudlet) is included in the standard known as well. The XYZ potential flow model
output. The cycle is then repeated until either discussed above gives the motion of the cubes
the time of interest has been reached or the en- relative to the quads that describe the ship's
tire droplet mass is no longer airborne. A more surfaces. The amount of agent deposited is
complete description of the method and basic determined by finding the fractional volume of
flow used in the program may be found in the the cube that is swept out as it moves past each
references. surface quad.

The program is also used to calculate the
final cloud track. The final cloud track file con- Determination of Absorption,
tains the quantitative cloudlet information and Evaporation, and Desorption
the three-dimensional positions of the cloudlets
as they interact with the airflow about the ship. The next step is to predict the persistence of

Agent release parameters, which include and the vapor emission from chemical agent
wind speed and direction, ship speed, and droplets on a moving naval vessel considering
agent release point, are input by the user. A surface temperatures and the wind flow about
preliminary track for each cloudlet is the vessel. The evaporation or weathering
calculated. Once a cloudlet enters the flow module is an adaptation of the model to P redict
boundary around the ship, the preliminary droplet persistence on a moving vehicle.- The
cloudlet information, including quantitative evaporation/absorption model selected for use
droplet data and a final cloud track, are pro- in CWNAVSIM is the constant radius of
duced. The XYZ positions of the chemical curvature (CRC) model for monodispersed
cloud envelopes are computed at select times droplets. The CRC Model considers the
as the envelopes interact with the airflow about evaporation/absorption history of a single
the ship. The XYZ potential flow model is used droplet and applies a constant factor to account
to compute positions on streamlines that do not for the total deposition within the area. In
touch the ship's surfaces. In order to speed order to use this model without maiui
processinig, several features were added to the modification, the deposition is assumed to be
program. uniform over each area considered. Evapora-

" The flow boundary around the ship body is tion and absorption quantities for the total

defined as an area extending outward (as a vehicle are determined by summing across the

function of cloud radius) from all ship semi- different areas.

axis limits. All positions within this area are The desorption process is assumed to com-

tracked along flow streamlines. All positions mence after all liquid on the surface is either

outside this area are tracked using initial evaporated or absorbed. Desorption data is a

flow and fall rate. This method eliminates user input. This input is in the form of desorp-

the need to compute streamline velocities at tion rate per unit area as a function of elapsed

points where the interaction of the ship with time for surface dryness. In the computer

the airflow is negligible, model, desorption of each area is considered
separately, and quantities for the total vehicle

5 All velocity calculations include the fall rate are determined by summing across theof each cloudlet. different areas.

* Data on cloudlet position is used to deter- The CRC Model also includes routines to
mine whether it is inside or outside the flow determine the decay and the removal by pick-
boundary, or if it has been removed from up of liquid deposited on the surface. As
the flow. neither process is important for this naval
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application, these routines were omitted when deposited may be quite large (>100 square
the CRC model was adopted for use in the meters), the simulation breaks each con-
weathering model in CWNAVSIM. Several taminated surface into a grid, where all grid
additional simplifying assumptions were made: areas are equal. The center of each of these
(a) liquid droplets are deposited without overlap plane grid sections is considered the starting
on a uniform smooth plane; (b) the relative point of an associated secondary vapor cloud.
wind velocity vectors remain constant Once the surface position of each vapor cloud
throughout the weathering process and are the is known, the height above the surface through
same as the tracking velocity vectors; (c) which the cloud is distributed is computed.
relative wind velocities over vehicle surfaces Using the turbulent boundary layer theory, the
are determined by using the flow coefficients at boundary layer thickness is computed, and the
the center of each area to calculate the absolute height of the vapor cloud is assigned this value.
velocity over each area; (d) the temperature In much the same method used with the
remains constant during the entire weathering primary vapor, the change in mass due to
process in each quad; (e) liquid droplet evaporation of the liquid from a surface is
temperature is the same as that of the surface found per unit time. This mass difference
to which the droplet is attached; (0 the becomes the mass of the vapor confined in the
evaporation, absorption, and desorption pro- occondary vapor cloud. The cloud volume is
cesses in each area are assumed to be indepen- determined by the area of the grid section and
dent of these processes in adjacent areas: (g) all the height of the boundary layer. Using the
surfaces are assumed dry before liquid is potential flow model, the XYZ positions of the
deposited; (h) all surfaces are assumed to be secondary vapor clouds are then computed at
smooth and of the same composition (e.g.. select times as the envelopes interact with the
alkyd paint on metal, urethane on metal, etc.). airflow about the ship.
Droplet behavior in cracks, crevices, and
greased areas is not considered.For each area, the program outputs the initial Final Output Files

deposition and a time history of drop height, Given the positions of all primary and
evaporation rate. absorption rate. and desorp- secondary vapor clouds for all times and all
tion rate. vent positions on a ship, the time at which any

vapor cloud intersects a vent is calculated.

Tracking the Primary Vapor Since the vapor positions are along a
streamline of a single vapor cloud, and the

Knowing the final liquid cloud track, the input is a series of these streamlines or tracks,
positions, dimensions, concentration, and an equation of the line joining two points on a
generation times of a series of primary vapor track is found. This track line segment
clouds are determined. As time progresses, the (representing the motion of the center of the
droplets defining a liquid cloud evaporate, vapor cloud) is checked against all vent posi-
These droplets leave behind a primary vapor tions. If this line is within a vapor cloud's
trail. The amount of vapor in the clouds is radial distance from a vent, then an inter-
estimated by calculating the change in mass of section is said to have occurred. Using
a cloudlet (all the droplets) over a period of geometric analysis, the time that the vapor
time. This mass difference is the total mass cloud first intersects the vent and the time that
contained within the vapor cloud. The volume it ceases to intersect the vent are found. From
of the vapor cloud during this time period is this we may determine the time duration of
equal to the volume swept out by the moving exposure of the vent to the vapor cloud. The
cloudlet. This volume is divided into discrete data from the primary and secondary cloud
units, and the generation time and position of interactions with the vents are merged and the
each unit are calculated. These discrete units concentrations are added whenever more than
are termed the primary vapor cloudlets. The one cloud is involved. The data is sorted by
XYZ positions of the cloudlets are tracked by vent identification and by time (first to last) to
the potential flow model to determine how they be input to the VENM model.
interact with the ship.

Graphics Production 51
Tracking the Secondary Vapor An executive program which is mouse driven

Given the agent mass change rate per unit allows a user to enter a graphic label, deter-
time of a liquid agent on a defined surface, mine the identification of various quads on the
secondary vapor clouds are created over time target, and show the track of a liquid cloud. A
to approximate the evaporation process. Given program called Depshow.c generates a three-
that the surfaces upon which an agent is dimensional display of the agent as it is
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be integrated into the force-level, multi-warfare force level. This was the task assumed by the
simulation system, ADMRALS. WSA&E community.

Naval Surface Warfare Cente'r Technical Digest

deposited on the vessel. A program called weapon. Two types of agent vapor plumes are
Evapshow.c generates a three-dimensional calculated: a plume flowing out the breached
display of the agent as it evaporates off the area and plumes flowing out ventilation
vessel surface. Finally, a program called Cloud- exhaust vents. All plume geometry is con-
show.c generates a three-dimensional display of sidered Gaussian and follows laminar flow on
the agent cloud track as it interacts with the the external surface of the ship. No agent loss
vessel while showing the deposition and to sea spray or condensation (AC cooling
evaporation of the agent. Liquid clouds are devices) is calculated. Ventilation system
displayed as shaded images colored to repre- material conditions are used during transporta-
sent agent particle diameter. Ship areas are tion calcul'*ions.
colored to represent the amount of liquid agent
deposited upon surfaces. Figure 3 is an
example of the graphical output. A legend on Determination of Mission Degradation
the left describes liquid cloud aerosol radii, NURA is an adaptation of the Army unit
while the right legend describes liquid agent resiliency model (AURA) developed In the U.S.
deposition upon the ship. This example shows Army's Ballistic Research Laboratory. The
a small CW weapon attack. The sea surface AURA detailed description is left to the
grid is 100 x 100 feet. Figure 4 is an example original documents.' The difference between
of a large weapon CW attack. The graphics in AURA and NURA is in the data bases. The
these figures visually depict the results from AURA model assumes a two-dimensional
CWNAVSIM. They are extremely useful in battlefield with assets distributed as an arm
determining ship design parameters and opera- unit. The NURA module assumes an array of
tional doctrine as previously discussed. These ship compartments with assets distributed as af
graphics amplify the effect of the tabular data naval unit.
output from CWNAVSIM and allow an analyst
to see the effect of CW attacks quickly. Typical Results

Determination of Internal Agent The CWNAVSIM yields both graphical and
Concentrations tabular output. Previous sections detailed the

graphical output. which dealt with liquid
T'he VENM1 was developed by combining aerosol clouds and liquid deposition: data i,

appropriate portions of an existing NAVSWC also available in a tabular format. Man%
model (SHPPIN) and a McLean Research megabytes of tabular data are output. including
Center model (kinetic flow model). The VENM agent vapor and liquid data. dosage data out-
module has three operating modes: DAWN side and inside the ship, concentrations outsit
interface, homogeneous cloud traverse (HCT). and inside the ship, dosage by compartment.
and penetrating hit (PH). All modes output a casualty data, and ship mission degradation
file to transfer data to the NURA module, data. Figure 5 illustrates the degradation to the

In the DAWN interface mode, VENM is
driven by input from the DAWN module, i.e.,
the target is tinder attack by an external point Typical CWNAVSIM End Results
or line source. In the HCT mode, VENM is 100
operated in a stand-alone manner and simulates q0 - .

the target ship traversing a homogeneous vapor
agent cloud in which all ventilation inlets see . 80 ,
the same concentration for a specific time. In 70 "
the PH mode, VENM is also operated as a 0 eg e

stand-alone module, but now simulates a P Bridge Unit
weapon penetrating the ship before function- 5 ' - -(omuhat t'lnit
ing. Operating in the PH mode requires the 40 -. )C(:C Unit
user to estimate physical damage caused by a 3-- m t nit
penetrating hit. since this is not calculated by
VENM. Agent can enter the ship through two 20 "
routes: through ventilation inlets (both from 0 ""

52 external vapor and vapor exhausted from a ,_ I " INJIIII_'a _I
ship's ventilation exhaust system), and through 0 I0 20 3) 40 5I 70 80 I1 M0
penetrating hit-breach areas. Agent concentra- l'iii minutes)
tion in breached areas is considered to be the
sum of vapor created by the initial functioning
of the weapon and vapor created by evapora- Figure 5. Degradation to ship's functional
tion, with time, of liquid released by the departments caused by CW attack.
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ship's functional departments caused by the 3. Saucier, R., A Mathematical Model of the Vapor and

CW attack. This degradation includes the effect Mass Distribution from a Falling, Evaporating Aerosol

of CW casualties, the degradation caused by Cloud. Technical Report ARCSL-TR-81007. U.S. Army

replacement of experienced casualties with less Armament Research and Development Command,

experienced personnel, and shutting down Chemical Systems Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving

various ship systems due to manpower attri- Ground, MD, Mar 1981.
4. Saucier, R., NUSSE3, Model Description, Technical

tion. It can be seen that the attack can have Report CRDEC-TR-87046, U.S. Army Armament Muni-

serious, degrading effects with time, particular- tions Chemical Command, Chemical Research, Develop-

ly in the communication unit. This is probably ment & Engineering Center, Aberd+en Proving Ground.
due to casualties to personnel, particularly MD. May 1987.

experienced people needed to carry out vital 5. Winkler, R., Imhoff, S.. Computer Program for the

command functions. While not as significant, Prediction of Droplet Persistence on a Moving Vehicle.

the ship's ability to conduct combat operations Weathering Model fVEHW), Contractor Report ARCSL-

is still seriously degraded. It is clear that CR-83013, U.S. Army Armament Research and Develop-

current and future ships must be designed for ment Command, Chemical Systems Laboratory. Aber-

survivability against chemical and biological 6deen Proving Ground, MD, Jan 1983.
attcks.is 6. Blacksten. H. R., Yencha, T. ., VENM Maintenance
attacks. Manual, DPC Document No. DPGITA-901003B. Technical

Analysis and Information Office. U.S. Army Dugway
Summary Proving Ground, Dugway, UT, Nov 1989.

7. Klopcic. J._ Roach, L., An Introduction to the Use of the

The CWNAVSIM will track liquid and vapor Army Unit Besiliencv Analysis JAURA) Methodology:

CV agents from the point of functioning to a Volume I. Memorandum Report BRL-MR-3384, U.S. Ar-

naval target, deposit and evaporate liquid my Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving

agent. and assess the degradation of ship's Ground. MD., Sep 1984.

effectiveness. Benefits to the Navy from using
the CWNAVSIM include the ability to quickly The Author
and cheaply determine the effects of CW THOMAS JAMES YENCHA
attacks. It allows design engineers to determine is a project leader and senior

the best location for CW detectors and airlocks physicist in the Chemical

without laborious and costly physical ship Systems Branch of the Naval
modifications and testing. An engineer can also Surface Warfare Center. He

size the filter needed for collective protective received a B.S. degree in

systems. In an operational sense, wvhether to physics in 1972 and a M.S.
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be determined by shipboard personnel if they from Wilkes University in

this simulation on the ship. Shipboard Wilkes-Barre. Pennsylvania.
can run tThe author joined NAVSWC
personnel could also determine when, and 1 1 in July of 1974 and. after a
which, personnel should don what kind of pro- J-'," job rotation period, became a
tective equipment. CWNAVSIM may also be member of the Chemical
used as a CW training aid, or, in non-CW Systems Branch. Over the
applications, it can track friendly missile and years. he has performed as a naval environmental pollution

gunfire exhaust, smoke plumes, and toxic spill programmer, a source emission test team leader, chemical
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A Standardized Approach for
Implementing Fiber Optics in Navy
Surface Warfare Systems

D. R. Knudsen, G. D. Brown and J. P. Ingold

In response to increasingly stringent requirements,
technology advances, and direction from the Chief of Naval
Operations, the Navy is beginning to use fiber-optic technology
in surface warfare systems. This article addresses the particular
fiber-optic technology that the Navy, through the Naval Sea
Systems Command's Fiber Optic Program Office, is standardiz-
ing for use. The article stresses the importance of using standar-
dized components and design guidelines and describes the Naval
Surface Warfare Center's (NA VSWC's) contribution to that effort.
One of the key benefits of fiber optics is a reduction in compo-
nent types. It is important, therefore, that all personnel involved
in the development of Navy surface warfare systems be aware of
these standards so this benefit can be realized.

Introduction

Fiber-optic technology in conjunction with other new technologies is
beginning to be incorporated into communications and control in Navy
surface warfare systems. Increasingly stringent requirements provide a
continuous need for quick reaction to multiple threats in severe en-
vironments. These requirements dictate highly reliable and survivable data
communication systems. Fiber-optic technology can meet the data com-
munication needs demanded by these requirements. The Chief of Naval
Operations has therefore directed the use of fiber optics in new systems
where benefits can be realized. The technology has been proven and is
ready to be engineered into shipboard systems.

Fiber optics offer many benefits for naval surface combatants.1, 2 The use
of fiber optics allows higher data transmission rates, reduces electro-
magnetic interference (EMI), reduces cable weight and space requirements,
allows systems designers greater flexibility in the design of systems, and
significantly reduces the numbers and types of components needed for
logistics support of installed systems.

To introduce this technology efficiently to surface warfare systems and
achieve the maximum benefits, standardized components and design
guidelines must be used. If different components are used on different
systems, the component and logistic costs will increase and subsequently
reliability, maintainability, and availability requirements may not be met.

Data Communications Requirements

Surface warfare systems have requirements for widely varying signal
types, including voice, video, and data. Each of these can be either analog
or digital. These signals can all be handled by the same type of optical fiber
so long as electrical power is not carried along with the signal. This

54 characteristic is a tremendous logistic benefit, but achievable only if fiber
optics are implemented in a standard manner.

Approach

The benefits of using fiber optics were discussed in a paper 3 that iden-
tified three essential items as being critical to the beneficial implementation
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of fiber optics in surface combatants. These single-fiber connectors or splices within an
are: a system-engineered cable plant that meets interconnection box. A family of interconnec-
the needs of the shipboard systems; corn- tion boxes is currently in development that will
ponents that meet system requirements; and accommodate a maximum of 144 connectors or
design guidelines to assure that system re- 432 splices per box. These boxes will also
quirements are met. The concepts for an effec- accommodate mixtures of connectors and
tive fiber-optic cable plant are discussed below, splices in the same box with variable splices

and connector counts. A typical link is shown
Fiber-Optic Cable Plant in Figure 1.

Another term that has been used to describe
The fiber-optic cable plant consists of all of the cable plant is Intercompartment Cable Ser-

the trunk fiber-optic cables and fiber-optic vice (ICCS). An ICCS was installed on two
interconnection equipment within the ship, Ticonderoga-class guided-missile cruisers, USS
including connectors, splices, and interconnec- Valley Forge (CG-50) and USS Mobile Bay
tion boxes. The fiber-optic cable plant is a (CG-53).
totally passive system, serving only to transport
optical signals physically between equipments ICCS Concepts
(e.g., computers, displays, network nodes).
To obtain the greatest ship-wide benefits from The interconnection box approach to fiber-
fiber-optic upgrades, a ship-wide design ap- optic connections takes advantage of the fact
proach must be used. Maximum benefits can that many types of signals can be carried on
be obtained by designing the fiber-optic cable one type of fiber. This characteristic means
plant using a critical compartment interconnec- that only a few types of components are re-
tion box approach. quired for all shipboard applications, which

reduces logistic requirements. Since fibers are
naturally immune to EMI, electromagnetic

Description pulse (EMP), and other electromagnetic
The cable plant consists of trunk cable runs perturbations, multiple fibers may be run in the

and interconnection boxes. Trunk cables that same cable, any of which will meet the
optically interconnect critical compartment requirements of an equipment interconnection.
interconnection boxes are typically run through Thus multiple signals from one system or

Trunk Cable

,X Interconnection

Equipments Boxesquipments

Local Cables

Figure 1. Typical fibci -optic link.

the main cableways, Local equipment cables multiple systems can be run in the same cable,
used to optically connect the equipment to the which further reduces cable space and weight
cable plant at the compartment interconnection requirements. These characteristics, together
box are not typically run through the main with the fact that long runs are possible, also
cableways. Trunk cables generally have higher reduce routing restrictions.
fiber counts per cable than do local cables. In In addition, because the transfer from alec-
previous installations, 8-fiber cables have been trical cables to fiber-optic cables will save
used for trunk cables, while 2- or 4-fiber cables space and weight within the ship's cableways, 55
have been used for local cables. A 36-fiber spare fibers and extra trunk cables can be
cable currently under development may be pulled at the time of ship construction to serve
used in the future for the trunk cable applica- as survivable spares for all critical fiber-optic
tion. The data path is established between cables. In the event of fire or battle damage,
equipment by connecting fibers in the local fiber-optic systems can be manually recon-
cables to common fibers in a trunk cable via figured by the ship's crew from the damaged
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Trunk Cable

Local Cables

Redundant
Trunk Cable

Single Fiber Connectors

Figure 2. Typical fiber-optic interconnection box configuration.

cables to functional, redundant cables at each humidity (RH), thermal shock, vibration, high
interconnection box location (see Figure 2). impact shock, transportation shock, electro-

Similarly, because the installed fibers will magnetic interference, electromagnetic pulse,
meet the requirements of most future systems, electrical transients, lightning, magnetic fields,
extra cables can also be pulled with the specific acoustic noise, inclination, radiation (gamma
purpose of supporting future upgrades. This and neutron), overpressure, gun blast, wind,
pre-installation of cable for future upgrades will ice, rain, snow, ultraviolet radiation, dust and
allow quicker and much less costly additions to sand, salt spray, corrosive gases, explosive
the ship's capabilities at later dates. Also, gases, fungus, corrosive fluids, water pressure,
systems can be changed or replaced and still underwater shock, crush, compression,
use the same fiber-optic cables for their in- acceleration, and mechanical stresses such as
tended lifetime. twisting, bending, and impact. Each component

The Naval Sea Systems Command is under- and system installed aboard a Navy surface
taking a project called Fiber-Optic Topology, combatant (when not isolated from specific
the objective of which is to produce documen- environments) is expected to be able to with-
tation and qualify components needed to stand these environments without interruption
design, install, maintain, and manage a fiber- of performance. Each of these environments
optic topology (or cable plant). Much of this influences the ultimate design of each compo-
information is equally applicable to fiber-optic nent and each item of equipment.
cable dedicated to one system. The products of
this project will be:

Design Guidelines Component Performance
Installation Procedures The performancc of each component withinIntllaio Poc s the surface warfare system environment isMaintenance Plan limited to changes within some bounds. In the
GENSPEC Update specifications for each component, the base
Configuration Management Plan optical performance of that component is
Navy Training Plan & Curriculum specified, as well as the response of the compo-
Life-Cycle Management Plan nent to each particular environment. Con-
Qualified Products (Initial set by sidered separately, the tests that a component

November 1993) must undergo are not extremely hard to pass.
However, it is very difficult to design and pro-

The importance of standardized components duce components that will pass the conglom-
becomes readily apparent as we begin to erate of these environmental and materials

56 qualify components. The qualification of com- tests.
ponents is a long and expensive process, made Compounding the challenge experienced by
more complex because of the rigorous surface manufacturers in developing components that
warfare environment. The full range of specific perform as required is the economic issue. The
environments experienced includes operating cost of conducting a full set of tests on a
temperature extremes from -54 to +65 0 C, particular component can easily run into the
humidity levels up to 100 percent relative hundreds of thousands of dollars. If a manufac-
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turer develops more than one type of compo- interconnection lengths, this fiber is capable of
nent, these costs are multiplied. For this handling data rates up to approximately 1 GHz
reason, it is very hard for small manufacturers depending upon the optical source
to develop products in this market. In some characteristics and the exact link length.
cases it is hard for any manufacturer to justify For those applications where the data capac-
the costs associated with product development. ity of the multimode fiber is inadequate, the
It has required a close association between the single-mode fiber is recommended. This fiber
Navy and the manufacturers to obtain the com- was developed commercially for high data rate,
ponent development that has occurred to date. long length commercial telephone trunk lines.
In some cases the Navy performed some of the It has a core of approximately 10 microns and
tests in order to help the manufacturers keep a cladding ot 125 microns. The data capacity of
cost at a minimum. 4 ,5 These efforts have been this fiber exceeds many GHz.
extremely successful, with products available It should be noted that each of the recom-
for all of the basic passive components. Most of mended fibers has the same outside diameter,
these components have not been officially so the same connector can be used for each
tested and qualified, but unqualified products application.
and test data are available from the manufac-
turers. The component which has required the
greatest amount of effort in development is the Fiber-Optic Cable
fiber-optic cable. Optical cable design and The design of a fiber-optic cable for a surface
manufacturing processes are significantly dif- warfare system is influenced by many factors,
ferent from those vmr electrical udblh:, and in including optical performance, environmental
some cases pose a significantly greater and mechanical performance, human factors,
technical challenge for optical cable manufac- and safety. The following sections discuss the
turers. Specifically, the combination of Navy benefits and drawbacks of three common fiber-
chemical requirements and shipboard optic cable designs (Figure 3) with regard to
mechanical requirements for the cable jacketing those factors. The general requirements that a
materials presented an extremely difficult prob- Navy fiber-optic cable must meet are given in
lem to manufacturers-one that has only MIL-C-0085045.
recently been overcome.

Tools and Test Equipment Cable Performance

The requirement for tools and test equipment Each of the cable designs has strengths and

for installing and repairing fiber-optic cable weaknesses. Any design to be used in a surface
and connectors makes the standardization of warfare system must meet the platform's

fiber-optic components exceedingly important. system requirements. Additionally, the cable
Different fiber external diameters require dif- must meet minimum levels of performance inDfferent ier onnexterno rs. De reqpes f- safety (e.g., low smoke generation, low toxicity,

connectors require different tools and different low halogen content, flame resistance), durabil-

test equipment adapters. Transmitters and ity e.g., able to withstand shock, vibration,

receivers operating at different wavelengths mechanical abuse, fluids, ease of installation
require different test equipment. and repair, and optical performance. The baserequire doptical performance of a particular cable design

Key Cable Plant Component Qualification is determined by the optical fiber and is not cable

The paragraphs below describe the com- design. All the other factors are greatly in-
ponents and point out the first set of fluenced by the specific design.
components to be qualified. Safety. The safety issue is roughly equivalent

for each of the cable designs. If the cable is
Optical Fiber made of appropriate materials, the cable will be

safe. The same materials can be used regardless
Currently, two standard fibers are recom- of the cable design with the exception of the

mended for use in Navy systems (per MIL- ribbon-cable design. A new material with the
F-0049291). The first is the 62.5-micron appropriate mechanical properties would have
core/125-micron cladding, graded index, to be developed for the inner plastic tube, 57
multimode fiber developed commercially for because the current material will not meet
intrabuilding and Local Area Network (LAN) Navy halogen content and toxicity standards.
applications. This fiber size shows advantages Each of the designs can be very durable
over other multimode fiber sizes in mechanical when properly manufactured and, with limited
and environmental sensitivity, and is the least exceptions, could meet all shipboard re-
bend-sensitive multimode fiber. For shipboard quirements. The most notable exceptions are
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OFCC Cable Stranded Cable Ribbon Cable
A fiber-optic cable consisting of in- A fiber-optic cable in which the A fiber-optic cable in which multiple-

dividual, single-fiber cables called buffered fibers (900 microns total coated fibers (typically 12 each) with
Optical Fiber Cable Components diameterl are stranded down the center an outer diameter of 250 microns are
(OFCCs) laid with strength members of the cable, surrounded by strength sandwiched in a linear array, called a
around a central member and over- members and a protective jacket. ribbon, and laid down the center of the
jacketed for environmental and cable. A commercial cable may contain
mechanical protection. OFCC consists up to 17 ribbons. The ribbons are
of a buffered fiber (900 microns total surrounded by an inner plastic tube.
diameter) surrounded by strength strength members, and an outer protec-
members and a protective jacket with tive jacket.
an outer diameter of approximately 2
millimeters.

Figure 3. Fiber-optic cable designs.

the bending performance of the ribbon-cable hardest to handle, because the individual fibers
design and the waterblocking performance of show high susceptibility to damage when
both the stranded and the ribbon designs. separated from the ribbon, necessitating the use

Waterblocking. Neither the commercially of multifiber connection and splicing tech-
available ribbon nor the stranded cable design niques in which all the fibers within a ribbon
is waterblocked with suitable materials (e.g., are terminated at the same time. The use of
non-greasy, non-tacky). A method for multifiber terminations introduces
waterblocking both the ribbon design and the maintenance, reconfiguration, and repair
stranded design will need to be developed for problems.
use in a surface warfare system. It is expected System Requirements. The system re-
that the stranded design will show better quirements that a fiber-optic cable must meet
waterblocking performance than the ribbon differ depending upon the platform on which it
design. will be installed. For some surface warfare

Bending. A comparison of bend performance systems, the primary system requirement is that
of the different designs indicates that the there shall be no single points of failure within
minimum bend radius of the ribbon design is the combat system. This requirement places
approximately 2.5 times that of both the strand- severe system design limitations on the fiber-
ed and the OFCC designs, and is not small optic cable plant design if different combat
enough to allow unrestricted installation of the system elements use common multifiber con-
ribbon-type cable. If the ribbon cable were nectors or splices within it. The multifiber
waterblocked with appropriate compounds, it is connector or splice becomes a single point of
expected that its bend performance would failure for multiple systems. For those par-
worsen. ticular platforms, all connections within the

Human FactoTs. The human factors elements cable plant must then be single-fiber connec-
for each design are widely varied. The primary tors. Using multifiber connectors or splices for
area of concern for human factors is in the terminating the ribbon-cable design violates this
breakout of individual fibers in the cable plant basic principle for those platforms.

58 interconnection (junction) boxes. The OFCC Capacity. The ribbon-cable design has the
design is easiest to handle because each fiber is greatest gross fiber capacity, being able to hold
contained within its own subcable. The 204 fibers in a one-half-inch cable. For the
stranded design is almost as easy to use, but same size cable, the stranded design can ac-
the individual fibers are more susceptible to commodate approximately 48 fibers. The OFCC
accidental damage because they are not pro- design can accommodate approximately 12
tected as in the OFCC. The ribbon design is the fibers in a one-half-inch cable.
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In summary, the OFCC cable design was the commercial ST (straight tip) connector,

developed for shipboard applications and meets which has a bayonet coupling for easy engage-
all shipboard cable requirements. Its only ment and disengagement. To assure high-grade
limitation is that the outside diameter increases optical performance, tight tolerances are main-
quickly with increasing fiber count. The OFCC tained in the connector ferrule manufacturing
cable design is realistically limited to cables process, yielding hole sizes with a 1-micron
containing fewer than 24 fibers, but in Navy tolerance. The ferrules can be constructed of
applications will probably never exceed 12 ceramic, stainless steel, glass, or composite
fibers. The stranded cable design is recom- materials, but are typically ceramic, which is
mended when fiber counts within a cable preferred because of tighter tolerances and im-
exceed the realistic limits for OFCC-type proved environmental performance.
cables. A 36-fiber stranded cable based on a The ST was chosen as the basis for the
commercial cable design is currently being single-fiber, light duty connector design for a
planned. The primary difficulty with this cable number of reasons. Primary among these were
design is in meeting the waterblocking re- human factors and repeatability. The bayonet
quirements. The ribbon-cable design provides design of the ST allows for smaller connector
the highest density cables with the smallest out- spacings on terminal boards and optimizes
side diameter. The ribbon cable has the poorest maintenance times without sacrificing perfor-
waterblocking capabilities of the three cable mance. Furthermore, because of the keyed
designs, and may violate some system require- design, connector repeatability is much greater
ments depending upon the platform of applica- than that of the other competitive, non-keyed
tion. The ribbon also has very poor bending designs.
properties that would force it to be installed The environmental performance of the ST
using special procedures. Additionally, new was investigated at NAVSWC. The temperature
materials that meet the Navy toxicity rmd and vibration performance of the connector is
halegen content requirements for cables would comparable to other single-fiber, light duty
have to be developed for the inner protective connectors. The spring-loaded bayonet design
tube. makes the connector more susceptible to shock

than some other connectors, but the connector
does meet the specified requirements for

Interconnection Equipment multimode fiber tless than 0.5 dB change in
Implementation of any fiber-optic conversion loss during the shock test). For single-mode

necessitates the use of fiber-optic interconnec- fiber the connector shows a high shock sen-
tion equipment. The type of interconnection sitivity at this time. Work is in process to
equipment needed varies with the specific improve the performance of the connector for
implementation, but can be divided into three both fiber types.
functional groups, namely, single-fiber, light Single-Fiber, Light Duty Splices. The single-
duty connectors or splices; multifiber, heavy fiber splices (per MIL-S-0024623) are also
duty connectors; and interconnection boxes. intended for use only inside interconnection
These components are described in more detail boxes or equipments. Their primary purpose is
in MIL-C-83522, MIL-S-0024623, MIL-C-28876, to provide a higher grade optical performance
and MIL-I-24728. The design of each of these in those cases when the single-fiber connectors
components was chosen in order to optimize are not adequate. In general, they are used
performance for the application in which they when connectors would introduce too much
are used, as well as to minimize problems due loss into the system, but may also be used
to human factors. when low reflection interfaces are needed, such

Single-Fiber Light Duty Connectors. The as for high-speed, single-mode communications
single-fiber connectors (per MIL-C-83522/16) are systems. The splice is intended to be a perma-
intended only for use inside interconnection nent connection, but may be de-mated and
boxes or equipments. They are not intended to re-mated to another splice with only slight
be subjected to harsh treatment, although they degradation of performance should emergency
do meet some minimum requirements in the reconfiguration become necessary. The single-
areas of environmental, mechanical, and fiber splice design is based on the commercial
chemical performance. The connectors are in- rotary splice. It is constructed of a single glass
tended to be durable, yet easy to engage and tube, which is broken into two pieces during 59
disengage when reconfiguration is necessary. the installation process. Each half of the tube is
They have been optimized to provide high- terminated in much the same way as a connec-
grade optical performance (typical losses of tor, and then the two pieces are reassembled as
approximately 0.5 dB) while not requiring high before they were separated. Since both halves
skill levels for installation and maintenance, of the splice are from the same glass tube,
The single-fiber connector design is based on splice losses from geometry mismatches of the
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splice parts are minimized, and an extremely splices from the environment. The boxes are
low-loss splice results. modular, with current versions containing one,

The environmental performance of the single- two, or three modules. Each module may
fiber, light duty splice was also investigated at contain up to 48 connectors or 144 splices.
NAVSWC. The results were excellent; the Connector and splice modules may be mixed in
splice showed no sensitivity to vibration and the same box. The connectors are mounted on
minimal sensitivity (<0.2 dB change in loss) to a flat plate which slides out of the box when it
temperature and shock. is opened to allow fr easy access and to

Multifiber Heavy Duty Connectors. The minimize the chance of secondary damage
multifiber heavy duty connectors (per MIL- when repairs are performed within the box.
C-28876) are required to withstand the severe The splices are mounted in removable drawers
naval environment while showing only limited which organize the splices and provide limited
performance degradation. They are intended to mechanical protection. The front cover of the
be used to connect equipment in any applica- box is hinged such that it may be either com-
tion where the fiber-optic connector is exposed pletely removed from the box or held out from
and not housed within the interconnection box. the box to function as a work table. Both the
These connectors are expected to withstand the connector panel and the splice drawers are
full rigors of the Navy shipboard environment securely locked into place when the cover is
including shock, vibration, temperature closed and secured. The design of the box
extremes, fluids including salt water, and structure itself is based on the design of
humidity. The connectors are also expected to existing lightweight electrical interconnection
withstand the mechanical use and abuse ex- boxes.
perienced daily by connectors for this applica-
tion. The design of the connector is based on Fiber-Optic System Design Issues
existing electrical connectors for the same
application, but with a redesigned insert for the Standardized design guidelines are required
connector and optical termini instead of elec- because of the way the Navy procures systems.
trical contacts. The optical termini are When requests for proposals are based on
removable to allow limited repair capability a system design specification, the impact of
and cleaning, if necessary. The termini ferrules the shipboard cable plant on the system design
are constructed similarly to the light duty con- must be specified. Otherwise, respondents may
nector ferrule and are made of the same make different assumptions and arrive at
materials, typically ceramic. The same types of designs having vastly different performance
tolerances are maintained on the ferrule hole and cost. Two such issues are described
size to assure high-grade optical performance. below.
The backshells of the multifiber heavy duty
connector are designed to perform all cable Environmental Considerations in System
strain relief so that no stress is translated to the Dcsigr,
optical interface of the connector when stress
is applied to the cable. In a fiber-optic system for a surface warfare

Other multifiber, heavy duty fiber-optic con- system, optimal design is a function of power
nectors exist in addition to the MIL-C-28876. budgeting. In a benign environment, only the
Some are essentially proprietary, but other base component performance in terms of op-
MIL-SPEC products are available (e.g., the tical loss is taken into account. An additional
optical MIL-C-38999). All have shown problems safety margin is added to the calculated system
of one type or another to date. Typical prob- losses to take into account component aging
lems that have been experienced are high and any unforeseen environmental or
initial insertion loss, low tolerance of mechanical' effects. Typical commercial
mechanical abuse, and greatly increased loss guidelines recommend that the safety margin
with repeated matings and de-matings. In par- be between 3 and 6 dB. For naval applications
ticular, for the MIL-C-38999, the inability of this margin is inadequate because of the wide
different manufacturers' products to mate range of environments expected and the
optically is a primary problem, caused by the allowable limits of component degradation in
fact that the connector was designed with those environments. Furthermore, in the sur-

60 tolerances intended for electrical contacts, but face warfare system it is not acceptable for a
insufficient for optical terminations, system to go down because of the adverse en-

Interconnection Boxes. The interconnection vironment. It is quite possible that the occur-
boxes (per MIL-I-24728) are also intended to rence of the worst environmental scenario will
withstand the full rigors of the Navy shipboard coincide with a combat situation, so it is im-
environment and, to the maximum extent possi- perative that the system perform through all
ble, to protect and isolate the connectors and realistic environmental scenarios.
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In order to account for the environmental ponents will lose in the assumed worst-case
perturbations that a shipboard fiber-optic link environmental scenario. For a group of corn-
experiences, a new method of calculating the ponents in a system, the sum of the individual
system power budget was developed. 6 The base responses can be interpreted as the amount of
performance of each component in a benign additional optical power required by that
environment is still used to calculate system system, in that scenario, to ensure a baseline
losses, but additional terms are added to the performance for some percentage of occur-
power budget equation to account for en- rences. If the mean responses are used, this
vironmental and mechanical effects. In effect, can be translated to mean that the system will
the safety margin was changed from a set value maintain its pre-exposure baseline performance
to a variable quantity that changes depending for 50 percent of occurrences of that scenario.
upon the nature and complexity of the system For those systems which do not meet their pre-
being designed. This new variable margin is exposure baseline performance, there will not
defined by the following equation: tend to be total loss of the system, but rather

k some sort of degradation (e.g., increased bit
error ratio for digital systems or increased

M = 3 dB + " nA1  signal-to-noise ratio for analog sytems).
i: 1 However, if the performance of enough corn-

where ni is the number of components of type i ponents in a system lies at the high extremes of
in the system, Ai is an environmental correction the distribution, or if the system shows a very
factor for components of type i, and a set quick degradation of performance with de-
amount, currently 3 dB, is added to account for creased optical power (as in frequency
transmitter and receiver aging effects. En- modulated systems), total system loss may oc-
vironmental correction factors for each compo- cur. The percentage of occurrences for which
nent have been calculated 6 by assuming a no system degradation is allowed is a function
worst-case set of environments that would act of the criticality of the system.
on a system at one particular time and
statistically summing the optical responses of Modal Effects on Power Budgets in
that component to each of the environments. Multimode Systems
The envirormczts considered in this worst-case
scenario were temperature, humidity, shock, A final subject to be mentioned is the impact
vibration, bending (cables only), compression of the ship's physical characteristics on the op-
Icables only), dust and sand, and mechanical tical design of fiber-optic systems. Shipboard
stresses such as impact, twisting (cables only). systems tend to be short (10 to 100 meter
and tensile stresses (cables only). lengths), highly concatenated applications. Data

As the component responses to an environ- transmission rates at this time are relatively
ment are statistical in nature, so also are the low (typically less than 10 megabits per sec-
environmental correction factors. Therefore, a ond), with expected near-term data rates in the
system designer may choose to what degree few hundred megabits per second range.
(confidence interval) a system will be Because of these requirements, as well as
environmentally resistant and use the cor- relative cost and reliability, multimode fiber
responding environmental correction factors. and light-emitting diodes typically have been
Initial recommended values for the mean and the components of choice and probably will re-
standard deviation of the correction factor main so for the near future. This combination
distribution for the basic shipboard fiber-optic of components and short length, concatenated
components are listed in Table 1. systems imposes some unique factors on the

The margin calculated by using these values system design and analysis process. Procedures
may be interpreted as follows. The mean and techniques which work in system power
response of a component represents the mean budgeting and bandwidth budgeting for long-
amount of power that a group of similar com- haul (greater than 2 kilometer) systems do not

Table 1. Mean and Standard Deviation of Environmental Correction Factor Distributions

Component Distribution Mean Distribution Standard Deviation
Cable (Single-mode) 1.33/km 0.44/km 61
Cable (Multimode) 1.35/km 0.45/km
Splice 0.10 0.03
Heavy Duty Connector 0.24 0.08
Light Duty Connector 0.24 0.08
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An Integrated Artificial Neural System
for Target Identification

Thomas Holland, Tom Tarr and All Farsaie

A system has been developed which successfully blends the
strengths of digital image processing with the advantages of
Artificial Neural Systems (ANS) to achieve target identification
in nan-optimum environments. Infrared (IR) video images of five
different military vehicles provide a data base of targets. These
images were digitized and preprocessed by means of conven-
tional digital image processing techniques. A novel ANS model
was developed to analyze certain features of the images and per-
form classification of the targets. Tests on actual IR target
images demonstrated that the system is capable of correctly iden-
tifying any of the five targets to an accuracy of 86 percent,
independent of target orientation and location within the scene.

This effort demonstrates a unique technology capable of identi-
fying genuine targets in a degraded-image scene. The system
neither requires development of target-specific algorithms, nor is
it subject to human/physical limitations. Furthermore, the results
demonstrate that this capability is attainable with current
state-of-the-art computation and sensor technology.

Introduction

This article describes an effort to develop capability to perform classifica-
tion of mobile, land-based targets in a man-portable system configuration.
The objectives were to: (1) study the performance of an artificial neural
system for identification of targets acquired from an infrared imaging
device, and (2) investigate integration of an artificial neural system into an
advanced surveillance prototype. This article deals with the system-level in-
tegration and implementation issues; specific supporting technologies are
described in a Naval Surface Warfare Center (NAVSWC) technical report.'
The article covers seven major sections. The first section presents
background information on target recognition problems. The second section
covers the nature of the targets used for this study. The third section details
the equipment used during this study. The fourth section discusses the
Artificial Neural System (ANS) algorithm used for the investigation. The
fifth section covers the design methodology of the ANS software develop-
ment. The sixth section presents the system configuration and describes the
military prototype hardware in which the ANS is embedded. The seventh
section presents results of tests on field data and offers recommendations
and conclusions.

Background

The Special Projects group of NAVSWC's Gun Ammunition Branch has
been actively pursuing a United States Marine Corps development program,
the goal of which is to produce an advanced observation system consisting

64 of man-portable, multi-sensor, multi-processor based target-acquisition
equipment. The intent of this Forward Observer Support Technology pro-
gram is to demonstrate target observation, provide surveillance for target
reconnaissance purposes, and support the direction of indirect fire
weapons. The policy of this effort has been to take advantage of the latest
technologies in order to provide the functionality of battlefield observa-
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tion in a compact, man-portable and automated 15-degree increments, with 0 degree being
fashion. broadside the vehicle and 90 degrees being

The task of battlefield observation is often head-on (Figure 1). The five vehicles imaged
carried out under adverse observational condi- were the M60A Main Battle Tank, Light
tions and is subject to obscurants between the Armored Vehicle (LAV) 8X8, Amphibious
observer and the area observed. It has been Assault Vehicle (AAV7A1), Hummer M998
conjectured that the use of an IR sensor (either High-Mobility, Multi-purpose Wheeled Vehicle
alone or with a visible light sensor), along with (HMV), and a 5-ton truck (Figure 2).
the appropriate processing by an ANS used in These early image acquisitions were selected
conjunction with conventional image process- to offer ideal images in a real environment, the
ing techniques, would allow the inhibitory ef- intent being that the system would be able to
fects of most obscurants to be negated. Further- generalize from these images in order to pro-
more, observational capability would be greatly vide accurate target identification when images
enhanced by reducing the effects of human fac- are severely degraded. Training and testing of
tors (e.g., fatigue, physical trauma) which fur- the ANS later in the development identitied
ther complicate and inhibit an observation certain inadequacies in the acquisition of the
mission. training set. For example, images were

Target Image Data

The data used for this study consisted of 7,A"
images of five United States Marine Corps
vehicles acquired at oblique horizontal angles
using an infrared line scan imaging device. 90
Images were acquired at midday under bright
sunlight with a background of forest and, in 75
the foreground, a grassy field. All vehicles were 60 --- - ...... 0
at normal operating temperature and in opera- 45 M 15

tion during imaging.
The complete image set consists of soven

images of each of the five vehicles taken at Figure 1. Target aspect angles (degrees).

M60A MBT LAV 8X8 AAV7A1
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M998 Truck

Figure 2. Military targets of interest.
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sum ot vapor created by the initial functioning
of the weapon and vapor created by evapora- Figure 5. Degradation to ship's functional
tion. with time, of liquid released by the departments caused by CW attack.

Nvul Surlfce Warfar Center Technical Digest

acquired at a range of approximately 30 meters; an analog-to-digital converter. Multiplexers
however, line scan was varied to fill the scan (MUX) allow digitized data to come from either
frame with the target image. This produced video input or the frame-store buffer. Each
scaling artifacts in which relative scales be- digital value passes through an input look-up
tween targets were not maintained, table (LUT) as it comes in, allowing an initial,

on-the-fly translation of the data. An arithmetic
logic unit (ALU) can then perform a variety of

Equipment Description calculations and logic functions on the data,

Figure 3 illustrates the arrangement of the which may be used in conjunction with a
image acquisition hardware. The IR camera Result LUT to provide rapid implementation of
was an Inframetrics Model 522 Infrared many mathematical functions. This process is
Thermal Imaging System consisting of a liquid- repeated 512 times for each horizontal video
nitrogen-cooled, mercury-cadmium-telluride line in each video frame. Each video frame is
(HgCdTe) image sensor and its associated con- then stored in a frame-store buffer. The con-
trolling electronics. The image sensor is line tents of each frame-store buffer may be fed
scanned at a 30-Hz frame rate with 200 lines back into the input LUT for later processing by
per frame. The infrared spectral range is 3 to the ALU, or they may be used in conjunction
5.6 um. with incoming data. (For instance, the incom-

Both infrared and visual images were record- ing data and a previous frame of the same
ed on VHS standard video tape to facilitate scene may be passed through an exclusive-OR
image study in the laboratnry. Images were operation to reveal only that which has
converted to digital forms . sing a Data changed in the scene.
Translation DT2861 Arithmq.tic Frame Grabber The OT2861 hame grabber contains 4
in an IBM-PC/AT-compatible host, achieving a megabytes of frame store memory, allowing
digital resolution of 512 x 512 pixel elements storage of 16 images. The onboard ALU and
with 256 gray levels per pixel. Figure 4 input LUT provide the means to process any of
presents a functional block diagram of a frame- the 16 images stored onboard in real time
grabber board. A video signal is converted to a (approximately 30 times a second), as well as
digital format many times each second using images actively being digitized. This capability

I _ I .Video uonigorr

Figure 3. Image acquisition arrangement.
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Figure 4. Frame grabber block diagram.
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allowed laboratory experimentation with direct neuron (i.e., a single computational element in
applicability to real-time implementation. The an artificial neural network) for the first target
frame-grabber board resided within an IBM- in the training set. This neuron has a sphere of
PCIAT-compatible computer. ImagePro, an influence set at some large value. As more ex-
image processing software package from Media amples are presented to the network, the
Cybernetics, Inc., was used to examine various following steps are taken:
image parameters in order to determine a 1. The radius of the sphere of influence of a
suitable preprocessing heuristic. The NTSC neuron may be decreased. This occurs if a
(National Television System Committee) stand- training example not of the type represented by
ard video from the video cassette recorder was the neuron falls within the influence of that
input to the frame grabber and the result neuron.
displayed on an analog KGB (red-green-blue) 2. The node center of the neuron is adjusted in
monitor. the manner described by Kohonen. 2 This allows

the node center of the neurons to seek the
statistical center of the data represented by that

ANS Algorithm neuron. A neuron that fires incorrectly has
ANS technology provides a number of tools both its radius of influence decreased and its

which could form the basis for a potentially node center shifted.

fruitful approach to the recogni:ion problem. It 3, A new neuron may be added. This occurs if

provides powerful collective and computational a training example does not fall within the in-

techniques for designing a robust target fluence of any currently active neuron and
recognition system. The technology utilizes a nearest-neighbor classification of the training
novel pattern recognition process to example is incorrect. When the new neuron isrobustes invariant pattern recognition, added, the features of its node center are set to
dostre e obscuration and the values of the training example and itscanouflaee , radius of influence is set to some large number.

The elements that combine to determine In addition, if the training set is finite, logicsvster performance are: spatial resolution of can be included to ensure that all neurons iden-the sensor the features extracted from tify at least one member of the training set.the ensr te faturs etraced romThis can happen if the updating procedure
signatures: the structure of the classifier and, in Thscan appe if the ngdprcede
this case, the ANS. With an ANS import described above pushes the node center too fariues have to do with optimizing the network away from the data early in the training. If thestructure in terms of the learning algorithm neuron does not fire for any training pattern, itaod the number of connections, is disabled and used, if needed, at a later time,

A hybrid network incorporating Methodology
characteristics of supervised Kohonen. 2 lar-
tigan. and Adaptive Resonance Theory, 4 was This effort encompassed definition of hard-
used. The network is shown schematically in ware. system design and integration, and ex-
Figure 5. Initially. the network consists of one amination and implementation of an ANS

Figure 5. Simplified'""diagram of the hybrid

.U, network.
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algorithm to produce a system which could be heuristic, resulting in a set of binary target im-
integrated into an advanced target acquisition ages, as shown in Figure 7. The image resolu-
prototype. Special attention was given to op- tion of 262,144 8-bit pixel elements prohibited a
timizing input data to the ANS in order to neural network simulation, running on the in-
reduce system computational requirements and tended hardware, from processing these images
so increase system throughput and decrease with anything near real-time performance.
system training time. Figure 6 depicts the Earlier experience indicated that ANS training
methodical approach of system development, cycles on input matrices of this order proved

Acquired images were digitized and then too lengthy for the time frame of this study.
digitally processed to eliminate extraneous in- Furthermore, it was the hypothesis of this
formation. Commercially available image pro- study that any target of interest would have
cessing hardware and software algorithms suitable statistically distinguishable
allowed the use of established feature extrac- characteristics that would allow conventional
tion methods with near real-time performance; image processing methods to reduce the quanti-
however, human judgment was required to ty of data needed to determine the target's
monitor background and foreground elimina- identity.
tion in order to prevent excessive loss of target This hypothesis led to an examination of
information. A heuristic method was developed various methods of image compression and
to separate the target within the image frame feature extraction in order to reduce the
from its surroundings. Histogramming and con- number of inputs to the ANS. A procedure for
trast enhancement were employed in the selection and extraction of features was

'~ ~ L -R r- FetrNS
?e i r -T raining D c s o

I1na Processingj l Extraction 
-Test

t L ANS1,

Vary Pre-
Processing Features
Technique

Figure 6. System development.

Figure7. Binary images of targets.
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developed. This provided a set of feature Table 1. Test Results of the Hybrid ANA
vectors called "theta neighbors" for use with
the neural network model. Tested % Correct

The theta-neighbor vector is made up of Trained Angle No. of Classifi-
multiple elements. The first element is the Angle (deg) (deg) Neurons cation
number of pixels in the target frame that have
a value of one. The remainder of the elements 0, 45 0 - 60 10 83.2
are determined by performing logical AND
operations. For each pixel in the frame, a 15, 45, 75 0 - 75 19 86.3
logical AND of pixels is performed: the original
pixel position ANDed with the pixel rotated by 0, 30,45,60,90 0 - 90 25 85.7
theta degrees about the center of mass of the
target. By rotating the target through more was achieved using the entire data set. It was
theta angles, one can create a more detailed also noted that less than half of the 25 allowed
theta-neighbor vector, potentially allowingtargets that are similar in appearance to have neurons were used in this process. When the

araets fatres. r inetwork was trained using three angles, 15, 45,separable features. and 75 degrees, and tested on six angles, zeroThe hybrid network described previously was through 75 in 15-degree increments, over 86
implemented for target recognition. All targets percent correct target identification was achiev-
at certain given angles were used for training. ed. The slight decrease in percent correct when
The network exhibited ability to recognize the network was trained on five angles and
targets during testing viewed from angles not tested on all seven is believed to be due to the
included as part of the training set. As an ex- scaling artifact problem which occurred during
ample, in Table 1 the network was trained on original data gathering. In general, the hybrid
only two angles, zero and 45 degrees, but was network using theta neighbor extracted features
tested on five angles, zero through 60 in demonstrated great promise for target recogni-
15-degree increments. The network correctly tion applications.
identified over 83 percent of the tested targets.
This shows that, training on only 40 percent of
the data set, an accuracy of over 83 percent System Overview

Figure 8 depicts the system implementation
at its highest level. Here an ANS is trained on
a representative set of targets maintained in a

(JftfLine slth,.i target data base. Once the ANS is trained, it is
transferred to the real-time system. Scenes ac-
quired by the real-time system are preprocessed
according to the heuristics developed and then
presented to the hybrid network for classifica-
tion. The output of the network indicates the
target identity.

l'rining Set - 1 . "S

*INPUT
IMAGE

L . Pre.- I Featu re
Processing Extraction Figure 8. System implementation.
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Forward Observer Support Technology, a and neoteric ANS technology to accomplish
United States Marine Corps development pro- near real-time target identification. The system
gram being pursued at NAVSWC, is developing demonstrated that this capability is achievable
man-portable target observation and with current off-the-shelf components, and
surveillance equipment for target recon- therefore indicates that even better perform-
naissance and the direction of indirect-fire ance may be obtained through the use of
weapons. One of the major subsystems central emerging processing technologies. The system
to this development is the Host Integration Pro- configuration, heuristic algorithms, and
cessor (HIP), an IBM-PC/AT-compatible com- artificial neural system are robust in that they
puter system responsible for high-level data can be implemented with improved perform-
handling and user interface to the various com- ance directly proportional to the improvements
ponents of the system (Figure 9). The HIP was in the hardware components. For example, the

N/ \

Video Ss
Remote Sensor Processing
Platform (RSP) C

A N S C UM TSPP '1-
Marine Corps

4 Tactical Systems
Handheld Entry andHacqsind e (yad) Host Integration Processor (HIP)Acquisition Device (Head)

Figure 9. Resulting system configuration.

targeted as a prototype testbed for the ANS- current state-of-the-art infrared imaging devices
based target identification system for three provide image resolution in excess of 300
reasons: the HIP is central to a target observa- television lines, three times that used for this
tion system that is easily adapted to new obser- study, and so would provide more distin-
vation hardware (e.g.. lenses, cameras, image guishable target features for input to the
processing hardware); th- HIP is at an early system. Recent advances in digital computer
stage of development, which facilitates software technology have increased the processing speed
and hardware integration; and the IBM-PC/AT of typical personal computers by over 500 per-
standard offers a wide selection of hardware cent from the "super desktops" of just four
and software development tools and allows in- years ago. Analog implementations of artificial
vestigation and development to be pursued neural systems are presenting unprecedented
with any existing IBM-PC/AT. associative processing capabilities.

Further work is needed to realize fully the
Conclusions and Recommendations system's capability. Because of the limited

scope of this investigation, certain issues could
The neural network model provides the not be considered. The researchers could find

capability of training the system on a represen- no previous studies relating to image-degrading
tative subset of a desired target family without phenomena (meteorological conditions, bat-
requiring that all possible image scenes be tlefield smoke, camouflage, etc.) in these terms.
presented. Tests on real infrared target images Also, nighttime target images need to be includ-

70 have shown the system to be capable of cor- ed in the target data base. This would eliminate
rectly identifying any of the five targets sun heating effects and might prove that
considered to an accuracy of greater than 86 daytime images with secondary heating from
percent. the sun need not be considered, as each IR

The resulting system combined the respective image would consist of only target primary
strengths of modern digital image processing heat sources.
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Target State Estimation and Prediction
for Tactical Weapons Fire Control

W. D. Blair

The classic problem of tactical weapons fire control is the
accurate prediction of the future position and velocity of a given
target at the time it is to be intercepted or acquired by the
weapon. The prediction of the position and velocity of a target is
accomplished by extrapolating an estimate of the current target
state a given time into the future with a motion model that is
based on the expected behavior of the target. An interacting
multiple model (IMM) algorithm with a constant velocity model
and two mean-jerk models is proposed for estimating the states
of a maneuvering target. The mean-jerk model is the standard
constant acceleration model with time-correlated acceleration
errors instead of the "white" acceleration errors that are usually
assumed. The kinematic constraint for constant speed targets is
included in one of the mean-jerk models, while a new technique
for modeling the acceleration error relative to the target orienta-
tion is included in both mean-jerk models. Also, a new target
state prediction algorithm that utilizes the target orientation and
maneuverability is proposed for tactical weapons fire control.
The prediction algorithm separates the target acceleration
estimates into thrust and turning accelerations which are applied
throughout the prediction time as parallel and orthogonal to the
velocity vector, respectively.

The work described in this article was supported by the
Independent Exploratory Development Program, Naval Surface
Warfare Center.

Introduction

The classic problem of tactical weapons fire control is the accurate
prediction of the future position and velocity of a given target at the time it
is to be intercepted or acquired by the weapon. For unguided weapons, the
fire control problem is the accurate prediction of the target position at the
time of weapon intercept or impact. For this intercept prediction, an
accurate prediction of the target velocity is required in order to compute an
accurate time-of-flight of the weapon to the target. For guided weapons, the
fire control problem is the accurate prediction of the target position and
velocity at the time that the weapon is expected to acquire the target. For
this acquisition prediction, an accurate prediction of the target velocity pro-
vides valuable information that can be used to compute a favorable place-
ment of the weapon relative to the target at acquisition. The prediction
problem is depicted in Figure 1, where the inbound missile maneuvers to
prevent the outbound missile from intercepting it. The dashed line denotes
the predicted trajectory of the target before the maneuver.

The prediction of the future state of a target is accomplished by
extrapolating estimates of the current target state a given time into the

72 future with a motion model that is based on the expected behavior of the
target. Thus, when the estimate of the current target state is inaccurate, the
predicted state for the target will be inaccurate. Therefore, the estimation of
the current state of a target is critical to successful fire control.

The problem of estimating the state of maneuvering targets on the basis
of position observations has been studied extensively since the mid-1960s.
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Figure 1. Illustration of a target (inbound missile) maneuvering to prevent the outbound missile
from acquiring it. The broken line denotes the trajectory predicted for fire control.

While the state of a non-maneuvering target performance before and after the maneuver,
can be accurately estimated or tracked with a their performance during and immediately
constant velocity filter, the quality of the posi- following the maneuver is poor. The problem
tion and velocity estimates provided by the with these algorithms is that the accelerations
constant velocity filter can degrade signifi- during a maneuver are not easily modeled in
cantly when the target manuevers. One of the the sensor reference frame because the
first works i that had a significant and lasting accelerations often vary irregularly with time in
impact on the problem describes a target that frame. The accelerations were modeled in
motion model with an acceleration that is a target-oriented reference frame to reduce the
exponentially correlated in time. In that work, problems associated with modeling the time-
a Kalman filter was utilized to estimate the varying accelerations. 5 While that algorithm
position, velocity, and acceleration of the provides relatively good tracking performance,5

target. The rationale for the time-correlated the modeling and transformations that must be
acceleration was derived from inertial systems estimated produce a complicated algorithm.
in that a target accelerating at time t is likely to The two-stage Kalman estimator was applied to
be undergoing a similar acceleration at time the tracking of maneuvering targets, 6 and a
t+T for sufficiently small T. However, the significant reduction in the convergence time
assumptions of exponentially correlated, zero- after a maneuver was achieved. However, the
mean accelerations produced a motion with an two-stage Kalman estimator 6 is limited to a
acceleration that decreases in magnitude during constant acceleration model with additive
each extrapolation of the state.' Thus, when the "white" noise errors. The input estimation
actual target acceleration is constant or increas- algorithms 7'8 were developed to address the
ing, large errors occur in the state estimates, problems of tracking time-varying accelerations

In the early 1970s, decision-directed tracking and convergence time after a maneuver.
of maneuvering targets 2 was introduced in However, the effective input estimation
response to the demand for algorithms that algorithms require significantly more computa-
could provide better tracking of targets perfor- tions than the previous techniques. 73
ming high g, fast maneuvers. These decision- Recently, the idea of introducing a kinematic
directed algorithms monitor the tracking errors constraint into the tracking process through a
to detect a maneuver and respond by increas- pseudomeasurement was proposed9 to remove
ing the modeling error covariance and/or the some of the uncertainty in the estimates of the
dimension of the target motion model. 2

.
3

.
4  time-varying accelerations, because the

While these algorithms provide good tracking kinematic constraint provides additional
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information about the target motion. Use of the proved by using the physical limitations of the
kinematic constraint tends to force the target or assumptions about the dynamics
acceleration estimates to change in a manner and/or goal of the target.4' 15 For example, air-
consistent with the dynamics of the target. craft motion during a maneuver is generally
However, use of the kinematic constraint as confined to a plane containing its velocity and
originally formulated9 results in marginal im- acceleration vectors. For constant speed
provement in the accuracy of the target state maneuvers, the acceleration vector of the air-
estimates. A new formulation of the kinematic craft is orthogonal to the velocity vector,10 and
constraint for constant speed targets was pro- this restriction on the acceleration vector can
posed. 10 The new formulation'0 provides be used in the prediction for tarlets undergo-
significantly better state estimates than the ing a constant speed maneuver.
original one. 9  In this article, an IMM algorithm is proposed

While states of a non-maneuvering target can for estimating the state of maneuvering targets
be accurately estimated with a constant velocity for tactical weapons fire control. The proposed
filter, the quality of the state estimates degrades 1MM algorithm includes a constant velocity
significantly when the target maneuvers. Since motion and two mean-jerk models, which are
threats with greater maneuverability can be the standard constant acceleration model with
expected in the future, state estimation time-correlated acceleration errors instead of
algorithms are needed that can provide the white acceleration errors that are usually
accurate estimates of the target state during assumed. One of the mean-jerk models includes
maneuvers. To overcome this problem of a kinematic constraint, while both mean-jerk
estimating the states of maneuvering targets, models use a new formulation of the accelera-
the interacting multiple model (IMM) algorithm tion error covariance matrix that reflects the
can be used. ' 12 The IMM algorithm uses maneuverability of the target relative to its
multiple models that interact through state orientation. Also, a new algorithm that utilizes
mixing to track a target maneuvering through the target orientation and maneuverability is
an arbitrary trajectory. The state estimates are proposed for predicting the future states of
mixed according to their model probabilities maneuvering targets for tactical weapons fire
and the model-switching probabilities that are control. The prediction algorithm utilizes the
governed by an underlying Markov chain. The results 15 to separate the target acceleration
results of previous investigations indicate that estimates into thrust and turning accelerations
the IMM filter is the superior technique for which are applied throughout the prediction
tracking maneuvering targets when the time as parallel and orthogonal to the velocity
computational requirements of the techniques vector, respectively.
are considered.1 

1
4  This article is organized as follows. First, the

While target trajectory prediction has applica- problems of target state estimation and predic-
tions in maneuver detection and aircraft tion are formulated. Then, techniques for
avoidance, it is a vital part of any weapon modeling the motion of the targets are
system because it provides a preview of the presented. A description of the IMM algorithm
target's probable course of travel over a given is given along with a discussion of its proposed
time interval. However, target trajectory predic- implementation. The new algorithm for target
tion is very difficult because targets often state prediction is also presented. Last. a sum-
perform evasive maneuvers, and the maneuvers mary of the paper and a discussion regarding
cannot he predicted with great regularity, future work are given.
Trajectory prediction is usually achieved by
utilizing the most recent estimate of the target's Problem Formulation
kinematic state as intial conditions in a state
model which is extrapolated forward in time. The target state prediction that is optimal in
Two methods commonly used for prediction the minimum variance sense is obtained by
are the constant velocity and constant accelera- extrapolating the optimal state estimate of the
tion predictors. A constant velocity predictor current state estimate with the expected state
uses current estimates of target position and model of the target. Thus, the target state
velocity while ignoring all acceleration informa- estimation and prediction problems will be
tcr. The constant acceleration predictor formulated separately.

74 extrapolates the current state estimates Target State Estimation
assuming the acceleration is constant in each g
coordinate during the prediction time. This The dynamics model of a maneuvering target
assumption is unrealistic because the accelera- in track is given by
tion vector is continually changing direction
during a maneuver. Trajectory prediction for X f(X, U, w) (1)
maneuvering targets can be significantly im- Zk = hfXk, vk) (2)
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where X is the state vector, u is the target most sensors used for target tracking measure
control vector, w is the process noise vector the target position in a spherical coordinate
representing possible deviations in Jf{), Zk is the system, the spherical measurements can be
discrete-time measurement vector at time k, transformed into a Cartesian coordinate frame
and Vk is the measurement noise vector. The for processing as a linear function of the target
dynamics of the target is a continuous-time pro- state. The transformation from spherical to
cess as indicated by Equation (1), where ft) is a Cartesian coordinates is given by
dynamic constraint that defines the motion for
the target in the form of a differential equation. x = R cosE sinB (5
The dynamic constraint, which is usually
unknown to the tracking system, can differ y cosE cosB (6)
significantly between targets and change for a z = R sine (7)
common target during the tracking process. As
indicated by Equation (2), the measurement where R,B,E are the range, bearing, and eleva-
process is discrete-time because most sensors tion, respectively. Thus, the linear measure-
used for target tracking record the position ment process is then given by
and/or radial velocity at a given instant in time.

While ff) is usually unknown by the tracking Zk = HkX+v (8)
system, the major problem with tracking
maneuvering targets is that the control vector where Zk is the target measurement in the
is not directly observable by the tracking Cartesian coordinate frame and vk - N(0,Rkl is
system. When the target applies a control, a the measurement error. While the measurement
bias or lag develops in the estimates of the errors in spherical coordinates are usually

target state. The control can be included as assumed to be Gaussian and uncorrelated in

acceleration in the dynamic constraint ft), but ange beng, ian an tn sor a -
range, bearing-, and elevation, the transforma-

the acceleration most often varies with time in ticl to the rectangular coordinate frame causes
such a manner that a model cannot be clearly the components of Vk to become nongaussian
identified during tracking. Thus, the target and correlated. Nevertheless. vk is often
dynamics are most often modeled as linear ina a assumed to be Gaussian for probability calcula-

Cartesian coordinate frame to simplify the tians. The k is a full matrix, and the equation

filtering and reduce the computations required. for computing Rk from the spherical error

Also. for convenience the continuous-time variances is given by

dynamics equation is converted to a discrete-
time system. As a result, the dynamics model
covmony assumed for a target in track is R 0 0 1
given by R=T [ 2 a 0 TT

Xk FkXk + Wk (3) 0 E

where wk " N(0.Qk} is the process noise and Fk where
defines a linear constraint on the dynamics. cosE sinB R cosE cosB -R sinE sin
The target state vector Xk contains the position. T= cost cosB -R cosE sin -R sine cosBi
velocity, and acceleration of the target at time k sinR 0 R
as well as other variables used to model the L
time-varying acceleration. When the target (10)
applies a control and the time-varying accelera-
tion is modeled incorrectly, a bias or lag and of o2 o are the measurement error
develops in the estimates of the target state. variances for range, bearing, and elevation,

The IMM algorithm 11' 2 can be used to identify respectively. The R. B, E are the predicted
a combination of the models in the filter to range, bearing, and elevation, respectively.
represent the time-varying acceleration. For linear state and msasurement models and
Dynamics model i of the IMM is denoted by Gaussian error processes, the Kalman filter pro-

vides target state estimates that are optimal in
F= FX + w' (4) the maximum likelihood and minimum

variance senses. If the error processes are not 75
where wk'  N(0Q is the process noise for Gaussian, the Kalman filter provides the state
model j, F1 defines a linear constraint on the estimates that are optimal in the minimum
dynamics imposed by model j, and X1 is the variance sense. The Kalman filtering equation
state associated with model j. associated with the state model j in Equation

In this article, the measurement process of (4) and the measurement model in Equation (8)
Equation (21 will be modeled as linear. While are given by
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Time Update: Target Motion Modeling

- F (11) The IMM algorithm proposed in this article
kl-k- I k-lXkYk-I will utilize a nearly constant velocity model

p1 - FL 1 k (Fi)I+ Q (12) and two mean-jerk models. One of the two
kk-1- F k k +k mean-jerk filters will utilize the kinematic con-

straint for tracking constant speed targets,
Measurement Update: while both mean-jerk filters will utilize a target-

oriented process noise vector. The first model
Sk = HLkPkLk_(HLi) T +Rk (13) to be presented is nearly constant velocity, andfor a single coordinate the dynamic model is

Kk = PkikI(Hk)T(s) - 1  (14) given by

Z = Z-H'X (15) F-[ T] (19)

Xkk Xk +1 +KL[Z k] (16) T."0.5Q14  
0.5T3 

iPkk [I - Kki Hi ik (17) IT 3  T2  k

where X' - N(X I kPILk) with P Ik denoting the where T is the time interval between measure-
error covariance of the state estimate. The ZJ ment k and k - 1, qk is the variance of the

k acceleration error, and the superscript "1"denotes the filter residual, and Ki denotes the deesamodel . e n the s at vec

Kalman gain. denotes model 1. The elements of the state vec-
tor X1 are position and velocity.

The second model is a mean-jerk model
Target State Prediction which is the standard constant acceleration

Target state prediction is the problem of model with time-correlated acceleration errors

accurately forecasting the future kinematic instead of the white noise errors that are

state of the target for a given time tk+tp when usually assumed. The use of the time-correlated
given measurements through the current time acceleration errors represents the fact that the
iven acceleration modeling error at time k istk. Target trajectory prediction is a very dif- acceleration modeling error

ficult problem because targets often perform influenced by the acceleration modeling error
evasive maneuvers which cannot be predicted at time k - 1. When a target maneuvers, the
with regularity. It can be shown that the acceleration changes in a deterministic manner

oand the errors in the acceleration estimates at
optimal state prediction Xp(tk+tp) is found by tm ilb eae otoea iek-1
extrapolating the current optimal state estimate time k will be related to those at time k

Xk k with the expected state model of the The continuous-time form of the mean-jerk

target. This extrapolation process is given model in a single coordinate is given by
mathematically as

X~t~tp=g~k ' p} 18 [01= 0 1 i~
(0 0 X2 + w 2 (t) (21)

000 -T ]
where g( ) represents the expected motion
model of the target. While the expected motion where
model can be chosen by various methods that X2 = x "IT (22)
utilize assumptions about the dynamics,
physical limitations, and/or goal of the and n represents the time-correlated accelera-
target, 4,5"15'C the most commonly used motion tion noise. The discrete-time form of the model
model for prediction is the motion model used is given by
to obtain the estimate XU Since accurate and
reliable prediction methods are needed for
maneuvering targets, all information should be F2 = (23)
included in the prediction process. For 1 T 0.5T 2 T- 3 (0.5(T) 2 -TT+l eTT)

76 example, the assumption of constant speed is 01 T T- 2(eTT-1+T ) -
incorporated in the turning rate predictor 0 1 TT(1- 1
developed,15 while the goal information was in- Lo 0 0 e

-
TT

corporated into the minimum control predictor.
Thus, the target state prediction problem is the
problem of selecting the g( ) that best Qk=F 2(B2)Tqk (24)
represents the future motion of the target.
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where Equation (33) can be written as

T-4((TT3 -0.5(T -- 1+e-TT V'A = 0 (34)
T 05f T 2- T T+1 - e- TT where V and A are the target velocity and

T-2(e
-
T
T -

1 +T)) acceleration, respectively.
T-1(1 -e -

TT) "I The kinematic constraint for constant speed
(25) targets is useful information and can be incor-

X k k kn (26) porated in the system state in Equation (1) or
kxk k)used as a pseudomeasurement in conjunction

and T is related to the correlation of the with Equation (2). While both approaches are
acceleration errors. The time update of the conceptually feasible, the second approach is
acceleration is given by more attractive because the first changes the

state equation in Equation (3) from linear to
k1='.k + uk (27) nonlinear. In the implementation of the ex-

tended Kalman filter, including nonlinearities
where in the measurement equation is computa-

tionally less expensive than in the state
uk=l--1-e-Tr) nk+T2 (TT -1 + e

- TT i " (28) equation.9 Thus, the kinematic constaint in
Equation (34) is incorporated into the filter

Assuming stationary statistics for w. (i.e., through a pseudomeasurement. 1° The
VAR[w= q. k pseudomeasurement equation is given by

Vkk. Ak+pik =O (35)

VAR[nk]= (1-eT q2 (29) Sk kT21 - e - 2TT) wher
where

Using Equations (28) and (29) and assuming sta- Vkik = [Kk Ykk kk] (36)
tionary statistics + z 2  "37)

74p - e -2rT)S C 'kkk
q= =~~~k± I (37)

(I -e-rT)4+-(1 -e-2rT(rT-I +-rT)
2 q11: and Mk , N(O,R). The Pk is a white Gaussian

(30) error process that accounts for the uncertainty
in both the Vklk and the constraint. Since the
initial estimates of Vkk may be very poor. RA iswhere qa,,,,=VAR~uk]. Thus, Equation (30) can k

be used to compute q2 when a certain variance initialized with a large value and allowed to

is desired for the acceleration error. decrease as

R =r,(d)k+ro  (38)

Kinematically Constrained Motion where 0 < 6 < 1, ri is a large constant chosen

A kinematic constraint can be utilized as large for initialization, and r0 is a constant
additional information about the target motion chosen for steady-state conditions.
to reduce the errors in the estimates of the The filtering equations for this new formula-
time-varying accelerations. Using the kinematic tion of the kinematic constraint are given in
constraint tends to force the acceleration the following equations with Xkjjk denoting the
estimates to change in a manner that is consis- state estimate after the constraint has been
tent with the dynamics of the target. A applied, and P~kk denoting the associated state
kinematic constraint can be developed for use error covariance. The filtering equations are
in tracking constant speed, maneuvering
targets. The speed of a target is given by Xk+lk= FkXkk (39)

(31) Pk+ik= FkPkkFk+Qk (40)

Zk= Zk-HkXkk- 
1  (41)

For a target moving at a constant speed,
Xkk= X l+KkZkI (42) 77

= 0 (32) Pklk = [l-KkHk1Pklk _  (43)
dIt

or Xkk= [I-KkCk]Xkk (44)

x( +y+zz= (33) 'Ikl[l-KcCkIPklk (45)
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where Bk is of the form of Equation (25), ql is the

T kk-T I 1( variance for the expected thrust accc'"ration,
Kk= Pk k-tHkHkPkk - Hk+Rk} (46) and q1 is the variance for the expected lateral

acceleration. For a measurement rate of 4 Hz,
K = PTCT(CPC±R' (47) typical values for qt and qJ are I m 2/s4 and

kk 9 m 2/s 4, respectively.
1

C k k to 0 0 kk 0 0 kk k 0 0 (48) Target State Estimation
k k

The IMM algorithm is proposed for
This filter using the kinematic constraint as a estimating the states of a maneuvering target.

pseudomeasurement is shown to be uniformly The proposed IMM algorithm includes a con-
asymptotically stable if the original system stant velocity model and two mean-jerk models.
without the constraint is uniformly asymp- Both mean-jerk models will utilize a target-
totically stable. 16 Also, if the original system is oriented process noise covariance matrix, while
unbiased Qk > 0, and R... > 0, the kinematically one of the mean-jerk models will include the
constrained filter is unbiased . 1, 7  kinematic constraint for constant speed targets.

The IMM algorithm consists of a filter for

Target Oriented Process Noise each model, a model probability evaluator, an
estimate mixer at the input of the filters, and

Most targets maneuver by controlling their an estimate combiner at the output of the
thrust acceleration, which is parallel to the filters. The multiple models interact through
target velocity vector, and/or their lateral the mixing to track a target maneuvering
acceleration, which is orthogonal to the target through an arbitrary trajectory. The flow
velocity vector. Except for missiles in launch or diagram of an IMM algorithm with two models
boost phases, the thrust acceleration of most is given in Figure 2, where X(ktk) is the state
targets is limited by about 1 g, while the lateral estimate based on both models, X'(klk) is the
acceleration can approach 15 g. Thus, when state estimate for time k based on model j, A(k)
tracking a maneuvering target, a wider range of is the vector of model likelihood at time k, and
uncertainty exists in the expected lateral

acceleration than in the expected thrust
acceleration. These different uncertainties in Xl(k-ilk- 1) X2(k - k-1)
this expected acceleration can be included in
the target state model of Equation (3) by select- -
ing a process noise covariance Qk that is Interaction (Mixing) .. 1lk1)
dependent on the orientation of the target. A
target-oriented process noise covariance is zk) XO1(k-1 k-i) X02(k-lk-11
obtainled by

(1 0; ~ 1Oi (49) Filter Filter
( 4 k 0 K k ( 4 9 )) 2 ( k )k0 M1(k

\vhere
Model

F (os# (;osO -sinQ cose 1in A(kj Proba-

'k = sin@ cos cosO sin sin@ (50) Update
-sil 0 cos J

State
[I'k ()k ()k Estimate

(; - ( (51) Combi-
[ 3 nation

78
06 N 1t a 2 { , . ' i1 ( 5 2 )

* ,a2-, S(J (53) Xl(klk) X2(klk) I4k) Xlktk)

Figure 2. The IMM algorithm.
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ik is the vector of model probabilities at time equations given in Equations (39) through (48)
k when all the likelihoods have been con- provide the update algorithm for the model
sidered. With the assumption that the model with the Kinematic constraint, where
switching is governed by an underlying Markov X and PC (1

chain, the mixer uses the model probabilities k-i:k-l - k-1k-I k-ik-I

and the model switching probabilities to com-
pute a mixed estimate for each filter. At the Step 3: Model Likelihood Computations
beginning of a filtering cycle, each filter uses a The likelihood of MkU) is computed with the
mixed estimate and a measurement to compute the covariance of th te
a new estimate and a likelihood for the model filter residuals Z, the covariance of the filter

within the filter. The likelihoods, prior model residuals S , and the assumption of Gaussian
probabilities, and the model switching pro- statistics. The likelihood of Mk(j) is given by
babilities are then used to compute new model
probabilities. The overall state estimate is then 1 exp[_0.5(kZ)r(S )- iZ] (59)
computed with the new state estimates and ki) - 2nSkl
their model probabilities. For space considera-
tion, subscripts will be used to denote time
throughout the paper (i.e., k(J) is the probabili- Step 4: Modcl Probabilities Update
ty that model j is correct at time k).

The IMM algorithm for tracking with the N
= 3 models is outlined in the following five

steps. A derivation and - , , p..'..;'n of (6k(j) 0)Ak()cj 0
the IMM filter are given in the literature.12.13

where

Step 1: Mixing of State Estimates c = (61)

The filtering process starts with a priori state
estimates X ) - k- .state error covariances
Pj , k - and the associated probabilities Step 5: Combination of State Estimates

k -jtj) for each model. The initial state estimate The state estimate and covariance for the
for model i at time k. Mk(j). is computed as IMM filter output are obtained from a prob-

abilistic sum of the individual filter outputs as
,(55)

w here X k = "( k5k(i) (62)

P 56) k = " l k(i)[Pk k (Xk-Xk k (63)CI 
i

± = Fk 1(i, (57) k - Xk k)1

and p, i:; the assumed tran,.,Jtion probability for Simulated tracking results are given in Figure
swit(:hing from model i to model j. and FI is a 3 to demonstrate the tracking performance of

normalization constant. The initial covariance the IMM algorithm against maneuvering

for Nli(kI is computed as targets. The results are compared with the
simulated tracking results from a Kalman filter

N using a constant acceleration model. The IMM
phI 1k I I 1 K +('UN- K I -filter contains a constant velocity model and

two constant acceleration models. Initially. the
. 1(ij) target is at a range of 50 km and moves with

X -'k I k 1)(58k) constant velocity from t=o to t=15 seconds.
(58) The target maneuvers with a constant accelera-

tion of about 3g from t=15 to I=30 seconds. As
Step 2: Model Updates shown by the root-mean-square (RMS) errors in

The Kalman filtering equations given in Figure 3. the IMM algorithm significantly

Equations (11) through (17) provide the update reduces the errors in the position and velocity

algorithm for the models witho(Vt the kinematic estimates below that of tne Kalman filter. The

aorit ohe I and measurement errors were Gaussian with stand-

ponstrai Xk i k--iXk I ak-] ard deviations of 8 meters in range and 0.002
k'I k I k ik I ' The Kalman filtering radian in bearing and elevation.
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Target State Prediction velocity vector. respectively. The thrust

The limitations of the (:onstant acceleration acceleration is given by

predictor led to the development of the turning (A k K' V k  (64)
rate predictor.15 which uses the same filter out- " 2 "k k 1641
put as the constant acceleration predictor to K K
calculate a turning rate for the prediction where
process. The turning rate predictor assumes the ..
ac(:eleration an(d velocity vectors of the aircraft " Ixk kK K K 165)
are orthogonal to accomplish constant speed
prediction for maneuvering targets. In order to vk k=['K k';k k Zkik T  (661
predict the future trajectory of targets

8o maneuvering with variable speed, the turning Thus, the lateral component of the acceleration
rate predictor 15 is extended to accommodate a is given by
thrust component of acceleration. The predic-
tion algorithm decouples the acceleration A'k=AkK-Ak k (67)
estimates into thrust and lateral components
which are applied throughout the prediction The lateral component of the acceleration can
process as parallel and orthogonal to the ho described with a turning rate given by15
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VA intermnediate predliction using- Equation (71), the
1 k (w3) intermiediate accelerations for tk + its are deter-

"i, k 7 k2cinie using the turning rate given by Equation
(69), the thrust acceleration given in Equation

where t641(, and intermiediate v'elocities Vf0 (tk -~it 8 ) bN

k k k K k ' k ~ ~ it) iv1 ;I t - t)± V (tk -I- its)

For constant turning rate prediction. I-,ikK s (t-4-td KK

aSSu m1ed to be constant through the prediction 172)
mile t p. Since the lateral acceler'rt ion c hangles aninsreitoXtK-i 8 .Teroess

the direction of' the velocity vector.adisreinoX)t t).Tepcsss
untermiediate constant acceleration predictions repeated until X,,( tI k+1, is comnputed.

are erfrme forsmal tme ncreent t' toAssumning that the turning rate andlor thi Osi
dAAicitish the prediction. At eac~h inter- acceleration are constant is justified for short
mlidja te prediction, thle new direct ions of' the prediction timies, but an extended prediction
thlrust anld laterl- it I It erat ions alre cootputed t ine requires a time-varying turning rate and]
xv ilth the xveloc it\ vetor. T'he size (it t"~ is th rust acceleration because the mnagnitude of
importaint hec:aust the. prediction is an integra- the accel erations will surely chiange over the

lin ro xv here h, I ie step sz.This step longer prediction mins Atne-varx'in turin

n'vilis reter1t' to t, h.X thel relationship rate, and/or thrust acceleration are possible
miodifications to thet, decoupled acceleration
predictor. For examiple, an exponentially

t; l tit, tlecreasing turning rate and th rust accelekrationi
iiC re given by

xx here 11 lis the nit ~ r of incrveents. ftr an
i t !cl ilt diatk! prediction is performelkd "or v th I') )v k111 17:)

tllate anlti intermnediatei predicted
thmi it' are' used to calculate niew laterl ~ il tI 22 4
t, eclal tons" which art, added to the thrust K

'rt IetItions" and1 i risertcd into the intermleditC. where wk k is delinevd in Equat on (68] A,7 r is
xtolor t the next inte'rliedliatet preilictiozi defined in Equation (64). anld 'r, is thl, e tla

%itii lte cmitillit iccelcrattioln pretliktor. '[his rate of the accelerations. Equiitonis f731 anld
N ~'s Ici nttrili~l lt it lictmi ollwed 74] are then uIsed to C0inlliutt' the turning rate

In it (Ail'Sietilt! ticitiopi i ,i-(j jt o 11 i lraiim n thrust iwcvluraition tior the ittiratixi , rcs
'IInC Itiat ix t' i at ' i n elisrtien iot Equnit ions (71) and 1721.

1) i f ii 1i et li filt .. I u Iit ioul (if ihc

'-r il eciw-d fiinI iii'lt e p litctioii. Ill( Summ'Iary and Conclusions

liii h itted :I ' tI l oi (P At \ 1-v nt tr sitto t () Ow' I NINI hi her th ct uses at
I o- * )l t it 1,1 1 ('ci l( tj(Ils I irifll Ii . mstiiti xfclt wit\ no tide) and I xx i m 'ai.]trk

1to ll. hikiii iiil'l s hIs" hwei prtqittst''Ih t it ti al ii x ilpons"
it i otttol. Tht rit% x'rslimi is, iiqiie lo-'1anst,

it l til/1' 'I ill-Il~ffi il it, (.o l'tt Illed t lte at
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Innovative Missile Airframe
Concepts

Leon Sc hinidel oaR( Samuel IR. Htivl

T[his article presents t no examples of how innovative air-
tri'a e design, integration, trod enlun ced airframie technolog-ies
cooi improve missile efetvees -n tefrst exam pie, a number
a1 concepts tire tlescribetd that con improve the aerod -vinmic
efficieniv tlittfdrag ratio) and maneuverabilit:. of long-range
hy"ipersonic missiles. Integration of the var Ious concepts wvith
advanced guiidonce. propulsion. wvtrhead, anti control concepts
results in a high-performiance. vitle-tireti tdefense missile contcept.
In the set( and example. ti tconceptual tiirfrtime is form ulaterl to
neet bir-terni local-area tdefense retjUiremnents. Lift generateti bv
large dorsal wings enables the missile to achieve foist time
responuses (in(! high itileuye rtibib t v. Howver. tia e to launcher,
aO]StrtiotS, crPitical vibrtrtitna(UtopilOt instability' limits Missile

rons si toes s. Ri bust aa.t op ilo t design aondt act ive vi brat ion con -
fral technologv tasks tire under niov to alleviate the vibration-
induced tiln-cmnsttiot linittitions .

Introuct ion

tn or~der It 1wrtttri its miissioni. a guLided missile must have sufficient
range to reach its target. it nlUSt be guide d to intercept, iand it must then
dest ray the target. III this :nntext hie missile airframe is merely a device
for hiolding, tie propuilsion system, the gidance, and the warhead together.
lu increase range., v.on add fuel: to increase velocity. Y-oo make the engine.
thrust g"reater: to reut~ie miss distance.,u dsgn a mare complex
gu~idaince system: intl to increase kill pltihbitility. you uise! a bigger warhead.

i ttnvever. the effectiveneof thte missile also depends critically on the
aermdv nailihic pertoriane ofI te airfraime. Figure 1, for example. shows
pay- load weigalt traction of t ty picat supersonic: missile wvith airbreathing
prttpulsion as it function ot lilt/dr ig ratio. In level flight, flte lift on the air-
traie balances the missile weigt. wh ile tile engine must supply sufficient
thrust ti ttverconle thet drag. F~or at given missile weight, then, increasing
the lift'drag ratio (at function ot' airframle geomnetry) mneants that the pro pal-
Sion i sxtf %" i l a b smaller intl wsill burn less fuLel. At a liftdrag ratio of
about 1,7, ttw payload fvviii ijctt and gmidancel is zero, so the missile can
readch its t ii tt hti citttint dto anytthing when it gets there. Increasing the
lift itt ratit toi 2 results in at payload fraction oIf ab~out A1, so that a
itttttt11(Mim mkissil would tie requoiredi to deliver at I ti-pouind payload. At at
Ii (tlt g raitioi arourmt 4. however, flte payload increases to at respectable 40

l illr of nta in total n1is.silm weight. Thus, the airframe shlape is of' primary
sioitti tot in the perforrmance of long-range missiles.

Sirmilar mi1xossile niartuveraibility andl timie constant are also fuinctions of
aurtr atit' cortiottratiort. As ano.1her example. Figuire 2 shows how% miss
tititrct dltpertts (in airtranm nirmmnmierahilitx.1 The maneuverability is

814 tcritica:lk udependient oil the aerod itynanit: charac~teristics of an airf'rame. as
w(il its time missile %teightt arid balance. Thtus. at well-d esig ned airfranme can
(iw art rmportarnt cottribution to guitded missile effectiveness.
Int tis article. two inmorvative airframe diesigni concepits wvill be described.

tHeir aipplicaritirn to toriteptu(al lorng-range atH] local-area defense missiles
will tenl i)e i rtatt'it. In thme first case. the achieverment of' high lift/drag
ratio is tit piruar% irmip(rtaintce itt tratsiorting at large paxloiad loita



cepts will be briefly described. Additional
details can be found in an earlier paper. 2 This

0.5 missile, designed to cruise approximately 900
nautical miles at Mach number 6 at an altitude

0.4 of 100,000 feet. incorporates the following

0.3 features:

0 Noncircular body (high lift/drag ratio)-0.
_ Propulsion/airframe integration (high

0.1 ilift/drag ratio)
-2 -...2 "Waverider" wings (high lift/drag ratio)

(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Sliding canard controls (maneuverability)
0.1 / ift!rag Ratio 0 Swiveling plug nozzle (maneuverability)

" Conformal phased-array radar (high- . lift/drag ratio)

Figure 1. Effect of LD on cruise missile 1h,111g Canamldi
weight. IISellusihn15

distant target. In the latter case. the agility of P.,',

the missile is of primary importance in the X, . -"

antiair-warfare mission. The dynamic perfor-
mance of the missile is related to the )0- 12 0

ae'odynam ic, structural, and control N on rcaf
c:haracterist:ics of the airframe. In both Hod,
examples. the value of effectiv e airframe design , ,,a d
and integration will be demonstrated.

121) , ii. I -I 2 SECTION A-A

100\ Figure 3. Features of hypersonic airframe.

,803 Missile Maneuker
limit Noncircular Body

-Ns a general rule. the lift of a body incrpases
15[N gwith its planform area, while its wave drag in-

creases with cross-sectional area. Thus for high
lift/drag ratio, a flattened cross section is
desirable. However. constraints imposed by

\launcher geometry, structural efficiency, and
2 1  0 friction drag tend to push the configuration

-
'

, t ,oward a round cross section. The performance
I nu illt i t -- analysis assumes a 4:3 ratio of body width to

0 2 4 h 8 1 I( height, but that is probably not optimum. Ex-
l'ime-l-G) Before target Mlauneuver ISec) tending the side edges of the body to a point.

as shown by the dotted lines in Figure 3, might
Figure 2. Etle.t ut airtramni maneuverability increase the lift without having much adverse
onl Illiss di.talice, effect oil drag or structural weight. 85

Long Range Missile Concept lProumlsion/,'Airtrime Integration

Shown in Figure 3 are a inumner of airframe An airhreathing engine (ramjiet/scramiet) has
design (concel)Is that Im ntrimhle tio high litldrag two significant perlornmance advantages over a
ralio or high nameuverabilitv. Each oi the1 :on- rocket for long-rant hypersonic flight. It has a

'- -tl 1 i l , 'l '! ( '. l~ If , rl l r 1 - 11 1 Il1" -4



higher specific impulse, which for long range Unfortunately, canard deflection must be
more than compensates for its heavier engine limited at high missile angle of attack to avoid
weight. stall of the control surface. However, in the

The other important consideration is that sliding control concept no rotational deflection
compression of the air entering the inlet con- motion is allowed. Instead, the sliding control
tributes to engine thrust. Only the air which surface is set at some modest deflection angle.
does not enter the inlet contributes to nose The control force is altered by changing the
pressure drag. Furthermore, since the nozzle is amount of control surface exposed to the flow.
designed to fill the missile base area, base drag The sliding motion of the control surface does
is effectively eliminated, not alter the angle of attack of the canard, help-

In this concept, then, the airbreathing engine ing to avoid stall of the control surface. The
reduces the body drag so that maximum canard surfaces slide into and out of the body
lift/drag ratio occurs at relatively low lift coeffi- symmetrically for pitch control and asym-
cient, permitting flight at reasonable altitudes metrically for roll. Setting the tail at a small
(below 100.000 ft). positive angle of attack helps to trim the vehi-

cle, increases the maximum lift/drag ratio, and
Waverider Technology provides a negative pitching moment when the

d Tcanards are fully retracted.
The entire configuration could be optimized The same canard control effectiveness could

by waverider techniques for maximum lift/drag be achieved by installing conventional
ratio. 3,4.5 However, the main advantage of the deflecting canard surfaces, whose area would
waverider at hypersonic speeds is that it traps be equal to that of the sliding controls in their
high-pressure flow on the underside of the fully extended position, and deflecting them in
configuration. Any triangular wing with super- the conventional manner. Large control surface
sonic leading edges performs much the same area is undesirable, however, because of the
function. This technology is thus incorporated probability of encountering high hinge
in the design shown in Figure 3, moments requiring correspondingly powerful

actuators. Actuators for the sliding conirols, on
Sliding Controls the other hand, need only overcome bearingfriction which can be made small; however,

To improve maneuverability, the design in- this design issue has not been addressed. Thus.
corporates a sliding canard control illustrated the main value of the concept might turn out to
in Figure 4. The canard control has the poten- be in the development of all-electric missiles,
tial for faster missile response and greater since the low actuator force requirement could
missile acceleration than wing or tail controls, make electric motors competitive with
arising from the fact that the canard force is in hydraulic or pneumatic drivers.
the same direction as the body force, while the
force on a tail control opposes the acceleration
of the vehicle flight path. Swiveling Plug Nozzle

A conventional contoured nozzle could be
replaced or augmented by a two-dimensional
plug nozzle. Furthermore, the plug could be
rotated to deflect the thrust vector to provide
trim or pitch control. It could be split and the
halves deflected differentially to supply rolling
moments as shown in Figure 5. Experiments
indicate that the thrust can be adequately
deflected by such a device.6

Guidance/Airframe Integration

To achieve high lift/drag ratio, the airframe
must be relatively flat, and hence bank-to-turn

86 guidance is implied. In addition, a conformal
phased-array radar permits greater flexibility in
the design of a missile nose than would a con-
ventional circular-dish antenna. Interferometric
antenna designs might also be used

Figure 4. Sliding controls, advantageously.
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If the initial weight of the vehicle is assumed
to be 1900 pounds, then it can cruise over 900
nautical miles at an altitude of about 100,000
feet with a lift/drag ratio of 4.8 and a lift coeffi-

Roll S.,'xve  cient of .7 to .9. Table 1 shows a possible
T u weight breakdown, assuming a specific impulse

= 800 seconds. Based on a one-dimensional
performance estimate, 8 about 40 percent of the
air traversing the nose frontal area is swallow-
ed by the scramjet engine. The nozzle exhaust,
fully expanded, fills the missile base area. A
specific impulse of about 800 seconds appears
appropriate for conventional hydrocarbon fuels.

Table 1. Weight Breakdown

Component Weight
____ ____ ____ (lb.)

Figure 5. Split two-dimensional plug nozzle.
Fuel 470

Warhead 420
Performance Estimates Guidance 200

Lift/Drag Ratio Structure 500

Figure 6 shows plots of estimated lift/drag Propulsion 200
ratio and corresponding lift coefficient as
functions of angle of attack calculated with a Other 110
simple noncircular body code.' The configura-
tion is shown in Figure 3. Flight is at Mach =6, TOTAL 1900
and Reynolds number based on body length = Range = 900 Nmi
6.6 x 106. The estimated lift/drag ratio exceeds Specific Impulse = 800 Sec.
4.8 at angles of attack between 3.5 and 60. The
corresponding lift coefficients, based on max-
imum body cross-sectional area, are .70 to 1.03. Ducted-Rocket Booster
The sliding canard is set at 6' deflection with a
semispan of 15 inches (1/2 the body width). The missile is assumed to be boosted verti-
The wings are set at 2' incidence providing a cally from ground to 50,000 feet in order to
trimming moment when the canards are accelerate it to a ramjet takeover velocity. The
retracted, booster parameters are shown in Table 2. The

Table 2. Booster Parameters

Fuel Weight 2000 lb.

Structure Weight 200 lb.

3 Burning Rate 100 lb./sec.

2 Specific Impulse 300 sec.

I . -Thrust 30,000 lb.

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Final Velocity 4150 ft./sec.

Angle of Attack-Deg Final Altitude 50,000 ft.

Flight Time 20 sec.

Figure 6. I,/D and lift coefficient at M = 6.
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assumed specific impulse of 300 seconds is the desired time constant goal when executing

somewhat high for a solid fuel. However, since a maximum maneuver step command.
the rocket exhaust is normally fuel rich, thrust Autopilot instability occurs when the tail
can be augmented by air addition (a "ducted control actuator rates are not high enough to
rocket"). This promising technology appears to support the autopilot bandwidth. Current
be currently unexploited, actuators can provide only about one-half of

the required rate. It did not seem reasonable to

High Performance Missile Airframe expect actuator technology to double current

Conceptual Design fin rates without significantly increasing
actuator size and cost. Therefore, alternate air-

The focus of the High Performance Missile frame designs were considered. The sliding
project is to provide required technologies to canard concept, which addresses this problem,
support Local-Area Defense (LAD) missiles that is not applicable to this skid-to-turn missile
can defeat the threats in the 2010+ time frame, design.
The driving threats are the very low observable Although not readily apparent, increasing the
subsonic and highly maneuverable supersonic aerodynamic gain of the body-tail airframe
sea-skimming anti-ship missiles. These threats appeared to be an attractive solution to the fin
require LAD missiles to have high average rate limited response problem. Adding wings is
speeds and high maneuverability, well beyond one method of increasing the aerodynamic
current missile capabilities. In addition, gain. A missile with wings can meet the
significantly shorter terminal homing times are maneuver requirements at lower angles of
projected even with advanced RF seekers. As a attack. As a result, the pitch rates ai-d cor-
consequence. homing time constants will be responding fin deflection rates can be reduced.
approximately one-half of the current Autopilot analyses showed that if the normal
capabilities, while maneuver level requirements force coefficient for small angles of attack
are nearly doubled. In order to increase ship could be increased by a factor of two. the
magazine loadout and ultimately to improve desired autopilot time constants could be
ship firepower. LAD missiles are required to attained. An added benefit of increasing the
be compatible with the Vertical Launching aerodynamic gain is the reduction of parasitic
System (VLSI. feedback due to the radome boresight error

The objective of this effort is to determine slope, which can reduce the overall missile
critical airframe technologies needed to satisfy homing time constant. Since the VLS con-
the requirements and constraints mentioned strained the semispan of wings and fins to one-
above. caliber [8 inches) long, dorsal wings were

In this task. conventional aerodynamic con- investigated. Based on estimates from
trois appeared to be attractive since they take AEROPREDICTION. 9t 0 NANC," and
advantage of the high dynamic pressure
environment that would exist for most of the Step Maneuver Command

missile's flight. Low altitude intercepts and Mach 3 Sea Lex el

high average velocities are required. It was ... ,, 

deCided to begin formulation ef a concept ,,,. .

using aerodynamic tail controls. The airframe
wits designed to support semi-active RF seeker -

guidance. It was recognized that there is a
tundatental tradeoff between the seeker and
the autopilot time constants since both con-
tribute to the terminal homing time constant -..
and miss distance. In previous designs, the
autopilot time constant is approximately one- I>.,I'I N,..

half of the overall missile homing time
constant. Based on this. autopilot time constant
reductions of approximately 50 percent of :\otttitot riot' ,.iOtl se,)

88 current capability are required.

Results from a nonlinear rigid body autopilot
simulation (Figure 7[ indicate that the body-tail Figure 7. Effect of fin rate limit on body-tail
concept sized for the mission could not achieve airframe maneuverability.

Not d itrtt Wrzrfart (encr I'th u h til Rest



average speed requirements. Figure 9 indicates
that the body-dorsal-tail concept can achieve

_the desired time constant goal with state-of-the-
art actuators.

Variotus Dorsals l)el0 C(-9.844 The folding dorsal wings create other air-
6,0 -, frame concerns. Because the spans of the tail

32.0-- Ch id

C,.,, and the dorsals are limited by the launcher, the
'83- - span of the tail cannot be increased to obtain
24,0,, the desired roll control authority. The dorsals

/- 4 increase the induced rolling moments which, in
I6A- X turn, require additional roll control as the angle

of attack is increased. However, the simulations
indicate that the body-dorsal-tail can meet

- -.. maneuverability requirements at low angles of
40-4- attack. Estimates of the induced roll moments
0 -  and roll control authority were made using the

4 - . MISSILE3 code and later verified in a wind
0 5 10 15 n 25 J() :15 -, tunnel test. Adequate roll control authority was

Angle \ t ,i:k [ l,l confirmed up to moderate angles of attack. Un-
folding dorsals during the launch and pitchover

Figure 8. Increase in normal force flight phases is another concern. The weight
coefficient for various dorsal lengths. and reliability of the hinge mechanism are

design issues. Another set of folding fins on the
booster is required in order to deploy the

MISSILE3 t2 codes shown in Figure 8, six- dorsals immediately after exiting the VLS.
caliber chord length dorsals nearly double the Otherwise, excessive aerodynamic instability
normal force (at a given angle of attack) will limit the pitchover rates at launch. High
compared to a body-tail missile without a pitchover rates are needed to enable the missile
dorsal. It was estimated that the six-caliber to intercept at minimum ranges. It should be
chord length dorsal can be positioned on the pointed out that composite airframe materials
missile so that the configuration is nearly were required to meet the performance goals.
neutrally stable without blocking warhead Figure 10 is an internal drawing of the concep-
fragmentation. A preliminary design of a self- tual airframe.
erecting dorsal fin and hinge mechanism was
investigated to determine the added weight of
the dorsal wings. The dorsals were designed to
carrN a maximum loading distribution com-
puted using the ZEUS 1

3,14 code. The body-
dorsal-tail concept was then resized using solid Sustain Gi in Actuators Actuators

rocket design codes to achieve the range and Igniter Batterv Amplifier

- Igniter"

0 Autuplilot lion Constant 
_ 41

N~a etieniil I ,oI, uidnce oos (,ain BoosterI~~ - Gri

Raorna e Tail Fins
I Dorsals NozzleWarhea(d

: * 1,. i 4 /let Vanes

elFigure 10. High performance missile, internal

/ /layout.
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It is also recognized that increasing the
-- --m----T autopilot bandwidth in order to achieve the

desired time constant will reduce the frequency

separation between the first body-bending mode
Figure 9. Effect of fin rate limit on body- and the autopilot bandwidth. The autopilot rate
dorsal-tail airfraie maneuverahility. gyro and accelerometer sense both the rigid

\' t 'u lrfo, t' W rtu,r, (.',.it'', I.,, hnu ol Ii,



body and natural bending mode vibration of others, particularly in industry, were already
the airframe, thus corrupting the rigid body investigating composites, it was decided to
information that is used by the autopilot to concentrate on active vibration control and
control the airframe. The longer airframes (due robust control approaches. These approaches
to launcher constraints) have lower bending are high risk, but have higher payoffs with
mode frequencies, thus exacerbating the many potential applications.
frequency separation problem. Traditionally, Efforts are being pursued to develop an in-
when there is sufficient frequency separation dependent mechanical control system concept
between the first bending modes and the that will dampen the natural bending modes.
autopilot bandwidths, notch filters may be used This concept is similar to the approaches being
to cancel the flexible-body feedback that enters pursued for active vibration control of
the autopilot through the rate gyros and lightweight space structures. The missile active
accelerometers. The stability of the autopilot vibration suppression system is envisioned as
without sufficient separation from the low an independent system including sensing of the
frequency first bending mode is a critical vibration, control logic processing, and act-
problem. A linear flexible-body autopilot uating components. The missile airframe is a
analysis was used to investigate the stability, rather heavy structure when compared to the
The results revealed that the desired autopilot space structures. As a result, a more powerful
time constant could be obtained at some condi- actuator is required. Magnetostrictive materials
tions: however, the gain and phase margins are being investigated as actuating components
were not adequate for robust performance. since they have nearly an order of magnitude
Figure 11 shows that even when there is more striction and energy density than ceramic
perfect notch filter cancellation of the first piezoelectric materials. One possible
bending node, unwanted dynamics can remain implementation of the active system is to place
in the control system. Airframe vibration is a the magnetostrictive actuators in missile joints
critical problem that must be addressed in (Figure 12) so that the actuator forces
order to reduce missile time constant by any counteract the bending modes. Efforts are
significant amount. For this reason, three ongoing to demonstrate active vibration control
technology approaches were identified, feasibility using a single degree-of-freedom

system for a simple beam.
Another potential solution to the vibration is

1 v , 2.0 to apply less conservative, more robust
autopilot design methods. H-Infinity and Mu-

LO ISynthesis'5 methods are expected to yield more
- .robust autopilot design. Mu-Synthesis methods

will allow stable designs with greater gain and
4 0 t \-1' 0.0Z phase margins than the more conservative

- K , .classical approach.

7-. . ,13

3.0 Magnetostrictive
S i Actuator

0) 0 1 0 2 01 04)

Figure 11. Time response with unacceptable .
dynamics due to airframe vibration. Terfenol

The primary problem with airframe vibration For

90 is that the natural bending mode damping ratio I ].__, m.n Xois usually very small. It is believed that

composite fiber-wound airframe components
can be fabricated to increase the damping ratio
significantly. This solution will require fabrica- Figure 12. Conceptual airframe vibration
tion and experimental modal analysis to verify suppression system.
the actual damping ratios achieved. Since

Novo, ,;t fI(u Waraore, Ceni ,r Techni( (i t)igest



Conclusions 13. Wardlaw. A. B., Jr. and Davis, S. R.. A Second Order

Two examples of airframe concepts aimed at Godunou Method for Sot 3rsonic Tactical Missiles,
NSWC TR 86-506, Dec 1986.

improved aerodynamics performance at both 1-t. Wardlaw, A. B., Ir. and Priolo, F. I., Applying the ZEUS
long and short range were presented. Enhanced Code. NSWC TR 86-508, Dec 1986.
aerodynamics, structures, flight mechanics, and 15. Bibel. J. E. and Stalford, H., "Mo-Synthesis Autopilot
control system design/analysis tools were used Design for a Flexible Mlissile,' AIAA 91-0586, 29th
in the examples presented. The design tools are Aerospace Sciences Meeting. Reno, Nevada, Jan 1991.

a critical part of demonstrating the feasibility
of conceptual airframe designs in a cost-
effective manner. Effective analysis tools are The Authors
essential in the testing of innovative airframes -<LEON H. SCHINDEL received

by reducing the size of test programs that must a B.S., 1945, M.S.. 1948. and

be conducted and by estimating performance at Sc.D.. 1960. in Aerospace

conditions that cannot be tested. Innovative air- Engineering, Massachusetts
fram deignandintgraton upprte byInstitute of Technology and

fra edsg andam itegrationy sup ipord vb ____& w0as a member of the research
advaced irfame echolog ca impovestaff, 1948-1967. At NAVSWC

missile performance. avoiding much of the cost since 1967. he served as
of increasing propulsion, warhead. or seeker .Ha.Ardnmc eat

PC r orm nc . - ~ment. 1967-1975; Head.
missiles and Decoys Division.
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The Use of Holographic Interferometry
for Flow Diagnostics

W. C. Spring, III, W. J. Yanta and K. U. Gross

The use of interferometry as a viable diagnostics tool for
aerodynamics research has been through ,;Pveral cycles of
popularity in the last five decades. It has always held great
potential .fo. providing an enormous amount of information
about a flow field, but the greatest difficulty has been the
retrieval of data from the interferograms. With the advent of'
lasers, high-speed desktop computers with increased memory
capacity, and high-resolution image processing techniques, in-
terferometry has become a useful, efficient tool for providing
valuable data about complex flow fields around missile and air-
frame configurations being tested in wind tunnels. This article
gives a brief history of interferometry, the development of
holographic interferometrv, the Naval Surface Warfare Center's
(NA 'SWC's) contributions to the development of holographic
interferometrv for aerodynamic testing, its impact on accurate
modeling of fluid and gas flows. and some of the areas of future
research

Introduction

Interferometry has been used for many years as a nonintrusive means of
measuring densities in a transparent mediium.' such as the flow around
models during wind tunnel testing (Figure 1). The interferometer is
sensitive to differences in optical path length between two light beams, for
example, where one beam has passed through the wind tunnel and the
other has passed around it. These optical-path-length differences are caused
by c;hanges in the index of refraction of the transparent gas. These changes
of index are directly related to the changes in density of the gas. The path-
length differences are made visible by the interference fringes in the image
(Figure 2). These fringes are a function of the wavelength of light used to
make the interferogram, hence they are a known measurement reference.

Prior to the advent of the laser, classical interferometry had been very
difficult, particularly in the relatively hostile environment of wind tunnel
test facilities. interferometry requires a characteristic of light called
Coherence. Normal light sources, to be sufficiently coherent for inter-
ferometry, must be highly filtered, which means that most of the output
energy is not available for making the interference patterns.

The laser provides a light source that has high energy levels of highly
coherent light. The optical and mechanical constraints of classical inter-
ferometry can be greatly eased by the use of lasers. The technique of
coherent imaging called holography (also made practical by lasers) can be
used to make interferometry even more versatile and convenient. In addi-

92 tion, the availability of high-speed, desktop computers with large memory
capacity in the last sqyeral years has allowed the use of dedicated data
processing systems that make the modern techniques for data reduction
from these interferograms practical.

Nul/ Sirtme Wolrtar, Crrilr Vnhi' al iJlI
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Figure 1. %fatch-Zender interferomneter
sc;he niatt ic.

Holographic Interferometry

Background

Latsetrs have made at techniqune known as

h olography, a practical tool for the scientific
reseaircher'.2 .1 Holographyt is the recording of
aif UliLILW interference pattern onl a photo-Fiue2 Fntefng treora fblt
wensitive plate such that this pattern can Figcoe. Fitefnginreora blt
t'etonlst meted to regenerate the original Optical

wav. tmtucht the same way as with the
irtterferometer. the otput fromn the laser light amplitude and phase information of the
sou rce is split into two beamis. One, the object original object beam, and hence looks and acts
beamf) is reflected off' or tratnsmitted through like the original beam. This is why holography
the )biet: tit second. the reference beam, is has beeni called -lensless photography.' and it
dirteeled a motind the obje(.t (Figure 3). Both can produce visually- dramatic three-
boa nis arto theni recombinted in the plane of at dimensional images.
photo retcortding mlediLTttt (usualy a '.iim plate). Since thle reconstructed wave contains phase

H(Ca uset of the ntiure otf fte- interference ats well ats amplitude information, images
lpattern, both the aminthIude and the phase oif simultaneously reconstructed from two separate
tilt! light wva~es are recorded. When the holograms can be made to interfere with each

h l~r13isr-l nmae ihacoeetlgt other in much the same way as the two beams
orwie ih n oen iu ise)tfati t of' an interferometer. This is the basis of the

(ittplicate of the reference beamn, the recorded holographic interferometry used at NAVSXVC to
initerference pattern) will defriowt sotme energy dletermne flow-field densities during wind tun-
if1to aI beaml that is at replica of thte obfjetct fbealt. nel tests. (Oet hologram is taken through the
'Ibis reootstrttcted objec~t beamil tontains ill] ft(e tunnel test cell before the flow is started, and at

Spat i
- / tilter

toloritIFigure 3. Schematic of
Ihologram construction. 9

Frtn Spat ial



second one is taken after the supersonic flow is hologram, taken with no flow in the tunnel,
established. The two holograms are and the object (or scene) hologram, taken with
reconstructed together and the optical path the tunnel at the flow conditions to he
length differences between them, caused by measured. In an optical sense, these two
density changes in the airflow, are seen as in- holograms are the two separate legs of a
terference patterns, classical interferometer.

After the plates are processed. they are
reconstructed with a helium neon laser (for

p Svideo digitizing) or an argon laser (for making
To construct holograms of wind tunnel flow large negatives). When these plates are

fields, a Z-type schlieren system (Figure 4) is reconstructed simultaneously, the differences in
used. This optical system is the standard optical path length between the two are visible
technique for routine flow visualization. The as interference fringes (Figure 2). The in-
normal light source is replaced with pulsed terference pattern can be changed by moving
ruby laser, which provides a high-intensity, one of the holograms with respect to the other,
short-duration, collimated, coherent beam of as shown in Figure 5. Also, the scene hologram
light. A partial beamsplitter at the output of the can be reconstructed by itself to form either a
laser splits off a small fraction (typically about shadowgraph or a schlieren image.
10") of the energy. which is used to create the Shadowgraph and schlieren are much more
holographic reference beam. This beam is common methods oi flow visualization, but are
directed over the wind tunnel toward the film less quantitative than interferometry. Thus,
plane. The remaining laser energy is imaged holographic interferometry offers the advantage
into the schlieren system, which produces a that all three of the classical flow visualization
large diameter collimated beam passing through techniques can be employed on the same test.
the tunnel est cell, and then it is focused near Another advantage of holographic inter-
the filn plane. In the film plane. both beams ferometry is that the interference patterns can
,ire recombined to form the hologram, be generated in the controlled environment of
The special hologiaphic quality ruby laser the optics lab at a convenient time after the

used as the light source is Q-switched to pro- test, instead of in the relatively hostile, real-
vide very short duration exposures on the order time environment of modern hvpervelocitv
(f 20 nanoseconds (2 x 10 ' seconds). These wind tunnels. This places fewer demands on
short exposure times freeze the flow-field the optical setup and data reduction
density patterns. and also freeze the minute techniques.
interference patterns that form :he hologram.
The laser also has mode selectors in the cavity Data Reduction
that increase both the temporal and spatial Background
(()herence so that high-quality holograms (:an
he made. The ruby laser is constructed such The basic info~mation extracted from the in-
tha i a small helium-neon laser Can be aimed terferograms is the optical path length dif-
IIrough it for aligning the laser system with ferences between the object and reference
the schlieren optics. and so the Q-switched images. The fringe shifts across the field are a
pulse can he monitored with oscilloscopes. direct measure of these path length differences.

.\s mentioned earlier. two separate hologram.,, The classical way to measure this is to count.
irt (oistruiFeId for each test: the reference or track, fringes. The straight-line frin,-es in the
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A. B. C.
(xy) + n/2  +(x,y)+fl (x,y) + 3fl 2

Figure 5. Phase-shifted dual plate interferograms.

free-stream region outside the shock wave, field. The condition is that the background
where the gas density is known, are used as fringes of the three intensity maps must have a
reference fringes. The distance the fringes are constant, known phase shift between them.
shifted within the flow field is directly related This is why the ability to shift the fringe
to the unknown gas density in these areas. In a pattern during the reconstruction of a pair of
complex flow field, however, the task of deter- holograms of the same test conditions is impor-
mining these fringe shifts for every point in the tant. Also required for this technique is a
field is tedious and time consuming if manually computer-based, high-resolution video digitizing
counting is the only method of extracting the system with the memory and software capabil-
data. For years it was this limitation that ity to do image processing and large-array
prevented interferometry from becoming a calculations.
practical measurement technique. The current data reduction capabilities at

NAVSWC include a dual plate holder used
Data Reduction Technique during reconstruction that was developed by

The key to the data reduction technique Havener and Radley. 5 The apparatus provides
developed at NAVSWC for analyzing flow-field multiple degrees of freedom to move one plate
interferograms is the fact that the two with respect to the other. The plates are
holograms are recorded on separate plates. The initially aligned to reconstruct an infinite fringe
"dual-plate" method, developed by Havener interferogram (see Figure 6); then the object
and Radley,5 was applied to the NAVSWC plate is translated horizontally until the desired
tunnels originally by Hannah and Havener, 6  background fringe spacing is obtained.
and has been used by all other investigators The reconstructed interferograms are imaged
since. This method allows the interference into a high-resolution video camera, which has
patterns to be continuously varied during the gain and contrast adjustments to control the
reconstruction. The double-exposure technique, level and range of the output signal. This out-
which is the other common method of put is then fed into a PC-based image digitizing
holographic interferometry, fixes the pattern in system (FrameGrabber from Imaging
place at the time of the exposures. The dual- Technology Corp.). The result is a 512 X512
plate method leads directly to the scheme pixel array of digitized intensity values
called "phase-shifting" interferometry. representing the interference pattern.
Although not the first to use phase-shifting To capture the images required for the phase-
intc:ferometry, NAVSWC has developed the shifting methods, the object plate is driven
technique for analysis of flow-field laterally small fractions of an inch by an 95
interferograms where sharp density gradients accurately controlled piezoelectric micrometer
are encountered, such as at supersonic shocks. calibrated to produce n/2 phase shift in the

The principle of phase-shifting interference pattern. Typically, five images are
interferometry 7' 8 is that a map of the relative digitized for each pair of holograms analyzed.
phase of the interference pattern can be They represent phase shifts of 0, n/2, ?r, 3n/2,
calculated from three intensity maps of the and 2n radians. Once these images have been
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and 0, are unknown, hence the need for at
least three digitized images. When the three (or
four) intensity fields are recorded with a phase
shift of i2 between them, three (or four)
simultaneous equations for the intensity of any
given point in the field (from Equation 1) are as
follows:

"I(x,y) =Io(x,y)} 1 + ycos[(x,y) +n/4] (2)

12(x,y) Io(x,y)l =XY+ ycos[4(x,y) + 3rr/4] (3)

13(x,y) I0(x,y) I + ycos[(x,y) + 7n/4 (4)

These can be solved for the phase 0 at that
point as follows, where the phase is in radians:

' ¢{(Px,y} = tan-i ]3xly)-2xY (6)

SI1(x,y)- 12 (x,y)J

The general form of Equations 2 through 5
can be solved, but if tl3, phase shifts between
the separate intensity measurements are 900
(n/2), this simplified form results. Also, to solve
the general form, the phase shifts between each
intensity map must still be known, so it is more

Figure 6. Infinite fringe interferogram of expedient to preselect the equally spaced shifts
blunt cone. and use the simpler form.

Equation 6 describes a particular algorithm,
termed the "three-bucket" method, since three

digitized, they can be digitally filtered or pro- intensity maps are required to calculate the

cessed in a number of ways (by ImageAction phase map of the field. Several other

software from Imaging Technology), depending algorithms have also been examined, namely

on the quality of the input images and the the "four-bucket," which uses four itensitv

desired output product. Also, the data reduc- tap with-phase"shit s fur , te ty
tionrouine devlopd a NAVWC an e maps with phase shifts of n/2, the "three-by-

tion routines developed at NAVSWC can be three," which averages two three-buckets, and
run to calculate phase distributions and density the Carr6, which uses four intensity maps with
values throughout the flow field. unknown (but assumed to be linear) phase
Data Reduction Theory shifts.

For the four-bucket method, which uses four
As shown by Creath, 8 phase shifting inter- of the intensity maps, the equation for 0

ferometry utilizes three or four (depending on becomes:
the reduction algorithm selected) digitized im-
ages of the intensity fields from the FI4(x'y)-I2(X'Y)(
reconstructed interferograms, with n/2 phase O{x,y) tan x y (7)

changes between each of the images. The inten- lll(x,y)-1 3(x.y)}
sity of each of the points (pixels) in the field is: The three-by-three method averages two

I = ,)[ 1 + ycos()) (1) three-bucket phase calculations, one using I,,
where 12, and 13, the second using 12, 13, and 14.

1 = intensity of any given point in the These three methods, by virtue of the addi-

field tion of arbitrary phase shifts introduced into
1,, = the dc, or background, intensity the mathematics by the intensity map phase
96y = the mduacon inteny shifts, will produce different calculated phase

the modulation of the values from the same set of intensity maps.
nthe phase of the wavefront Since the desired input for the density calcula-

tions is phase shift relative to the free stream

The intensity. I, of each point in the field is (or other reference), all calculated phase values
detected and digitized by the video camera and are normalized to zero in the free stream, or to
PC FrameGrabber. The other three values, 10, y, the other reference value.
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The Carr6 method uses four intensity maps Calculation of Density Distributions
having a phase shift that is not known, but is Once the phase has been determined, the
assumed to be linear. The actual phase shift is density distributions may then be calculated.
a fourth unknown, but can be calculated from The complexity of the calculations will depend
the four intensity equations. This method has the omety of the phas willedepend
not yet been successfully integrated into the upon the geometry of the phase object (flow
NAVSWC data reduction programs, since the field). For a simple 2-D, channel-type flow it
phase shifts between our intensity maps are can be assumed that the density is constant
well calibrated, along the light path through the field of view.

All of these methods produce phase values The refractive index n and density , at a place
that are modulo 2nt, with a range from -n to where the fringe shift, or phase, is N(y), is
+n, which means that a plotted curve of phase given by:
values versus distance (radius) will be discon- N(y)A = (n-no)L = K(Q-Qo)L (8)
tinuous. To produce a continuous phase
distribution curve, the calculated phase values where n-1 = KQ, no and Q0 are the refractive
are stacked on each other at the discontinuities. index and density, respectively, of a known
This is done with software, by comparing the value of gas, A is the wavelength of the con-
phase values calculated for adjacent pixels. If structing laser, K is the Gladstone-Dale constant
the phase difference is greater than n, then 2i 0 ft3

is added or subtracted to make the difference (0.117-) and L is the path length through
less than it. This technique produces smooth the phenomenon under observation.
phase distribution curves. Typical results for
the initially calculate0 pidC ,'nd the final Finally L =Lo + N(y)A/KL (9)
phase distributions are shown in Figures 7 and
8. These results are for the flow around a blunt or N(y)(10)
cone which will be described in more detail Q0 Qo KL
later in the paper.
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For axisymmetric flows, the problem is more Different assumptions can be made about the
complex. The phase distribution can be related density in each of the annular elements,
to changes in the optical path lengths and including linear or higher order variation. The
density for a refractionless, axisymmetric flow simplest is to assume that the density is con-
field by: R stant, hence a uniform refractive index exists

rf~r) in each element. This results in a system of

N(y)A = 2 r (r) dr (11) equations given by:

f V/(f2 -y 2) 1(k2i: Ak~ifk = Ni (14)

where N(y) is the fringe order number (phase ki 2 Ar

shift non-dimensionalized by 2ur). This is the where the coefficients Ak~i are given by:
functional description of the changes in the
optical path length through the flow field. K,
again, is the Gladstone-Dale constant, R is the Ak(k +1)2i2 - i2)

maximum boundary of the flow field, r and y
are independent geometric variables, and f(r) is and fk n(rk) - no' Equation 14 represents a
a normalized function for the radial distribu- set of simultaneous, linear, algebraic equations
tion of the index of refraction in the phase which must be solved for the unknown values
volume (normalized to some reference condi- of fk, the change in index of refraction. The

lion no), described as follows: density is then calculated by:

1
f(r) = n(r) - no  (12) Qk = K fk + (na-l)] (151

Since the density function f(r) is the desired
quantity, the integral equation must be inverted Applications of Holographic
resulting in: Interferometry

-dNdy dy By way of introduction, early holographic
f(r) - dy (13) experiments that have led up to the dual-plate,J ;(y2-r )  phase-shifting technique will be discussed. The

first application of holographic interferometry

A variety of methods are used to solve the at NAVSWC was a double-exposure, diffusely
illuminated setup that was used to plot theabove equations for the density distribution, three-dimensional shocks from a forward-facing

The method used at NAVSWC divides the flow step and a cone model in a Mach 3 nozzle. A
region into a series of discrete annular continuous-wave Argon laser, diffused by a
elements (rings) of constant width Ar, as shown ground glass, was used for the illumination.
in Figure 9 (also see Vest 4). Since the output gr ass of the r o rte im ation g
from the digitization results in a large number Photographs of the reconstructed images along
of discrete, equally spaced values of the phase different lines of sight were used to plot the
N(y), ihis method lends itself particularly well locations of the shocks. Although not rigorous.
to the present setup because the phase value this experiment proved that the three-
determined at each pixel can represent the
value for each ring. X

\ Ra\ N (x)

Figure 9. Phase object divided into
discrete annular rings.
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dimensional characteristics of holography could
be used effectively, and the resulting inter-
ferograms were the only ones made at
NAVSWC that show visually the perspective
and parallax that are evident in diffusely
illuminated holography. This experiment is
described by Ragsdale and Spring.9

The next major step was the experiment
described by Zien, Ragsdale, and Spring,10 "

which reports the conversion of a standard
schlieren system for use with interferometry. A
pulsed ruby laser was used for these tests, and
the double-exposure technique was used to
make the interferograms. The experiment was
run with a cone mounted asymmetrically in a
Mach 2 flow field. The major contribution of
this work was in the data reduction.
Reconstructions from a series of holograms,
taken as the model was rolled through different
aspect angles, were used to calculate the three-
dimensional density field. A key to the
successful calculations of density was the
application by Zien of an area-invariance to
extrapolate the fringe shift values in the opaque
regions of the interferograms, where the
transmitted light is blocked by the solid model.

The dual-plate holographic interferometer
was introduced at NAVSWC as a working Figure 10. Finite fringe interferogram of
technique by Hannah and Havener 6 as part of scramjet inlet.
an effort to automate the data reduction, and
was expanded on by Hannah and King. 12 The Three-Dimensional Axisymmetric Cone Density
first attempt at automation was to use a Measurements
computer-controlled image dissection camera
that could scan the interferometric image and The next challenge for the phase shifting
track fringes, shock waves, model edges, etc., technique was the three-dimensional axisym-
then perform the required data manipulations metric flow field around a blunt cone (see
to produce phase maps and calculate flow-field Figure 11). This problem was selected because
densities.

Two-Dimensional Inlet Densities

The first real test of the capabilities of the
phase shifting technique was for a two-
dimensional flow field in a scramjet inlet
investigation in a Mach 4 flow (Figure 10). This
test provided a good evaluation of the tech-
nique because several other flow diagnostic
methods were also used, including Laser Dop-
pler Velocimetr,' (LDV) and pressure probes, so
that the results from the various methods could
be compared. This work has been presented in
McArthur, et al.' 3 Basically, the dual-plate
holograms were reconstructed to form the real-
time interferograms, and a series of phase-
shifted images was digitized. These images 99
were then converted to phase maps from which
,.,sities werp calculated. The calculated den-
sities were then compared to ensities that had
beej mcazurcd in the inlef with pitot probes,
and the two sets of densities compared Figure 11. Finite fringe interferogram of blunt
favorably. cone.
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it was a relatively straightforward case and quite small, which means that the fringe shifts
both experimental and computational data will also be small (see Figure 13). Preliminary
(including data from hand-plotted inter- evidence indicates that the methods developed
ferograms) were available to compare with the
phase-shifted calculations. The Mach number
was 2.5 for these tests, and, again, several other
techniques, including LDV and pitot probes,
were used for comparisons. This program pro-
vided the opportunity to compare several dif-
ferent methods of calculating the phase
distributions from the intensities, and also to
compare several techniques for calculating the
densities from the phase distributions. The
results, presented in detail,14 show that the
phase-shifting technique does indeed calculate
flow-field densities that compared very closely
to densities measured experimentally by other
methods and to densities predicted by computa-
tional fluid dynamics codes. Figure 12, for ex-
ample, shows the comparison between the
phase-shifted densities and densities calculated
using a three-dimensional Euler solver by Hsieh
and Priolo.1 5 These measurements were taken
in an axial plane three inches behind the nose
tip. This graph (Figure 12) is typical of those
taken at several axial locations; all show good
agreement except in the region of the shock.
Much of the error in this region may stem Figure 13. Finite fringe interferogram of
from the assumption of a refractionless sharp cone.
medium. More discussion on this will follow.

The next steps involved trying the phase-
shifting methods that had been developed and so far will need to be refined for these cases.
worked well for the blunt cone for cases that, Possibly a scheme that averages several phase
although still in the relatively simple axisym- maps will provide greater signal-to-noise
metric case, presented more difficult discrimination that will increase the confidence
circumstances - namely the sharp cone flow in the phase distributions determined under
field and the indented nose tip. these conditions.

Sharp Cone Measurements Indented Axisymmetric Cone Measurements

The sharp cone in low Mach number (3.0)
flow presents a complication because the The indented nose shape also presents pro-
(tensity changes across the shock wave are blems because of the fine detail in the

0.00055
0.00050 - --

0.00045

0.00040- .--
Density0 ' 0003 5 ,, -

Figure 12. Phase-shift density 0.00025 -
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100 0.00015

0.00010 o
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interference pattern (see Figure 14). These reference and object beams are generated from
results sho% that all the fringes must be re- the light energy that passes through the tunnel,
solved in the digitized iniensity images in order thereby simplifying the apparatus and setup for
for the phase distributions to be calc-dated construction of the holograms.
correctly. If all the fringes are not resolved, the Some other modifications of the current
phase distributions are lowered by 2n for each methods include using a collimated rather than
lost fringe. A higher resolution digitizing a focusing beam for the object beam exiting the
system is one solution to this problem. Another schlieren optics, and the use of the "sandwich
solution is to digitize several enlarged sections technique" for recording the two holograms
of the interferogram so the fine detail can be essentially in contact. Both of these changes
resolved, and then let the computer put the will make the reconstruction process simpler,
sections back together to determine the total more accurate, and less time-consuming.
phase distribution. Equipment will be available One of the known causes of errors in data
at NAVSWC in the near future that will allow reduction is the assumption that gas densities
further investigation of both of these ideas, in the flow field are refractionless. Since the

calculations of gas density involve determining
the index of refraction of the gas, it is known
that changes in this index are going to cause
refraction of the light passing through the gas.
Also, diffraction of the light waves propagating
through the tunnel and optical system con-
tributes to the error in the calculated densities.
A theoretical analysis of these problems has
been undertaken by Lopez, 17 and work is under
way to apply this theory to the real data reduc-
tion process. The expectation is that the ac-
curacy of the calculated densities will be
significantly improved, particularly in the
region of shock and along the model edge.

Some other areas for future consideration
.. have also been mentioned previously. One con-

, q : cerns the resolution on the digitizing system.
f4 New equipment will soon be obtained through

a NAVSWC SBIR (Small Business Innovative
Research) Phase II contract with KMS Fusion
of Ann Arbor. Michigan, that will make
available a high-resolution camera and digitiz-
ing capability. This equipment can be used in
conjunction with the computer to digitize in
high-resolution areas of the image that can then
be processed and recombined at lower resolu-
tion to provide phase data for the entire image.
This should be helpful in overcoming some of
the problems in areas where the present system

Figure 14. Finite fringe interferogram of has limitations, such as in the area of a strong
indented nosetip. shock wave or the recirculation regions of the

indented cone.
Further investigation also is needed for theFuture Areas of Investigation case of small density gradients, such as the

Several areas are currently under investiga- sharp-cone case discussed earlier. An averaging
tion and research, with the goal of improving of several sets of intensity maps, or some sort
both the setups for construction of the of heterodyning technique that will increase the
holograms in the wind tunnels and the fringe sensitivity, are possible approaches that
accuracy of the data reduction, will be investigated.

Experiments have been performed to deter- 101
mine if a technique of localized, or point, Conclusion
reference beam holo raphy, as described by
Bachalo and Houserf 6 can be used in This article presents the state of holographic
NAVSWC's hypervelocity tunnel. This tech- interferometry as used in aerodynamics testing
nique offers the advantage that both the at NAVSWC, past, present, and future. The use
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Celsian-Based Ceramics for Advanced
Radomes

I. Talmy, D. Hought, E. Wuchina, 1. Zaykoski

Research conducted at the Naval Surface Warfare Center has
demonstrated that celsian (BaO-A120 3 "2SiO21 is a promising can-
didate for advanced radomes due to extremely good dielectric
properties, high melting point, low thermal expansion and good
strength. However, the rain erosion and thermal shock resistance
of the material need improvement. Toughening of the ceramics
using mullite whiskers was investigated and shown to be promis-
ing. Two methods, slip casting and cold isostatic pressing. are
being evaluated for radome shape processing.

Introduction

Future classes of advanced tactical missiles will require new ceramic
materials for radomes to meet stringent requirements arising from greater
speeds and longer flight times. Tb, critical need is to develop ceramic
materials stable up to at least 1400°C with low and thermally stable dielec-
tric constants (E), low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), and high
thermal shock and rain erosion resistance as shown in Table 1.

No ceramic material has been developed that can simultaneously meet all
of the requirements, especially those for good dielectric properties and rain
erosion resistance. High-speed hypersonic radome materials currently used.
are slip cast fused silica (SCFS) and Pyroceram 9606

TM

(2MgO.2A120 3 "5SiO 2, cordierite). While SCFS has excellent dielectric pro-
perties for radomes, the relatively low strength and rain erosion resistance
of this material limits its future application. Pyroceram 9 6 0 6 TM is more rain
erosion resistant than SCFS, but is not as dielectrically stable with
temperature. Development of future radome materials is directed both
toward improvement of the mechanical properties of SCFS and identifica-
tion of new candidate ceramic materials. For example, candidates under
investigation are materials in the system Si 3N4-BN-SiO 2 (Nitroxyceram).
Nitroxyceram has the potential of being nearly as good as SCFS dielectri-
cally and at least s good if not better than Pyroceram 9 6 0 6 TM in erosion
resistance. However, this material requires expensive processing techniques.
such as hot isostatic pressing, which are not fully developed.

Celsian (BaO.AI 20 3 .2SiO 2) appears to have the potential for meeting the
requirements for radome application due to the unique combination of high
melting point, low thermal expansion, low dielectric constant, and loss
tangent stable over a broad range of temperature and frequency. 1

.
2

However, these beneficial properties belong only to the monoclinic
modification of celsian which is stable up to 1590'C. Above 15900 C,
monoclinic celsian transforms into the hexagonal modification which is
stable to the melting temperature (1760°C). 3 Even though the hexagonal
modification is a high temperature form, it tends to be the first product of

104 solid phase reaction and persists metastably in the whole temperature
range. Hexagonal celsian reversiby transforms at 3000C into the low
temperature orthorhombic form. 3' The transformation is accompanied by
significant volume changes, making hexacelsian unsuitable for high-
temperature thermal cycling applications. Transformation of hexagonal cel-
sian into the desirable monoclinic form is promoted by prolonged high-
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II

Table 1. Radome Material Goals Table 2. Properties of Celsian Ceramics

Service Temperature Up to 1400'C Melting Temperature 1760

Dielectric Constan <9.0 (5.0 Preferred) (C)

Temperature Variation Service Temperature
of Dielectric Constant (oC) Up to 1590
to 1260 0 C <7% Dielectric Constant

Loss Tangent to (25oC) 6.55
1260'C <0.1 (1200ocj 7.00

Bending Strength >35 MPa (5 ksi) Temp. Variation

Fracture Toughness Better Than Slip of E to 1200'C 6.8%
Cast Fused Silica

______________________________-Loss Tangent io
25°C 0.0008

temperature heating, hydrothermal treatment, 1200'C 0.0040
and the presence ot impurities or the addition Thermal Expansion
of certain additives (such as B20 3. LiF, Cr20 3, in 20-1200'C 3.5
ZrSiO4)C6 (a X 106/Degree

This article describes the results of :esearch
on preparation of high-purity celsian ceramics Bending Strength 103 MPa (14.7 ksi)
and their properties. (R.T.) 69 MPa (9.8 ksi)

(1000°C) _________

Preparation and Characterization of Fracture Toughness Needs Improvement

Celsian Ceramics

High-purity celsian synthesized from BaCO 3,
A120 3 , and SiO 2 consisted only of the hex- As seen in celsian ceramics meet or exceed
agonal modification, even after long-term firing the radome material goals for dielectric proper-
at 1500'C. The hexagonal-to-monoclinic phase ties, strength, and thermal expansion. However.
transformation of celsian was accomplished single particle impact tests showed that the
using seeding techniques at temperatures below toughness of the material is insufficient for
1300,C.7 The successful use of seeding techni- adequate rain erosion resistance and requires
ques for the preparation of monoclinic cel ian improvement. 9' 10
is of high importance. since the use of addi-
tives promoting the phase transfori,,ation can 9.00
deteriorate the dielectric properties, especially 0ilicon Nitride _ O
ait high temperatures. - - ..... -

Ceramics prepared from the previously syn-
thesized monoclinic celsian powders were com- 7.80
pletely densified at 1580'C using pressureless Ce/sian
sintering techniques. The ceramics had tine-
grained structure with average grain size of
about 3 to 5 4m. The properties of celsian
ceramics are shown in Table 2. The bending
strength measured in 3-point bending was L) Nitroxv)x
about 100 MPa Tld coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion was 3.5 x 10-/degree C in the 20 to 5 -- --
1200'C range with linear dependence en "R 5.40rocerani

temperature.
The dielectric properties measured up to

1200'C at 35 GHz8 showed that the dielectric
constant and its change with temperature are
within the required range. The loss tangent was Slip Cast Fused Silica
very low and of the same magnitude as sli- ...... a ....... lica 105
cast fused silica. At 1200'C, the loss tangent of 3.00 _ I I I
celsian is 40 x 10 - , which is negligble for all 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
practical applications. The temperature
dependence of dielectric constant of celsian Temperature (0C)
compared to other candidate materials is Figure 1. Temperature dependence of dielec-
shown in Figure (1). tric constant for candidate radome materials.
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Toughening of Celsia i Ceramics with whisker-reinforced celsian ceramics increases
Mullite Whiskers with decreasing whisker size. The strength of

ceramics with unclassified whiskers was
Mullite whiskers, developed at the Naval Sur- significantly lower i'iaa the strength of unrein-

face Warfare Center (NAVSWC),- 'I2 were forced celsian and was slightly higher than tje
chosen as a candidate reinforcement tt, fin- strength of slip cast fused silica (35 MPa). Due
prove the fracture toughness of celsian to this fact, unclassified whiskers were exclud-
ceramics. Mullite (3A120 3 "2SiO 2) whiskers are ed from further experiments. The introduction
promising due to their excellent chemical )f 12 to 26 pm and 4 to 12 Mm whiskers
stability, low tneimal expansion, good high- resulted in ceramics which were stronger than
temperature strength and creep resistance, and unreinforced material. The microstructure of
low dielectric constant. As seen in the celsian- celsian containing unclassified and 12 to 26 ym
mullite phase diagram (Figure 21,13 mullite is whiskers jFigure 4) shows no evidence of reac-
compatible with celsian up to 1554°C. At tion between celsian and mullite. The whisker
higher temperatures, chemical reactions occur pull-out observed on the fracture surface of the
and are accompanied by the formation of a 1i- sample containing 12 to 26 Mm whiskers in-
quid phase and A120 3. The reinforcement was dicates possible toughening.
both introd uced intw celsian as loose whiskers. The thermal shock resistance of the ceramics
and grown in situ during processing. was characterized by measuring the retained

strength after a water quench from 350'C.
Figure 5 shows that mullite whiskers increase

gooL (A) the therma: shock resistance of celsian
9A1O,2SiO, - .iq.- ceramics. The samples containing 12 to 26 ;AmH I.t .. whiskers demonstrated much higher therma

1800- .. shock resistance than the materials wiii 4 to 12
- i - ,/ jim whiskers. Whisker loading in the 20 to 4o

,.- - / percent range did not have any significant

1700 -- - effect on thermal shock resistance for either
..!,s, whisker classification. The measurement of the

fracture toughness of mullite whisker rein-
1 I A -1)t , Liq A1, forced ceramics is in progress.

- "Toughening with In Situ Grown Mullite
,500- Whiskers

.I,ll - A2-\S()- i). In situ growth of whiskers offers several ad-

1400 / 1 i i I I I vantages over the introduction of loose
20 40 60 80 whiskers: simplified processing, uniform

l(. \i (),.2N() WT%/ 3AI A(),.2SiU whisker distribution in the matrix, and elimina-
,Iullit&) tion of the health hazards associated with loose

whiskers. The NAVSWC method for the
Figure 2. Celsian-mullite phase diagram. preparation of mullite whiskers11 2 is based on

the following reactions:

Toughening with Introduced Mullite 12AIF 3 + 12SiO --- > 6A12(SiO 4)F , + (1)
Wniskers topaz

T'ae whiskers used in this effort were 6SiF 4
prepared by Dow Chemical Company 14 using
the patented NAVSWC process. Unclassified 6A12(SiO 4)F 2 + SiO 2 -- > 2(3Al 2O3 "2SiO 2l 1 (2)
whiskers (as loose aggregates consisting of mullite
whiskers with a continuous size distribution) 3SiF 4
and whiskers classified by cross-sectional
dimensions into size ranges of 4 to 12 Mm and In reaction (1), AIF 3 and SiO2 are heated at 700
12 to 26 pm were mixed with celsian in to 900 0 C to form topaz, and in reaction (2), topaz

106 amounts from 10 to 40 volume percent, pressed is thermally decomposed at 1250 to 1400 0C to
into 5 x 5 x 60 mm bars, and fired at 1500'C. yield mullite. The whiskers are grown as a result
The temperature was selected to avoid a reac- of a vapor-phase chemical reaction. Heating in
tion between celsian and mullite during firing. SiF 4 atmosphere is necessary for the preparation

Fhe 3-point bending strength results (Figure of high-quality mullite whiskers. Up to 75 percent
3) for ceramics containing all three whisker A120 3 can be substituted for AIF 3 in the starting
classifications show that the strength of materials without affecting the final product.
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Whisker Loading (vol. %)
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Figure 3. Bending strength of celsian ceramics containing 0-40 vol.%
mullite whiskers fired at 1500'C.

Figure 4. SEM micrographs

of celsian ceramics
4: .o containing unclassified

and classified mullite9 whiskers fired at 1500'C.

0- 11 41) Um

Unclassified Classified (12-26 ym)

In this study, mullite whiskers were grown in the celsian powder were mixed, pressed into 5
(elsian ceramics from AlF: + SiO 2 and AIF 3 + x 5 x 60 mm bars, and fired at 1500'C in a 20
AIO 1: + SiO-, (with 50% substitution of A120:3 g/L SiF 4 . The resulting samples were then
for AIF3) mixtures, or from topaz which was characterized by density, phase composition.
previously prepared from AIF 3 and SiO 2 at microstructure, strength, and thermal shock
800'C according to reaction (1). The use of the resistance.
AIF 3 - A1203 + SiO 2 mixture or topaz is ad- Mullite whiskers were successfully grown in
vantageous over the AIF:i + SiO 2 mixture due celsian ceramics from all the precursors used.
to the lower amount of volatiles produced by The typical microstructure of ceramics is
the reactions (54.2% for AIF:j + SiO 2 mixture shown in Figure 6. The samples with whiskers 107
compared to 29.6% and 28.3% for AIF 3 + grown from the AIF 3 + SiO 2 mixture exhibited
A1203 + SiO 2 mixture and topaz, reapectively). the lowest density and strength compared to
The volatiles can interfere with derisification of the other precursors due to the highest content
the ceramics during firing, of volatiles. The trend was more pronounced

The whisker precursor powders (to form for samples with higher whisker loadings
15 to 35 volume percent mullite whiskers) and (Figure 7). The highest strength was obtained
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Figure 5. Retained strength (%) of mullite-whiskers reinforced celsian
ceramics after thermal shock from 350-C.

~ Figure 6. SEM of celsian
ceramics with 25 vol,%

Smuffite whiskers grown from
I AIF3 +SiO 2.
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for the samples with mullite whiskers grown Thermal shock resistance of in situ grown
from topaz. In this case, whiskers were formed mullite whisker reinforced celsian ceramics
as a result of only one chemical reaction (2) was also characterized by the percentage of

compared to two reactions (1) and (2) for the retained strength after a water quench from
A1F 3 + A120 3 + SiO 2 mixture. This probably 350'C. Figure 8 shows the results for samples
resulted in lower stresses in final samples containing 15 percent whiskers grown from the

despite the comparable amounts of volatiles for AIF 3 + A120 3 + SiO 2 mixture and from topaz.
both mixtures. The strength of all samples de- A significant increase in thermal shock resis-
creased with increasing whisker loadings. How- tance was obtained by ceramics with whiskers
ever, the samples with whiskers grown from grown from topaz, illustrating again that topaz
topaz had strength two times higher than slip is the preferable precursor for in situ whisker
cast fused silica even with 35 percent loading. growth.

100
80

60

40

20

0
15 35

Whisker Loading Ivol. %)

i .\l. * SiU, EM ..ll - Si(3, A\,, TU'laz

Figure 7. Bending strength of celsian ceramics with mullite whiskers grown from
different precursors at 1500°C.

80 860/o

60

40

42%

20 22%

0
No Whiskers AIF 3 + A1203 + SiO 2  Topaz 109

Room lemperature M Shock 350 ({-water

Figure 8. Thermal shock resistance of celsian ceramics with 15 vol.%
whiskers grown from different precursors at 1500'C.
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Processing of Celsian Radome Shapes pansion, and high strength make the material a
promising candidate for advanced missile

Slip casting and cold isostatic pressing (CIP) radomes. However, the rain erosion and ther-
of celsian are under development for the pro- mal shock resistance of celsian ceramics
cessing of radome shapes. Traditional slip require improvement because of insufficient
casting involves suspending particles in a toughness. Toughening of ceramics using
liquid (usually water) at high solids loading, mullite whiskers is under investigation. The
pouring the suspension into an absorbent mold, whiskers were both introduced and in-situ
and draining the excess slip after the required grown from A1F 3 + SiO 2 and AIF 3 + SiO 2 +
wall thickness has been cast. The casting is A120 3 mixtures and from topaz. Both methods
then dried and fired to produce a dense were shown to be promising for toughening
ceramic body. celsian ceramics. Slip casting and cold isostatic

The preparation of stable ceramic suspen- pressing are being evaluated for processing of
sions suitable for casting can be achieved by radome shapes. Subscale radomes were suc-
maximizing the electrostatic surface charges or cessfully fabricated using both techniques.
by adsorbing charged polymeric deflocculants
onto particle surfaces. Experiments showed
that celsian suspensions can only be stahilized
by the second technique, and a commercially Acknowledgments
available polymer was identified as being op- The authors wish to acknowledge
timal for suspension stabilization. Dr. Marriner Norr and Miss Amy ]anovsky for

Subscale celsian radomes were cast using the their assistance in this project. The work was
developed slip. However, some problems were funded by the Office of Naval Technology
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It became apparent that optimizing the particle Exploratory Development Programs.
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An Introduction to Directed Energy
Technologies

Lawrence H. Luessen

The threats our naval forces will face in the future are
becoming increasingly sophisticated and diverse. Seeker variety,
speed, agility, and "stealthiness" are elements of the emerging
threat - future missiles will employ assorted seeker options and
variants; fly lower and faster; be more maneuverable; and have
lower radar cross sections. This, in turn, will greatly reduce
detection ranges and engagement times. As the total size of our
naval forces decreases, point- and self-defense of individual plat-
-forms will become paramount. The bottom line - weapons
which offer speed-of-light target interception times, rapid re-
targeting capabilities, and large magazine capacities, such as
directed energy weapons, may be the only answer to counter the
future threat.

Although many claims and counter-claims have been made by
the advocates and adversaries of directed energy weapons, the
technologies associated with these weapons remain less
understood than other more "conventional" weapon
technologies. This article, r.ieont to increase this understanding,
addresses the following directed energy technologies: charged
particle beams, high-energy lasers, and high-power microwaves.
A short section is presented on pulsed power technology.

Introduction

The primary threat to U.S. naval ships in the current and future battle
scenario is the anti-ship cruise missile (ASCM), a threat that is becoming
increasingly sophisticated and diverse. Attack profiles range from sea
skimmers to high divers; speeds are exceeding Mach 3; ranges are increas-
ing to beyond 200 nmi; seeker types include radar (radio frequency, or RF),
infrared (IR], electro-optic (E-O), anti-radiation (ARM and HARM), and dual-
mode (RF/IR); warheads may be nuclear, high explosive, or submunitioned;
home-on-jam capability is widely present; and ASCMs can be submarine-,
surface-, and air-launched. This increased diversity and sophistication will,
in turn, greatly reduce detection ranges and engagement times. As the total
size of our naval forces decreases, point- and self-defense of individual plat-
forms will become paramount. Directed energy (DE) weapons, which offer
speed-of-light target interception times, rapid re-targeting capabilities, and
large magazine capacities, may be the only answer to counter the future
ASCM threat.

While many claims and counter-claims have been made by the advocates
and adversaries of directed energy weapons, the technologies associated
with these weapons remain less understood than other more "cunventional"
weapon technologies. This article is meant to increase this understanding,
and addresses the following directed energy technologies: charged particle

112 beams (CPBs), high-energy lasers (HELs), and high-power microwaves
(HPMs). A short section is also presented on pulsed power technology,
which may be essential to the successful development and deployment of
directed energy weapon concepts.

The material to be presented covers several complex technical areas. We'll
first begin with a few "leveling" definitions, followed by individual sections
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on each DE technology. A brief discussion of distinguishing it from other forms of directed
pulsed power technology is then followed by energy such as lasers and microwaves. The
some concluding remarks and thoughts. Table 1 particles penetrate material and deposit their
briefly presents the characteristics of each kinetic energy deeply inside the material. Parti-
directed energy technology that will be cle beam systems have the potential for being
discussed. highly destructive weapons if the beam can be

effectively propagated to the target. Upon
Definitions reaching a target, the particle beam deposits its

energy almost instantaneously within the target,
First, a few leveling" definitions. Directed resulting in rapid heat build up. In addition,energy (DE) is an umbrella term covering the secondary radiation produced (x-rays and

technologies that produce particles (charged- or
neutral-particle beams, CPBs or NPls), photons gamma rays) may damage or destroy electronic
neura-ard miticees CPseorNs), photoans components in the target. The remaining
(high- and medim-energy lasers, HELs and discussion on particle beams will be confined
MELs), or concentrated electromagnetic (EM) to CPBs, specifically electron beams, since the
energy (high-power microwaves, HPMs). Navy's interest in particle beam technology is
Directed energy weapons (DEWs) are systems anti-ship missile defense, an endoatmosphericusing directed energy, designed primarily to application.

disrupt, damage, or destroy hostile targets.

Directed energy warfare includes the opera-
tional use, both tactically and strategically, of Components of a CPB Weapon System
DE weapoiis and devices in combat. Elec- Any CPB weapon system has three key sub-
tromagnetic waves may be identified within the systems: the particle-beam generator, the beam
elect rumagnetic spectrum (see Figure 1) by controller, and the fire-control subsystem.
frequency or wavelength. i.e., f = c/A, where f Particle Beam Generator. This comprises an
= frequency, in cycles/sec (or Hz); c = the accelerator and its associated power-generating
speed of light (= 3 x 108 m/sec); and A and power-conditioning subsystems.
wavelength, in meters, m. Beam Controller. This subsystem points the

beam at the target, most probably employing
magnetic fields to "steer" the beam as it exits

A particle beam is a directed flow of atomic the accelerator.
or subatomic particles. These particles may be Fire-Control Subsystem. This subsystem per-
either neutral (NPBs) or electrically charged forms the same functions that are needed for a
(CPBs): the former are generally used in exo- conventional weapon system. It detects and
atmospheric (i.e., "external," or outside the locates the target, passes control to the beam-
atmosphere) applications, while the latter are control subsystem, assesses target kill, and
the choice for endoatmospheric (i.e., "internal," redirects the beam controller to the next target.
or within the atmosphere) applications. A While the beam controller and fire-control
particle beam transmits matter, not EM waves, subsystems are important for a CPB weapon

Table 1. Directed Energy Technologies: Characteristics Summary

HEL CPB HPM LEL(MEL)
Medium

Photons Electrons EM Waves Photons

Kinetic
Damage Thermal Kill "Soft" Kill Sensor

Mechanism Kill (Plus "Soft" (Electronics) Kill
Kill)

Short-Range Anti-Air/ Anti-Periscope 113
Anti-Air Anti-Surface Anti-Missile

Mission Warfare/ SRAAW Warfare Seeker
Anti-Satellite (AAW/ASUWI Anti-E/O

(SRAAW/ASAT) Strike Target
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Figure 1. Electromagnetic (EM) spectrum.

system, let's focus on the heart of such a The lethality of the beam is principally deter-
system - the accelerator, mined by two beam parameters. The first is the

energy of the electrons, which is roughly detpr-

CPB Accelerators mined by the total voltage the elecirons have
seen - megaelectronvolts (MeV) to gigaelec-

At the heart of any CPB system is an tronvolts (GeV) for weapon-grade beams. The
accelerator, a device that increases the speed second is the number of electrons in the beam,
(or kinetic energy) of charged particles by using which is related to the beam current, and may
electromagnetic fields or waves. Operation of range from kiloamps (kA) to megamps (MA).
such accelerators is quite simple in theory. The peak power (peak voltage x peak current)
Charged particles, e.g., electrons, are produced of the beam is extremely high; however, it is
by applying a strong electric field (voltage) to a produced in short pulses within low repetition-
material that will emit electrons. By definition, rate bursts to keep the average prime power
an electron falling unimpeded through a poten- requirements reasonable.
tial difference of 1 volt attains a kinetic energy
of: Types of Accelerators
E= eV=l1.60 × 10-19 coulomb x 1 voltTyeofAclrtsEeV=1.60 x 10-19 coulo x 1 xl 0The majority of particle accelerators are

= 1.60 x 10 - 19 joules = 1.60 × 10 - 12 ergs linear, i.e., the accelerating stages are arranged
= 1 electron-volt (eV). in a straight line, eliminating the need to

The electrons are then injected into regions, or "bend" the beam. Such accelerators, called
accelerating stages, in which they encounter linear induction accelerators, or linacs, general-
large electric fields, or voltage gradients. As the ly utilize a core of magnetic material (ferrite)

114 electrons pass each stage, their velocity in- that forms a toroidal ring around the
creases, and, as they approach the speed of accelerating column. The change in flux in the
light, relativistic effects cause the mass of the magnetic core induces an axial electric field
electrons to increase. The mass and velocity that accelerates the electron beam down the
determine the energy of the electrons, which accelerating column. It therefore can be en-
determines their penetrating and damaging visioned as a series of one-to-one pulse
ability, transformers threaded by the electron beam.

Naval Surface Warfare Center Technical Digest



Unfortunately, such an arrangement tends to Laboratory which reuses the accelerating
be very long. The Advanced Test Accelerator sections hundreds to thousands of times in
(ATA), developed by the Defense Advanced accelerating each pulse. Important trade-offs in-
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) at volve the time to accelerate, and, hence,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory as a minimum pulse separation, versus accelerator
test bed, employs an 85-meter-long linear radius, versus voltages. Critical issues include
electron accelerator. The injector produces a the ability to inject and extract the beam into
10-kA beam of 2.5-MeV electrons, which are and out of the ring without introducing
guided by magnetic fields through an ac- instabilities.
celerator consisting of 200 separate accelerator The Ion-Focused-Regime Recirculator (Figure
stages. Each stage increases the electron energy 2) is a racetrack concept being pursued by
by 0.25 MeV, giving a final beam energy of ap- Sandia National Laboratory/Albuquerque which
proximately 50 MeV. restricts the accelerating sections to straight

This type of accelerator is obviously not a portions of the device, but passes through each
strong candidate for shipboard use. However, accelerating section six to eight times. The
three separate efforts are currently under way beam is guided around the racetrack by a low-
to develop alternative compact accelerator con- energy electron beam which can be deflected
cepts. Funded by DARPA and the Navy, all by very low-flux magnets, and which creates a
three devices rely on cycling the beam through channel for the higher-energy beam. Critical
the accelerating sections to reduce the overall issues include instabilities introduced by multi-
system size and weight. Figure 2 summarizes pie beam passes through dielectric cavities,
the differences in these concepts and highlights closed-orbit beam transport within the IFR
key issue areas. channel, and injection and extraction.

The Spiral-Line Induction Accelerator (Figure
Compact Accelerator Concepts 2), being developed by Pulse Sciences, Inc.,

builds on the ATA technology. In order to
The Modified Betatron (Figure 2) is a circular avoid injection dnd extraction issues, the beam

device being developed at the Na-al Research passes through the accelerating sections on a

Ion-Focused Regime Spiral Line InductionRecirculator Accelerator

Layout:

Accelerating Section Circular Straight Straight

Transport Mechanism Magnetic IFR Magnetic

Core Type Air Core Dielectric Cavity Ferrite Cavity

Type of Accelerating Continuously Ramped Pulsed to Reset Pulsed to Reset
(Slow Pulses Field Cavities Cavities

Injection No Issue Minor Issue No Issue

Extraction Issue Issue No Issue

Pulse Train Formation:
Rep Rate (<50 Hz) No Issue No Issue No Issue
WIPS* Burst Mode Issue No Issue No Issue 115

Typical Number 100 to 1000 4 to 8 3 to 19
of Passes (Limit is Acceleration Time vs. (Limit is Deterioration (Limit is Complexity and

Interpulse Spacing) of Pulse Shape) Number of Beam Lines)

*Wide-interval pulse-separation
Figure 2. Compact accelerator options.
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slightly different path for each cycle, thus per- tron beam propagating through air. The moving
mitting use of a continuous beam line. The electrons in the beam create a strong electric
limiting factor is the number of beam lines and magnetic field, and therefore create
which can pass through the cavities. Critical electromagnetic-pulse (EMP)-type effects near
issues include designing the cavities and gaps the beam's axis. This EMP may be large
to minimize instabilities and matching fields at enough to damage electronics within the target
transition points, even for near-miss conditions.

For beam energies above 100 MeV, the
Other Issues dominant mechanism of energy loss as the elec-

trons are decelerated as they strike air
At least two other issues are important in the molecules is a process called bremsstrahlung,

development of CPBs for possible anti-ship where electron kinetic energy is converted to
missile defense (ASMD) applications - satisfac- forward-directed electromagnetic radiation in
tory propagation of the e-beam and kill the form of gamma rays. The gamma rays, in
mechanisms. turn, will continue on to form secondary par-

Beam Propagation. Once the electron beam ticles (electron-positron pairs), which will
pulse is produced, it must propagate satisfact- cascade down to lower-energy electrons,
orily through the atmosphere. The high-velocity neutrons, X-rays, high-energy photons, and RF
electrons will collide with air molecules and noise. This radiation forms a narrow cone
lose energy. This deceleration of the electrons surrounding the beam and is directed with the
causes them to radiate, which is responsible for beam - again opening up the possibility of
"soft-kill" mechanisms described later. The soft-kill effects on the target's electronics.
beam energy decreases as it penetrates the air,
until at a certain distance the beam energy is
too low for use as a weapon. High-Energy Lasers

Methods to improve the somewhat limited
range of CPBs are currently being investigated, A laser (light amplification by stimulated
including a wide-interval pulse-separation emission of radiation) is any device or medium
(WIPS) mode of propagation. This uses the fact that produces a highly monochromatic,
that air molecules struck by the beam are coherent, and directional beam of radiation.
heated and moved out of the way for a short The process known as stimulated emission
period of time, creating a rarified "tube" in the occurs when an atom, in its excited state, is
atmosphere. A second pulse or beam can pro- influenced by a photon (of the proper energy
pagate through this rarified region before the and wavelength) and is stimulated to emit a
air density recovers. In this manner, a series of second photon identical in wavelength to the
beams can be propagated through the path, first and direction of travel, and in phase with
"hole boring" so that each beam pulse travels the first. The radiation frequency varies accor-
further than the last. It is the nth pulse arriving ding to the material used and the method of
at the target that must cause the damage - all exciting it.
preceding pulses contribute to the hole boring. A laser contains four elements:

In addition to the rarification of air, the
charges left in the "tube" of air will attract the (1) The active medium, a collection of
follow-on beams and provide a channel-tracking atoms that may be excited to a short-lived
force to keep them in line and help override higher state of en3rgy known as population
the bending effects of the earth's magnetic field inversion (e.g., ruby rods, neodymium-YAG
and other beam instabilities. However, hole crystals, or dye-doped laser rods).
boring is limited by channel overheating, which (2) The excitation mechanism, a source of
then causes the channel to become conductive energy that moves the atoms from a ground
enough to expel later pulses. Therefore, there is state to an excited state to create popula-
a limitation on the number of pulses in the tion inversion.
hole-boring pulse train.

Kill Mechanisms. A beam of high-energy (3) The feedback mechanism, a system that
electrons is typically a few centimeters in returns a part of the coherent light produc-
diameter. When this beam strikes a target, ed in the active medium to continue the

116 energy is deposited deep within the target in stimulated emission process, i.e., a mirror
several microseconds (much faster than a laser), to redirect the photons.
melting or vaporizing material deep within the (4) The output coupler, which allows a por-
target, and creating a thermal-shock mechanism tion of coherent light to leave the laser in
that is difficult to counter or shield against, the form of the output beam; essentially a

In addition to such hard-kill mechanisms, "hole" in one rnd of the lasing cavity and a
soft-kill effects may also result from the elec- beam director for pointing and tracking.
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Lasers can be classified as solid, liquid, or 0 is normally between a milliradian (mrad) and
gas; there are also free-electron lasers. The dif- a microradian (prad). This divergence
ferent types of lasers are shown in Table 2. corresponds to a 1-meter beam diameter at 1

km for a milliradian and a 1-meter beam
Laser Beam Divergence and Focusing diameter at 1000 km for a microradian.

We now need to spend some time on defin-
Laser beams spread or diverge after leaving ing the measurement of electromagnetic

the laser. While light from ordinary sources is radiation. The terms that will be introduced
emitted in all directions, the light emitted from apply to both lasers and microwaves.
a laser is confined to a very narrow cone. Radiometry. Radiometry is the science of
Nevertheless, as the beam propagates outward, measuring electromagnetic radiation. Radiant
it slowly diverges or fans out. The greater the energy is the quantity of energy traveling
beam's angle of divergence, the greater will be through space in the form of light waves,
the diameter of the beam, and the lower the usually measured in Joules (J). Radiant power is
irradiance and radiant exposure (defined the radiant energy transferred per unit time,
shortly), at the target. If R = distance from the usually measured in watts (W). Irradiance (I), or
output aperture of the laser, 0 = full-angle power density, describes the amount of energy
beam divergence in radians, d = initial beam per unit time per unit area, and is usually
diameter, and d' =the beam's diameter at measured in watts per square meter (W/m 2) or
distance R, then: watts per square centimeter (W/cm 2). The size

of the area on which the laser beam is concen-
d" RO + d. (1) trated makes a tremendous difference on the

Table 2. Types of Lasers

Class Type Example Excitation

Solid Insulator Ruby Flashlamp
Nd:YAG
Nd:Glass

Alexandrite
Color Center Laser

Semiconductor Ga:As Current

Liquid Organic Solvent Dye Laser

Rare Earth Chelate

Inorganic Solvent Rare Earth Ion

Gas Atomic He:Ne Electrical Discharge

Ionic Argon

Molecule CO
N2

KrF(Eximer)
XeCl(Eximer)

CO 2  Sealed Tube
Axial

Transverse
Gas Dynamic

117
HF Chemical
DF

Free Electron
Laser I III
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impact of the power delivered - the smaller A f(the cross-sectional area of the target receiving w0 = W 2

the beam's power, the higher the irradiance, or
power density. where f = focal length of the focusing lens

Radiant exposure (H), or energy density, is used. A = laser wavelength, and w, = the spot
the radiant energy per unit area striking a sur- size, or radius, of the (collimated) beam inci-
face, and is expressed in Joules per square dent on the lens, as measured from the beam
centimeter (J/cm 2). Radiant intensity is a center to the point where the field amplitude is
measure of the rate of light, or radiant energy down by lie (the irradiance is lie2 of that at
output, leaving a point source per solid angle the beam center).
in space. Radiant intensity is normally If the lens or aperture is nearly uniformly
measured in watts per steradian (W/sr). The illuminated, the minimum radius of the focused
steradian, like the radian, is a unitless quantity, spot of light is:
and is the solid angle (Q) defined in the same
manner that a plane angle is defined in 1.22 Ax DT
radians. It may be thought of as the opening at "'min - AD (3)

the tip of a cone which is subtended by a seg-
ment of area on a spherical surface. This solid where DT = distance to target and AD = the
angle is independent of the distance from the diameter of the aperture, or focusing lens. In
source. Just as there are 2Tr radians in a com- practice, most lasers are worse than this spot-
plete circle, there are 4rr steradians in a size limit, often by a factor of 10. For long
complete sphere. distances, focusing becomes a problem if the

Divergence, Beam Diameter, and Spot Size. spot size must be small. For example. at 10 km.
An important variable in the power of the out- to focus a beam down to a spot size of 1 cm
put beam of a laser occurs across the diameter for a CO 2 laser (A = 10.6 microns, where 1
of the beam. The irradiance, or power density micron = 10 - 6 meters = 1 tAm) would require
(in watts per unit area), is not the same a lens 13 meters in diameter. If a Nd:YAG laser
throughout the cross section of the laser beam. (A = 1.05 pm) is used, the lens diameter would
Instead, a Gaussian beam is used to describe drop to 1.3 meters. This relationship
irradiance. demonstrates the desirability of shorter

The Gaussian beam operates in the transverse wavelengths to reduce the optics requirements.
EM mode, known as TEN 00 . Most tactical However, shorter wavelengths require more
lasers are designed around TEM. The precise optical components and alignments.
divergence of the laser beam itself is generally Beam diameter is essential for calculating
determined by the intrinsic size of the beam irradiance and radiant exposure. If the power
within the laser's optical cavity. The maximum remains constant, the smaller the beam
irradiance (power density) of a Gaussian beam diameter, the higher the irradiance (power
is at the center of the beam and falls off as density); if energy remains constant, the
exp;,(Q/w) 2, with the distance L from the center smaller the beam diameter, the higher the
of the beam. The value of Q for which the beam radiant exposure (energy density).
irradiance decreases to lie of its value at the
center is termed the spot size, w. At one point Atmospheric Effects on Laser Beam Propagation
in the cavity, called the beam waist, the Gaus-
sian beam has its minimum spot size, wo. The Propagation of a laser beam is a complex
spot size at the beam waist determines the phenomenon depending on many physical
divergence of the laser beam, since the external effects that must be considered in the design of
beam is really an extension of the internal laser a weapon or other laser device.
beam within the cavity. The beam diameter is Water vapor, aerosols (e.g., haze), rain, snow.
defined as the distance across the center of the fog, clouds, and turbulence all have degrading
beam for which the irradiance exceeds l/e 2 of effects upon the laser beam. The degree and
the maximum irradiance. type of beam degradation is dependent upon

The beam can be focused, but the minimum the "atmosphere" through which the laser
focused spot size is limited by diffraction beam propagates, e.g., a vacuum, linear

118 (bending of light) around the largest opening, atmosphere, or nonlinear atmosphere.
which is generally the focusing lens. Using dif- Vacuum. In a vacuum, i.e., at very high
fraction theory, it can be shown that the altitudes for exoatmospheric applications, the
Gaussian beam from a laser operating in the beam irradiance is reduced with propagation
TEMoo mode can be externally focused to a distance due mainly to diffraction or beam
spot size of radius: spreading.
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Linear Atmosphere. When a laser beam prop- Navy HEL Interests
agates near the earth's surface, there are
degradation effects associated with the linear The Navy is interested in two primary HE!,

utmosphere, i.e., where the laser beam itself weapon" candidate technologies: free-electron

does not alter the normal properties of the lasers (FELs) and chemical lasers. The former

atmosphere such as pressure, Aensity, and may be years away from a practical demonstra-

temperature. Linear effects on the laser beam tion, while the Navy's chemical laser efforts

include beam absorption and scatter caused by have shown some progress over the past

molecules and aerosols; beam degradation due several years.
Free-Electron Laser. In an FEL, a stream ofto adverse weather conditions such as rain, electrons is accelerated through a cylinder and

snow, clouds, or fog; and atmospheric subjected to an undulating magnetic field at in-
turbulence. tervals along the cylinder, i.e., every few cen-

Nonlinear Atmosphere. When the laser beam timeters. This ur.clulating field causes the elec-
irradiance is high, additional nonlinear prop- tiuns to deflect back and forth - in effect forc-
agation effects occur. They arise because the ing them to vibrate and emit laser radiation as
high-power bean, while passing through the they pass through the cylinder. The wavelengtn
atmosphere, alters the normal properties of the of the laser energy is altered by changing the
atmosphere, e.g., heats the air. These effects, distance between field reversals. The greatest
including thermal bloomng, kinetic cooling, disadvantage with FELs is that they require a
and air breakdown, add to the already complex large electron-beam accelerator to generate the
beam degradation taking place due to diffrac- electrons, which in turn necessitates a large
tion and linear atmospheric effects, power supply.

Beam pointing and tracking is very difficult Chemical Lasers. In a chemical laser, two
for a laser if it is necessary to produce a small atomic gases are injected into a combustion
spot size on a target and hold it there for chamber and ignited. As the gases react, excess
several seconds. Accuracy requires that energy allows a single electron to transfer back
atmospheric effects, such as turbulence, be and forth between an atom of one gas and an
compensated for by some sort of deformable atom of the other, keeping the new molecule
mirror or adaptive optics. It also requires together. As the electron oscillates, it emits
precise opto-mechanical engineering of the radiation in the form of laser light. The Navy's
beam director and microradian tracking Mid-Infrared Advanced Chemical Laser
capability. (MIRACL) (see Figure 3) burns ethylene with

nitrogen trifluoride to produce a hot, high-
Laser Damage Mechanisms pressure gas in a combustion chamber - much

like a rocket engine. The gas expands through

The principal damage from a laser is the nozzles and a small amount of deuterium is
rapid build up of heat on the target - the added. The resulting reaction produces excited
dmage mechanism is thermal. The energy deuterium fluoride molecules from which the
huats the surface of the target, melts the lasing occurs. Two mirrors form an optical
material, ant, burns through to the interior, resonator which extracts t1 ,, energy from the
destroying vital components. A focused high- excited gas in the form of an intense beam of
energy laser beam can produce temperatures IR radiation. The beam is then transmitted by
exceeding those of the sun, causing the target relay optics to the beam director. In the beam
to weaken structurally or melt. However, director, an E-O or IR tracker acqt'irt. qnd
heating requires time and is not instantaneous tracks the target. Servos driven by signals from
as in the case of a CPB. This time period, the tracker drive the optics and point the laer
called dv.ll time, is dependent on the irra- beam at the desired aim point.
diance (power density) reaching the target, and Since chemical lasers generate power fro',a
can vary from tenths of seconds to several the combustion of chemical reactants, they

seconds. require only modest amounts of electricity.

It should be noted that while HELs are meant
for structural kill, low- and medium-energy High-Power Microwaves
lasers can also be extremely effective in Since the development of radar, great em-
defeating optical and electro-optical systems. In phasis has been placed on the military potential 119
addition to inflicting temporary to permanent of microwaves. Similar to light, microwaves are
blindness on operators of these systems, these electromagnetic waves that share many of the
lower-powered lasers may be capable of caus- same properties of light. Microwaves travel in
ing similar results to the E-O systems a straight line at the speed of light, and can be
themselves. reflected or absorbed by various materials. Con-
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Figure 3. Mid-inacared advanced chemical laser (MIRACL).

ventional microwave systems exist on all naval Typical sources operate in the to 35 GHz
platforms for many purposes. including range; capabilities in the 9 gawatt range (peak),
communications, navigation, and fire control. with pulse widths of a few nanoseconds, have
In the directed energy area, an HPM might been demonstrated.
he used to jam or render ineffective a wide The output of a typical HPM source is
range of electronic systems such as radars, normally a pulsed sine wave carrier similar to
communications, and sensors. a pulse radar, but with much higher powers

An HPM system is distinguished from these i:d much lower pulse repetition rates (PRRsl
existing microwave systems primarily by the or frequencies (PRFs). A typical HPM pulse
magnitude of its peak output power (0.1 to 10 train is shown in Figure 4, and includes the
(AV). The average power level is 1 MW or critical parameters of carrier frequency (f,).
more, the energy in a single RF pulse is less pulse width (-r). PRF, pulse rise time (tR), and
than a joule to 10 J or more, and operating Ire- amplitude.
quencies are 100 MHz to above 35 GHz. Like a
conventional micru-.-'-,'e system, an HPM
system consists of a (a) power conditioning fC
system, (b) microwave source, and (c) radiating
antenna. If an HPM is to be used as a weapon,
there are also target considerations to be
examined, i.e., is the potential target suscep-
tihle to an HPM source? We'll first look at the
HPM source and its antenna, then address
target issues. IL I

120 Microwave Sources

Microwave sources for HPM systems deliver -- T - -

high-power, short-duration RF pulses. Devices 1 =

commonly used include klystrons, magnetrons,- =PRF
backward-wave oscillators, virtual-cathode
oscillators (VIRCATORS), and gyrotrons. Figure 4. Typical HPM pulse train.
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Fhe energy per photon carried by a Diffraction Limit. If the peak power output
microwave is directly proportional to the fre- of an HPM source is denoted by P, and is
quency. At the lower frequency bands, radiated uniformly in all di- actions, the power
wavelengths are much longer, and devices to density, PT (power per unit area), at any
generate and direct the energy efficiently are distance R from the HPM source can be deter-
much larger. The RF bands defined by the mined by dividing the transmitted power by the
radar and electronic countermeasure (ECM) surface area of an imaginary sphere of radius
communities, respectively, are shown in Figure R, i.e.,
5. Microwaves are more difficult to focus to a Ps
small spot size than lasers since the angular PT [Omnidirectional) = . (4)
spot size is roughly proportional to the 4rR 2

wavelength divided by the diameter of the out- The power output of a directional antenna is
put aperture or antenna. related to PT of an omnidirectional antenna by

Microwave Source Antennas the antenna's power gain:

The rules governing HPM antennas are PT (Directional) = PsG (5)
similar to those for conventional microwave 4nR2

systems. However, because of the high powers,
there are some considerations unique to HPM Therefore, the power density, PT (in W/cm 2),
systems. Like conventional antenna design, the available at a distance or range, R (in km), from
physical size of the antenna in wavelengths an HPM source with a peak source power, Ps
determines the focusing of the microwave (in W), and antenna directivity or gain, G, is
radiation or beam. The larger the antenna, the given by the one-way radar equation:
narrower the beam width, arid, thus, the more
directional the beam (i.e.. more of the available PT = 8 X 10-12 Ps x G (6)
source energy can be focused onl the target). R2

For IlPMs. the ability of the antenna to focus
radiation on a target is limited by two factors: The factor G, or directivity, of the microwave
!he diffraction limit and air breakdown. source antenna, which is a relative measure of

VUF 3-30 kHz
' 30-300 kHz

NIF- 300 kHz - 3 M1z
ItF 3-30 MHz

L/

Radar kll IHF t. S C X K, K K.% Milli-

(Com unillity ineter

G IZ) I I (1 2 (I . -(1 0.75 I I 2 3 4 810.0 15 20 30 40 5060 75 100

ECM
Communitv (C 1) F F G H I I K , M 121

I I L

Figure 5. Radio-frequency bands.
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the antenna's ability to focus the microwave fluence the susceptibility level of a potential
beam in a particular direction, is commonly target's electronics by either affecting how
called the gain of the antenna. Strictly speak- much energy can reach critical electronics, or
ing, gain is differentiated from directivity in the level of energy required to affect the piece-
that gain takes into account any losses in the part electronic component. The microwave
antenna. Large values of gain are expressed in energy coupled into a target also depends on
decibels (dB). Antenna directivity can be shown the coupling path(s) available, namely front-
to be: door or back-door coupling.

4nAr; i2D 2  Front-Door Versus Back-Door Coupling.
G - - =7[

'-  , (7) Most HPM concepts envisioned and proposed
k2 k2  depend on "soft" kill of a target's electronics

(i.e., burnout), or upset and disruption of its
where A = antenna area (in cm 2), DA = the electronics. HPMs interact with a target in one
antenna diameter (in cm), ?I = an efficiency of two ways: "front-door" or "back-door"
factor to account for losses (usually 0.5 to 0.8), coupling. The former refers to any microwave
and A = the radio frequency wavelength energy entry through intentional paths intended
(in cm). for microwave reception, such as radar front

Combining equations (6) and (7): ends, RF or E-O transmit-receive paths, etc.

The latter refers to any entry via unintentional

PT = 8 x 10 - 12 Ps T_ 
2 D (8) paths, e.g., cables, connectors, and seams.

R 2 k2 HPM Methodology. Since a system's suscep-
tibility is dependent on the above critical

Air Breakdown Limitation. One final value parameters, and the parameter space is so
related to the microwave source that must be broad, investigating the susceptibility of a
determined is the intensity at the aperture of system over every possible combination of
the microwave source antenna. Assuming once parameters is almost impossible. Instead, a
again a source power of P, (in W) and a source parametric approach is normally taken where
antenna diameter of DA (in cm), the aperture the susceptibility level is determined for
intensity, PA (in Wicm 2), is given by: representative HPM source parameters.

HPM Susceptibility Analysis. The HPM
P A Area P (9) front-door energy entry path for a typical

[system is basically through the antenna, down4 P, fn X ] the transmission or signal path, and to the

critical sensitive electronic component. The
n D' power density, PT, required to transfer suffi-

cient power through the system to affect the
However, there is a limitation on air critical component may be determined by a

breakdown. Clean, dry air breaks down be- knowledge of the component power damage
tween 1.4 and 2.0 MW/cm 2 for pulses 100 nsec threshold, PD, the entry path transmission loss,
or longer, which limits values for PA that can L, and an effective capture area of the energy
be used by HPM source designers. Therefore, port-of-entry or antenna, AE. The effective
coupling gigawatt microwave sources to an antenna area, AE, sometimes called an effective
antenna without arcing at the feed aperture aperture, can be defined as:
poses quite a challenge for HPM systems.

Effective Radiated Power (ERP). ERP, =Power Reaching Receiver
usually expressed in watts, is also employed - Incident Power Density ]
by the microwave community to describe
microwave sources. The ERP can be defined The effective area is related to the antenna
as: gain by:

ERP = P, x G (dB). (10) A G (12)

4 Twhere G is normally expressed in dB. CxA
An analytic procedure can then be used to

122 Target Considerations predict/estimate the worst-case susceptibilitythreshold of a system by the following steps:

The energy coupled into a target is highly (1) Determine by measurement or estimate
dependent on the critical parameters mentioned PD, the minimum damage power threshold of
previously, i.e., frequency, pulse width, pulse the component most likely to be damaged, as a
shape. intensity of the radiation, and the repeti- function of pulse width, T, carrier frequency, ft,
tion rate. Each of these parameters can in- and PRF.
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(2) Determine by measurement or estimate the Narrow-Band Versus Wide-Band. Histori-
transmission loss (i.e., energy attenuation) of cally, most HPM weapon concepts use narrow-
the HPM entry path, L, as a function of band, single-pulse sources, and emphasize
frequency. generic burnout of a system's electronic

(3) Determine by measurement or estimate the components. These sources are designed to
gain of the antenna, Gmax (for maximum energy operate in-band to the postulated target
coupling), as a function of frequency, aspect system's susceptibility. This is true whether
angle (azimuth, +, and elevation, 0), and front-door or back-door coupling of the radiated
polarization, P. energy is anticipated. However, this does re-

(4) Convert the antenna gain to an effective quire some prior knowledge of a system's
capture area using the equation: operating characteristics, not unlike the

requirements placed on the electronic warfare
AE Gm0 × 2  (13) (EW) community.

4 Tr More recently, while still investigating burn-
out effects, the HPM community is beginning

(5) Determine the susceptibility threshold of to shift its emphasis to generic upset of a
the system (i.e., power density required for system's electronic components, while con-
damage), PTD, by combining the above sidering higher carrier frequencies and higher
parameters into the following equation: PRFs. At the same time, there has recently

been keen interest in wide-band and ultra-wide-
PD (T, 1band (UWB) technology, both from the detec-

PTD Cf. +. 0. T. P) . (14) tion community, i.e., UWB (impulse) radar, and
AE (f, 4, 6, P) L [f) the ECM community. The generally accepted

definition of wide band? The band width, Af, is
Other Issues commensurate with the center (carrier) fre-

Several other issues are of concern to the quency, fo, i.e., Af/f o -. 1.
HPM community, including fratricide, power Like narrow-band, wide-band is dominated by
versus energy on target, and narrow-band ver- coupling. The energy must be maximized at a
sus wide-band sources. potential target's critical frequency and band-

Fratricide. Fratricide is of great concern. The width. However, even for wide-band effects,
antenna must be designed so that side lobes are generic jamming may mean tunability, i.e.,
reduced to protect own ships' personnel and frequency or pulsewidth agility. There is also a
equipment. lack of understanding and development of

Power Density Versus Energy Density. For directional wide-band antennas.
single-pulse damage effects, the pulse duration
(width) and peak power determine the energy Pulsed Power Technology
deposited into a target's electronic component.
However. energy density may be less important Finally, a short definition of and introduction
for single-pulse HPM weapon concepts than for to pulsed power is presented. Pulsed power is
repetitive (multi-pulse) concepts. In this case, the compression, in time, of energy. For exam-
the lethality of an HPM weapon may depend ple, in Figure 6 a capacitor may be charged
not only on the power density at the target, but
also on the pulse shape (particularly pulse rise
time) and on fluence, i.e., cumulative energy Power Time
density deposition. For N pulses on a target Amplification - Compression
(per burst if the weapon operates in a burst
mode), with a pulse duration (width) of T, and 10 GW
power density at the target of PT in W/cm 2, the
fluence, F, in J/cm 2 , can be expressed as: Power

IOKJ

F = PT X T x N. (15) 10 KW

For continuous wave devices, the product N 10KI
X r indicates the total dwell time, which may L
be limited by the operational characteristics of Time 1 sec 1 Wsec Time 123

the engagement. There is also a trade-off - 10 KJ @ 10 KJ @
care must be taken to ensure that pulse separa- 1 sec = 10 KW 1 psec = 10 GW
tion is less than the time in which a target's
electronic component can dissipate or conduct
away the heat. Figure 6. Pulsed power defined.
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from a power supply and store 10 kJ over 1 an adjunct to a conventional missile defense
second, i.e., 10 kW of power. If this same 10 kJ system or in a stand-alone posture. However,
is then discharged (via a "switch") to a load in for each advantage articulated for a particular
1 usec, i.e., compressed by 1,000,000 (106) in DE technology, at least one, and sometimes
time, 10 GW of power will be delivered to the several, disadvantages can be presented,
load. The technologies that are employed to ac- namely:
complish this compression in time include * CPB: Advantages include kinetic energy
prime power, i.e., a power "plug"; energy kill, with energy deposited rapidly (usecs)
storage, i.e., the storage media; and switching, and deeply, as well as hard- and soft-kill
i.e., what are the volts and amps to be mechanisms; however, propagation
switched, and at what repetition rate? distances are limited, there is a need to

The development of pulsed power com- develop compact accelerators, and
ponents and their associated technologies is fratricide may be a severe problem.
critical to the success of several directed- 0 HEL: This is a mature technology, with
energy-technology concepts presently being propagation and hard kill demonstrated; an
developed. For example, efforts in NAVSWC's HEL (MIRACL) has been built and
Pulsed Power Technology Branch include the operated; however, propagation is severely
development of high-power, high-repetition-rate, limited by weather and atmospheric condi-
high-pressure spark gaps for use in compact tions, "long" dwell times (up to a few
e-beam accelerators. Smaller, inexpensive seconds) are needed for thermal kill, non-
spark-gap-based LC oscillators are also being linear atmospheric effects exist, and
developed for ECM applications. MIRACL is large.

In the area of HPMs and EW, a new
initiative in photocnnductive semiconductor * HPM: Again, this is a mature technology
switches has begun. A new technology, the with much available susceptibility data;
bulk optically controlled semiconductor switch however, kill mechanisms are not entirely
(BOSS), based on copper-compensated semi- understood nor immediately verifiable,
insulating GaAs, is being developed with the fratricide issues need to be addressed,
capability of closing and opening on command generic electronics "kill" is not likely, and
with two different laser pulses. When this repetitive systems may be more desirable.
technology is embedded in a simple RF source There remain many questions facing the
called a pulse switch-out generator, synthesis of directed-energy community, including pay-off
multiple, high-power RF pulses may be possible versus investment costs for each individual
with only two switches. This, in turn, will directed-energy technology, ship compatibility,
allow true frequency and pulse-width agility in and near-term applications. For example, in the
an RF source. HPM area, how (or will) ultra-wide-band

NAVSWC's Pulsed Power R&D Facility, a technology be incorporated into future con-
source of high-voltage prime power (50 KV @ cepts? Can it truly be used by the detection
4 A, or 200 kW), includes 12.5 kJ of energy (radar) community, or is this technology more
storage capacity in the filter bank. It is used to likely to find applications in the EW com-
test and develop energy storage devices and munity? And the most likely directed energy
switching concepts, i.e., pulsed power technology candidate for near-term incorpora-
technologies. However, when a water-based tion into the Navy? Probably some form of an
pulse-forming line, an energy storage device, is HPM-based system, either as an adjunct in a
utilized, it is capable ol generating 50-kV, point-defense suite, or in an ECM (e.g.,
200-nsec pulses into a 2-9 load. jamming) role.

As budgets shrink and priorities shift from
blue-water tactics to own-ship defense, as faced

Summary and Conclusions by the Navy in the Persian Gulf, a decision will
undoubtedly be made on which DE technology

As the missile threat to the surface Navy to pursue and develop to deployment. Although
pushes the limits of conventional ASMDs, this may mean that some promising
directed energy technologies, with their speed- technologies go into hiatus for several years,
of-light propagation velocities and various hard- directed energy technologies offer a promising

124 and soft-kill mechanisms, may offer tactical means of countering future threats to U.S.
alternatives for own-ship defense, either as naval forces.
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An Electromagnetic Noise Collection and
Processing System, "Arctic Research
Buoy"

I. F. Scarzello, D. S. Lenko, LCDR G. G. Durante

The Naval Surface Warfare Center fNAVSWC) has developed
a cost effective system for continuously acquiring geomagnetic
noise data in the magnetosphere's polar and auroral zones in the
arctic; the name given to the system is Arctic Research Buoy
(ARB). The system was designed to function unattended in
remote areas for periods of up to two years. It was also designed
to process the recorded data and to transmit selected segments
of the data back to the continental United States via satellite
telemetry links. This article discusses features of the ARB design
and gives some background history on early ARB deployments.

Introduction

Electromagnetic noise associated with the aurora in the arctic has the
potential for disturbing many types of electrical systems, including com-
munications systems and several types of sensors that are important
components in Navy weapon systems. For investigators to assess the impact
of this noise, extensive measurements are needed on frequency of occur-
rence, duration, correlation over large distances, and variation in intensity.
The harsh physical conditions and high cost of operating in the arctic
weigh against use of manned measurement stations at remote sites during
much of the year. Over the last five years, the Office of Naval Technology
has soonsored NAVSWC to develop a unique, unmanned measurement and
data collection system that can operate continuously for over a year in the
arctic environment. The system is designed to provide n cost effective
means for recording electromagnetic noise radiated by the magnetosphere's
polar region and auroral zone. The system is also designed to screen the
data and transmit selected segments back to the continental United States
(CONUS) via satellite link. This article discusses some of the unique
features of this system as well as the history behind its development and
use to date.

The unique character and amplitude of electromagnetic noise in polar
regions are due to the interaction of the solar wind with the earth's
magnetic field, as shown in Figure 1.1 As a consequence of this interaction,
there are temporal variations in the ambient magnetic field referred to as
geomagnetic noise. The magnetic north and south poles define a "skewed
magnetosphere" field distribution. The ambient magnetic field amplitude
varies with position on the earth and the earth's orientation to the sun, as
well as being a function of solar sunspot activity. The magnetosphere has
two distinct regions with respect to arctic geomagnetic noise, the polar cap
which tends to be quieter and the auroral zone where disturbances tend to
be greatest. It is necessary to collect geomagnetic noise for long periods of
time, to characterize it, and to determine the spatial coherence between

126 measurement sites. The system developed by NAVSWC to make these
geomagnetic noise measurements is called the ARB.

Arctic Research Buoy System

The ARB system is designed to make both triaxial magnetic and triaxial
electric field measurements and to be flexible enough to do on-site pro-
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cessing and screening of the recorded data. station is shown in Figure 2. The number and
This unattended "smart" buoy must operate in type of sensors deployed at any site vary
the arctic region for at least a year subject to depending on needs and constraints.
limitations imposed by satellite data rates, The term buoy was adopted because the
available power sources, modest microcom- system must be able to float in order to survive
puter processing power, and random access the arctic "summer" in a melt pond, and also
memory data storage size. The ARB system because the ARB components look similar to
is designed to continuously measure and record spar buoys in the ocean. Physically, the ARB
the six electromagnetic field components, system is a collection of waterproof packages
screen the recorded data for segments of scien- containing electrical components and other
tific interest based on programmed criteria, and items such as batteries. The square box con-
transmit the selected segments to stations in taining the zinc air batteries appears on the left
CONUS via satellite link. Once this transmis- in Figure 2 along with the solar panels; these
sion occurs, the stored data is erased to make are the two primary power systems for the
room for new data in the system memory. A ARB. Individual subsystems are discussed in
typical ARB system deployed near an ice more detail in the following sections.

Zinc Air SO a
Primary '

BatteryA Figure 2. The Arctic Research
chimneys . Buoy: an electromagnetic

Sensor "BU"f noise collection and processing

buoy system developed by
NAVSWC to acquireL~~UI~ geomagnetic noise.12
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Sensor Buoy

The ARB system actually consists of two The analog voltage outputs from the sensors
basic subsystems: the "sensor buoy," which col- are multiplexed onto a single carrier, run
lects and processes the measured data and the through a 12-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) con-
"telemetry buoy," which communicates with verter, and sent to a computer in the sensor
satellites. As shown in Figure 3, the electric buoy for storage and processing. The sensor
and magnetic field sensors, as well as other en- buoy is about 24 feet in length. Figure 4 shows
vironmental sensors, are associated with the two buoys being uncrated and readied for
sensor buoy package, although the electric field deployment: the one in the foreground houses
sensors are housed in a separate unit that is the sensors, the one in the background is the
cable-connected to the primary sensor buoy. primary telemetry buoy, and the two vertical

ARGOS' Systems
LES-9

V7 
Satellite

ARGOS
Buoy ue------

IBuoy r-------

[NAVSWC Electric and Magnetic Field Sensors and 7
ISignal Processing and Control Buoy

DataI Trns- Receiver/meeData teCommand Data
E Transmitter Receiver

C D coatan 
I '

Secondary RCA/IBM
SensorsBattery Computer

Bank System

Evn C r uits

Battery Master I I PrimaryBattery I NAVSWCPacriar Batr 'lc _ _Base Statio--
I C Banks and L - - - - n

-I Solar Cell Array 1 Phone
.......- - - -_ F--, Link

to
ARGOS

Computer

Figure 3. Arctic research buoy system block diagram.

M Figure 4. Sensor and telemetry
18 . -, buoys are readied for deployment.
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units are the receive (to the left) and transmit ponents, and system status voltages. For some
antennas. The electric field sensor is placed in recent shore-based deployments, long baseline
an 8-inch hole drilled through the ice so that magnetic sensors are located external to an un-
the electric field sensors can be in the water manned, computer controlled "sensor" unit.
below the ice canopy. The magnetometers and The computer module, located in the sensor
associated electronics are in the sensor buoy buoy, consists of a low power RCA CMOS
frozen in the ice. The electric and magnetic 1805 microcomputer, a master absolute time
field sensors arc designed with "front-end" clock, AID converter, multiplexer, sensor inter-
calibration systems that can be activated by face board, data memory, and system control
command. When activated, electric and software stored in read-only-memory. The
magnetic fields of known strength are USAF Lincoln Experimental Satellite 9 (LES-9)
generated; the corresponding voltages are sent provides a 300-baud command link to the buoys
through the total system to the computer. as well a return 2400-baud data link. To take

The magnetic sensor used in the system is a full advantage of the LES-9 link, a number of
triaxial Brown magnetometer which is a very control options were incorporated including
low power (it consumes about 1.5 milliwatts) master time clock correction, data selection
ring-core fluxgate magnetic sensor with a low criteria, timing of data segments to allow
noise level; the magnetic sensor package is correlation with ARBs in other locations,
shown outside its package in Figure 5. In more calibration commands, and command-selected
recent versions of the ARB, the Brown data transfer times in an assigned transmission
magnetometer is being replaced with a more window.
sensitive Helium-3 total field nuclear magnetic
resonance magnetometer.

The electric field sensors are made from Telemetry Buoy
silver/silver chloride electrodes mounted in The telemetry buoy section is the ARB sta-
pairs on the ends of 2-meter-long fiberglass tion's link with the outside world. Components
tubes. Before deployment, these tubes are all of this buoy system are: (1) a receiver and
aligned parallel to the main (vertical) axis of transmitter, (2) an omnidirectional transmitting
the unit buoy so that it can fit through an antenna and an omnidirectional receiving
8-inch-diameter hole in the ice. After the sensor antenna with a preamplifier, (3) secondary
is properly seated in the hole, two of the arms gelled electrolyte lead-acid batteries and power
are allowed to rotate into position to form the regulation circuitry, (4) primary zinc air
horizontal axes. The electric field sensors are batteries housed in sealed containers with air-
isolated from system ground and their outputs breathing chimneys capped with snow filters
are fed into low power amplifiers. The center that provide about 50 volts with a 2,400-
of the electric field measurement system is in ampere-hour capacity for the satellite telemetry
the water about 2 meters below the bottom of link, and (5) a solar cell array to supplement
the ice. Other sensed information includes tilt, the primary batteries. Both the sensor buoy and
temperature, absolute magnetic field com- the telemetry buoy systems are designed to

Figure 5. Magnetic sensor package
and housing.
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have a two-year lifetime. When the system is "deglitched" of telemetry link dropouts,
deployed in the arctic, a plywood ablation screened to select the most interesting data,
shield is placed around all primary ARB and formatted on 5-1/4-inch floppy disks. This
components. data is provided to researchers to determine

spatial coherence and other characteristics of

Satellite Links arctic region geomagnetic noise.

Until recently, the primary telemetry link has
been with the USAF's LES-9 satellite. NAVSWC Deployments
had been assigned a one-hour daily access
period to transmit data and commands. The The ARB system buoy was first deployed
LES-9 was in a geosynchronous circular orbit, using a hard-wired telemetry link during a
inclined 25 degrees to the equator at 106 spring 1984 joint Canadian (Defence Research
degrees west longitude. The ARB uses a data Establishment Pacific-DREP)/U.S. (NAVSWC)
link of 2,400 baud, which is carrier-modulated expedition near Resolute, NWT, Canada. The
by biphase Differential Phase Shift Keying. The camp was located about 125 miles from the
ARB transmits data back after it receives and North Magnetic Pole, in the magnetosphere's
decodes commands sent at 300 baud with an polar cap region. Several sensor deployment
asynchronous format. The data transmitted schemes were tried, and the lessons learned
typically consists of three "snapshots" of elec- resulted in a redesign of the electric field
tric and/or magnetic field noise segments sensor electronics. Much of the data collected
which were selected either by time or by in that test period was during a very large
amplitude characteristics after screening by the geomagnetic storm. The second ARB deploy-
sensor buoy computer. Also transmitted are: (1) ment using the LES-9 satellite data link
relative difference information for each sensor occurred at the Applied Physics Laboratory,
for each 2.5 minute period during the University of Washington's (APL/UW's) Ice
preceding 23 hours, (2), the ambient Station (APLIS) during ICEX 1-86. Due to
temperature, and (31 the system status voltages, equipment failures, telemetry link refurbish-
The LES-9 telemetry link was lost last ment and some ARB system redesigns were
December when the satellite was moved to again required.
support operation Desert Storm. In the spring of 1987, NAVSWC deployed

The ARB sensor buoy is also connected by two ARB systems with DREP logistics support,
cable to a nearby ARGOS buoy which provides one at an ice station northwest of Alert, and
a communication link with the polar orbiting the other on shore about 1000 feet from the
Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Lincoln Sea shoreline. Both systems performed
Administration (NOAA) ARGOS satellites. The well until unrelated failures occurred about
ARGOS buoy data link has very limited capac- nine months after deployment; the ice station's
ity, but it does provide information on system LES-9 transmitter failed, and the shore station's
location and can relay up to 256 bits of infor- computer module power regulator transistor
mation on vital ARB system status parameters shorted. Fortunately, the ice station's backup
and max/min ARB sensor data. This backup ARGOS satellite link continued to operate,
data link proved invaluable when the LES-9 sending back sensor buoy information and posi-
link was no longer available, and important tion information; the ARB was recovered by
position information transmitted via ARGOS DREP and Canadian Forces helicopter person-
made possible the recovery of two drifting ice nel in May 1988. The ARB Alert shore site was
stations that otherwise might have been lost, repaired and its software upgraded in January

1988 so that modifications could be tested

ARB Base Station before ICEX 1-88.
Two ARB installations were completed

The ARB base station is located at NAVSWC during April 1988 as part of ICEX 1-88. An
in White Oak, Maryland. It consists of (1) two- ARB ice station, similar to the 1987 Alert ARB,
directional helical satellite antennas used for was deployed about 2000 feet from the main
receiving and transmitting; (2) a 70-watt UHF APLIS camp. At the USAF's Distant Early-
transmitter; (3) tunable receiver; and (4) an Warning line site on Barter Island, Alaska, an

130 RCA microcomputer development system that ARB shore site was established about 200 feet
serves as the base station computer with an from the Beaufort Sea shoreline. All four ARB's
IBM AT-compatible PC programed for un- were operational from late March 1988 to May
attended base station operations. The PC also 1988, when the ARB Alert ice station system
provides the telephone modem for ARGOS data was recovered by DREP/CF personnel. DREP,
retrieval and remote emergency satellite access located in Victoria, B.C., Canada, has an LES-9
control. Transmitted data segments are satellite base station receiver, and acquires
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Figure 6. Overview of 1988 ARB network.

the ARB data under the provisions of an bright orange parachute. The acoustic sensor
international exchange agreement. Figure 6 and scuttle timer circuitry were removed, and a
gives an overview of the ARB network during programmable timer board was installed so the
this time. buoy transmitter would provide periodic RF

The ARB APLIS ice station performed well signals for one week at -40 ° C. VXN-8, using
for four months before abruptly failing. In onboard GPS navigation and NAVSWC's
September 1988, NAVSWC and APL/UW with ARGOS-supplied ARB position, located the
U.S. Coast Guard (USS Polar Star) support, ARB and dropped a beacon buoy. NAVSWC's
mounted a repair/recovery attempt which failed recovery team, on an Alaska Air National
due to bad weather (ice, fog) and helicopter Guard Black Hawk helicopter, used DF equip-
navigational errors. The ARB APLIS ice station ment and sighted the beacon buoy about 150
was recovered on 31 March 1989 as part of the feet from the ARB. The ARB had been attacked
Naval Oceanographic Office White Trident 89 by a polar bear and suffered from surface ice
operations. To facilitate the recovery, NAVSWC ablation. Figure 7 shows that ARB station being
personnel hurriedly modified 12 AN/SSQ-41B dismantled; all high-value equipment was
sonobuoys to use as beacons; they were recovered in less than 40 minutes.
deployed near the ice station by P-3C Currently, the ARB shore sites at Alert and
surveillance aircraft from Oceanographic Barter Island continue to operate, but the
Development Squadron 8, based at the Naval telemetry link was lost when the LES-9 satellite
Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland. The was put into a different orbit to support Desert 131
sonobuoys were modified to include an alkaline Storm. As part of the remote environmental
"D" cell battery pack instead of a sea water sensors program in ICEX 91, a third ARB
battery, and were fitted with a much larger, station was recently installed at Pt. Barrow,
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taneous geomagnetic noise activity. Baseline
distances among ARBs varied from 100 to 350
miles between ice stations and corresponding
shore sites in both the polar and auroral zones,
and 1400 miles between polar and auroral zone
stations. Simultaneous noise segment correla-
tions were examined. If a single magnetometer
component is selected from an ice station buoy,
and a parallel magnetic component from a
shore-based triaxial magnetometer, then
coherent processing can be used to reduce the
noise level. From data processed this way,
temporal geomagnetic noise reductions of
20 dB have been demonstrated.

ARB data is being used to help optimize
algorithms for various sensor devices currently
in use by the fleet, and data is also being stored
in a library for future use in designing and
evaluating sensor performance.

Future Work

The ARB has been a cost-effective tool for
acquiring data from inaccessible regions.
Although the current ARB system uses
magnetic and electric field sensors, numerous:" " " -! V other sensors could be used. Base station and

ARB telemetry link upgrades must be made to
increase system reliability. The computer

Figure 7. The ARB APLIS ice station was module should be upgraded to take advantage
recovered as part of NAVOCEANO's White Tri- of recently developed, powerful, low-power
dent 1989 operations. microprocessors and increased memory chip

densities. A test to evaluate zinc-air primary
battery performance should be refined and
battery housings modified to ensure an

Alaska. The stations are configured so that unobstructed air supply. To fully extract energy
with some minor support from personnel at the from primary batteries, wide-input voltage
sites, the data collection effort can continue, range DC-to-DC converters must be used with
This work is critical because the solar sunspot redundant, fail-safe circuitry. Connectors must
activity has just passed the maximum in its be rugged, military-type MS connectors pro-
11-year cycle and the geomagnetic noise tected from the elements by covers or plastic
maximum is predicted to peak in the near bags. Interconnecting cables with rubber
future. insulating jackets have performed well, but

have suffered damage from animals. Applying a

Data Analysis coating of quinine or other obnoxious
substance might discourage attacks by polar

In addition to characterizing the geomagnetic bears and arctic foxes. The hastily modified
noise from measurements at a point, it is also sonobuoy beacons should be upgraded to
of interest to analyze the spatial coherence be- include numerous desirable options. Any new
tween ARB sites. We were fortunate in having ARB ice station should be equipped with an
four ARB stations functioning at the same time independent, RF-command-actuated VHF or
for about a two-month period during 1988; this UHF link to facilitate direction finding for
provided an excellent measure of global, simul- repair or recovery.
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On the Validity of Normal Mode Theory
for Modeling Undersea Acoustic
Propagation

Juan 1 Arvelo, Jr.

This article deals with modeling of acoustic transmission loss
in shallow-water environments. The ability to detect targets in
shallow coastal waters is receiving increasing emphasis in the
light of currently projected low-intensity-conflict scenarios. The
most accurate prediction of underwater sound transmission is
achieved with the normal-mode theory for a water column
modeled as an acoustic waveguide A Naval Surface Warfare
Center (NA VSWC) normal-mode propagation model has been
developed to account for sound-speea variation, sediment and
subbottom elasticity, surface and bottom roughness, and range
dependence of the ocean waveguide. Results of the model are
compared with meas-rements from a laboratory experiment.
Good agreement between the predictions and measurements was
found to validate the accuracy of the normal-mode model. This
model will be used to determine the optimum frequency of
operation for an active sonar system in selected environments.

Introduction

Partly as a result of political changes taking place in the world, the
emphasis in antisubmarine warfare (ASW) is shifting from deep to shallow
water. Shallow-water ASW is difficult both in practice and in theory
because of the sound's multiple interactions with the ocean floor and the
h,,.h variability of the water's sound speed profile. Central to ASW model-
ing and prediction is the need to hate an accurate method for computing
propagation loss. The standard ray-trace procedures that work well in deep
water are known to break down in shalluw water, and surface and bottom
interactions become extremely important. The normal-mode approach has
been used for many years to model sound propagation in shallow water, but
it has become evident that the bottom's elasticity must also be included.

Several other investigators have developed sound propagation models that
include bottom elasticity. Schmidt,1 for example, included shear waves in a
Fast Field model that applies only to range-independent environments. Ellis
and Chapman2 included the elasticity of the bottom in the simple Pekeris
waveguide model, resulting in a reasonable agreement with experimental
measurements, but they recognized the need for a multilayered model.
Collins 3 extended the Parabolic Equation model to accommodate bottom
elasticity in a range-dependent waveguide, but this model incorporates
several assumptions and approximations that must be validated with
experimental observations and benchmark calculations. With the develop-
ment of parallel processing and supercomputers, the propagation approxi-
mations in the parabolic equation, finite element, fast field, and ray theory
models will become obsolete because exact models, such as the normal-
mode approach, can be used for higher frequencies and deeper oceans.

134 The normal-mode theory gives the exact solution to the problem of sound
propagation in a range-independent ocean waveguide. However, the bottom
of the ocean is an elastir medium where bath compressional and shear
waves are created by the compressional waves from the source in the water
column.
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In the NAVSWC normal-mode model, sound at the source's depth, un(z) are the N complex
penetration into the bottom is accounted for by eigenfunctions at the receiver's depth, r is the
including the modes that radiate into the ocean horizontal range between the source and the
floor. This set of radiating modes has an in- receiver, H(1)(knr) is the zero order complex
herently discrete wave-number spectrum; the Hankel function of the first kind, and kn are
complex eigenvalues are determined by a the N complex eigenvalues representing the
search in the complex k-plane. A semi-infinite water column. The coherent transmission loss
elastic basement layer is included in the model, accounts for the constructive and destructive
representing the last layer reached by the interference of the direct-path signal with the
decaying eigenfunctions. The range dependence multipath arrivals in the water column.
of the ocean's acoustic properties and its boun- The incoherent transmission loss is given by
daries are taken into account by dividing this
waveguide into range-independent segments. TLl(r,z) = (2)
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are deter- 10 loglo[Tr2 Q

2 (z) I Un(Z o ) Un(Z) H(1)(k r ) 2

mined for each segment, and a modified n= 1
adiabatic method4 is used to evaluate the sound
transmission loss. Recently, comparisons have where the phase of the signal is ignored to pro-

been made of the transmission loss with and vide a smoother transmission loss curve versus

without the effects of bottom elasticity. 4 The range and depth. The eigenvalues and eigen-

differences are considerable, and it was con- functions satisfy the differential equation,

cluded that bottom elasticity must be accounted d 2
for, particularly when the signal is to be + k2(z ) 2 Un(Z), (3)
coherently detected, e.g., replica correlation. [dz2 I un(z) = k3

In this article, results from the normal-mode
sound transmission loss model are compared where n = 1,2,.., N is the mode index, and k(z)

with experimental measurements in a model = w I c(z) is the depth-dependent wave

tank.5 This comparison against measurements nurmber.

taken in a controlled environment serves as The range-independent water column (Figure

convincing evidence that the normal-mode 1) is modeled as J-1 water layers with a wave

model, including bottom elasticity, is a viable number squared linear in depth in order to

approach in modeling propagation in shallow obtain Airy functions 6 as the solutions of Equa-

water. tion (3). If a layer has a constant sound speed,
then the wave number is constant and the solu-
tions to Equation (3) are sines and cosines. The

Theory elastic layers have constant acoustic properties

Performance evaluation of an active or and the last layer is semi-infinite. The complex

passive sonar system requires the accurate eigenvalues are determined by using the -

prediction of the propagation behavior of the Levenberg-Marquardt minimization algorithm'
signal in the desired ocean environment. In and an up-layer matching technique8 within the

coastal waters, the ocean floor has a slope that appropriate boundary conditions at the inter-

complicates transmission loss computation. face between layers. After the eigenvalues are

Since comparisons will be made with determined, their respective eigenfunctions are

laboratory measurements in a flat-bottom en- found using thc down-layer matching and pro-

vironment, only range-independent computa- pagating algorithm. 9

tions are displayed in this article. Laboratory
measurements with a sloping bottom are under Results
way, and comparisons against the range-
dependent model will be covered in a future A three-layer scaled model tank was con-

article. Arvelo and Uberall describe the range- structed by Glegg 5 simulating a shallow-waterdepndnt oral-od moel 4  column with a surficial sediment overlaying a
dlependent normal-mode model.4  harder substrate rock. An epoxy resin was

Transmission loss could be coherently or hosen suate to tto seint
incoherently computed. The coherent transmis- chosen to simulate the bottom sediment

sion loss as a function of the receiver's because of its acoustic properties and the

horizontal range and depth is given by, ability to reduce air entrapment and
inhomogeneities. The substrate was made out 135

Tl,,r,z) =(1) of concrete for its acoustic properties, which
N are similar to those of limestone. Measurements

20 logl(r0n Q(z) 1 Un(Z0 ) un(z) H(l'(knr) I were taken of some acoustic properties of the
1 = 

1 0nepoxy resin.

where Q(z) is the water density at the receiver's The density of the epoxy is 1.03 gm/cc, the
depth, unfz,)) are the N complex eigenfunctions compressional sound speed is 2450 m/s. and
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the shear sound speed is 1120 m/s. The corn- the correlation of the shear properties is not as
pressional and shear attenuation coefficients good as that of the compressional properties
were not measured; therefore, they must be because shear properties are more difficult to
obtained by other means. Hartmann' ° used measure. If the measured shear sound speed is
2-MHz ultrasonic pulses to measure the sound 1120 m/s, then the estimated absorption is
speeds and attenuation coefficients of cross- about 40.0 ± 5.0 dB/cm at 2 MHz, or 2.0 +
linked epoxies at a temperature of 20'C. A 0.25 dB/KHz-m (2.2 ± 0.28 dB/A). Even though
significant correlation between the absorption the estimated attenuation coefficients of the
and the sound speeds has been found, hence epoxy involve some uncertainty, a quick sen-
making it possible to estimate the attenuation sitivity analysis showed that a 10 percent varia-
coefficients based on their respective measured tion in either attenuation coefficient contributes
sound speeds. Figure 2 displays the correlation to less than a one-decibel variation in the
between the compressional properties of eight estimated transmission loss.
mixtures of epoxy. The average error of the Because the acoustic properties of concrete
linear fit relative to the measured properties is could not be measured with great accuracy,
less than one decibel. With a measured com- they were estimated based on the average pro-
pressional sound speed of 2450 m/s, the perties of limestone. Its density is 2.3 gm/cc, its

136 estimated absorption is about 10.0 ± 1.0 dB/cm compressional sound speed is 3300 m/s, its
at 2 MHz, which is scaled to an attenuation of compressional absorption is 0.02 dB/KHz-m, its
0.5 ± 0.05 dB/KHz-m (1.2 ± 0.12 dB/A). Figure shear sound speed is 2100 m/s, and its shear
3 shows the relationship of the shear properties absorption is 2 dB/KHz-m.
among the eight mixtures of epoxy. The The water column has an average sound
average error of the linear fit relative to the speed of 1510 m/s and a density of 1 gm/cc.
measured properties is about five decibels; This water column is 15 cm thick, and
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the epoxy layer is 5.8 cm thick, as shown in model. This could be corrected by decreasing
Figure 4. Measurements were made with short the attenuation coefficients of the epoxy resin
pulses to ensure that reflections from the walls in the input parameters of the computer model,
were negligible. The source is located at 5 cm but the average error of the estimated curve
deep, and measurements were taken at ranges relative to the measurements is 1.7 dB, and
from 1.0 to 2.2 meters in increments of 0.2 errors less than 3 dB are bearable. Figure 7
meter. More detailed range measurements compares the transmission loss at 20 KHz.
could not be taken due to physical limitations Again, the measured values follow the
of the model tank. calculated curve very closely, even though

Figure 5 displays the calculated coherent some overestimation is apparent. The average
transmission loss curve against the error of this estimated curve relative to the
measurements at 30 KHz. Note that the measurements is 1.3 dB. It has been observed 137
measurements follow the same shape of the that the effect of the concrete substrate is
calculated curve, and the average error of the negligible in the calculated transmission loss at
estimated curve relative to the measurements is frequencies of 20, 25, and 30 KHz. Trans-
2.0 dB. The 25-KHz transmission loss curve is mission loss calculations with and without the
given in Figure 6. The transmission loss is substrate at 15 KHz show that the substrate
slightly overestimated by the normal-mode does affect the sound propagation at this
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frequency. Figure 8 displays the calculated minimum sound speed in the water column.
transmission loss with the effect of the This rule-of-thumb equation includes trapped
concrete substrate. The normal-mode model and radiating modes; it neglects the bottom
still overestimates the transmission loss and its composition, and its accuracy increases with
error increases with range. Two causes of this an increasing number of normal modes.
error are possible. The first possibility is that As the number of modes increases with
the estimated acoustic properties of the con- increasing frequency or bottom depth, the re-
crete substrate are completely erroneous. What quired computer time and memory also
makes this possible is that the concrete does increase. However, it is not necessary to
not affect the sound propagation at higher fre- account for all the modes to arrive at an
quencies. The second possibility is that the accurate transmission loss prediction. Figure 9
normal-mode model does not account for the displays the 238 normalized eigenvalues on the
liquid-solid surface wave, and its effect complex plane for a frequency of 1.2 MHz in
becomes considerable at frequencies near the the same waveguide as shown in Figure 4. The
cut-off frequency." An effort to incorporate the fundamental mode is labeled #1, and the
surface wave is currently under way. minima at the mode labeled #184 represents the

The total number of normal modes has been threshold between the trapped and radiating
found to be given by modes. Modes with a larger imaginary compo-

N INT(2 f D / C), (4) nent in their respective eigenvalues contribute
less to the total transmission loss because their

where f is the frequency in Hertz, D is the energy is absorbed faster as they propagate in
depth of the water column, and C is the range. Figure 10 shows the convergence of the
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transmission loss as the contribution of each are encountered in this one-way transmission
normal mode is added to the calculation. The loss plot. By the same token, the transmission
receiver is 10 cm deep at a horizontal range of loss of broadband signals or transients can be
one meter from the source. An error smaller predicted by computing the transmission loss
than one decibel is anticipated if the first 85 for each frequency component of the signal.
modes are used. This corresponds to neglecting
all eigenvalues with an imaginary part greater

Imaginary Part0.1. __

-#238'

0.01

1.000E-03 - ..... 8 Figure 9. Eigenvalues in the
complex K-plane for a
frequency of 1.2 MHz and

1.000E-04F a horizontal range of one
meter.

1.O00E-05 -

#11

1.OOOE-06 . ... .
0 1 2 3 4 5

Real Part of Eigenvalues

than 0.001 (Figure 11). Using just 85 out of the Conclusions
total 238 modes represents a 64 percent reduc- Measurements from a model tank experiment
tion of computer time. Hence, accurate have been used to validate the accuracy of the
transmission loss at higher frequencies can be NAVSWC normal-mode propagation model in a
obtained with the normal-mode model. range-independent environment with an elastic

Determining the optimum frequency for the bottom. Very good agreement was encountered
active detection of a target in a known environ- at frequencies much greater than the cut-off
ment is a common problem. Figure 11 is the frequency of the waveguide. Some disagree-
calculated one-way transmission loss as a ment was found at frequencies near the cut-off
function of frequency for the same waveguide frequency; it is suspected that the interface
in Figure 4. Pulses with a center frequency at wave plays a significant role in the propagation
about 53 KHz will propagate further than other of VLF sound, and it must be included in the
nearby frequencies. Differences of up to 15 dB computations.

Transmission Loss (dB)
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: : Figure 10. Convergence of
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It was also shown that in high frequency or 7. Morris, A. H., NSWC Library of Mathematics
deep water cases, where the number of modes Subroutines. NSWC TR 90-21, NAVSWC, Dahlgren. VA.

increases linearly, it is not necessary to use all Ian 1990, p. 353.
8. Arvelo, .I.., Talmant, M., and Uberall, H.. "A Normal-the normal modes due to the convergence Mode Model of Underwater Propagation including

nature of the transmission loss equations. Shear Effects in a Layered Ocean Floor," Computa-
Measurements in a model tank with a sloping tional Acoustics (Algorithms and Applications). Second

elastic bottom are under way. Comparisons IMACS Symposium on Computational Acoustics,
against predictions from the range-dependent Princeton, NJ, Mar 1989.
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A Neural Network for Passive Acoustic
Discrimination between Surface and
Submarine Targets

Robert H. Baran

This concerns the use of a neural network for classifying
acoustic noise emitted by ships in transit past an omnidirectional
hydrophone. Relatively noisy surface ships, moving rapidly at
medium to long range, radiate noise which superficially
resembles that of quieter submarines, moving more slowly and
closer to the listening device. The proposed solution features a
three-layer neural network in which the inputs represent the
evolution of spectral density through time. The outputs indicate
which target type (if any) is present. The network maps inputs to
outputs by propagating signals forward through a "hidden layer"
of neuron-like units. Errors at the output are propagated
backward as incremental changes in the strengths of the connec-
tions to the hidden units. Because the number of target types
and encounter geometries is far greater than could possibly be
covered in any representative way by a training set comprising
real-world data, the task is to connect the network to a digital
simulator and to show that, by training on the output of the
simulator, the neural network can learn to pass realistic tests.
This article describes a neural network design-and-testing exer-
cise based on a simple model that captures the salient features
of the problem. The fact that the network attained greater than
90 percent classification accuracy provides encouragement for
further work along these lines.

Introduction
Recent advances in integrated circuits have brought us parallel computers

with hundreds of microprocessors in a single package. These advances give
rise to computational models that support massive parallelism in a natural
way. Neural computing aims at achieving human-like performance in com-
puter systems by developing an analogy to the structure and operation of
the central nervous system. Computations are executed by simple, neuron-
like processing units which are densely interconnected by "synaptic" links
of variable strength (or weight). The resurgence of interest (since about
1982) in these "connectionist models" is due to the inadequacy of
algorithm-driven computing and symbolic artificial intelligence (Al) ap-
proaches in dealing with real-world problems, such as speech processing
and machine vision. Invariant pattern recognition-the ability to recognize
an object in spite of various transformations and obscuring influences-
comes easily to our central nervous system. Thus, our eyes quickly focus on
key objects in a complex image, and speech is understandable to us ir-
respective of the tonal qualities and accent of the speaker.

The application of neural-network technology to automatic target recogni-

142 tion (ATR) is motivated by the need for this kind of perceptual generaliza-
tion. Of the many practical problems in defense electronics that have been
addressed by neural network solutions in the last few years, close to half
have been aimed at improved ATR, which involves the extraction of critical
information from complex and uncertain data. Roth' has written a survey
of neural-network technology for ATR for systems that employ visual or
infrared sensors.
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This article describes a feed-forward neural
network for classifying acoustic signals emitted A Brief History of Neural Nets
by ships in transit by an omnidirectional
hydrophone. Relatively noisy surface ships, The neural network technology of today
moving rapidly at medium to long range, emit is based largely on the neuroscience of thesignals which superficially resemble those of 1940s. The classical neuron doctrine
quieter submarines, moving more slowly an developed quickly, following
closer to the listening device This range-speed Ramon and Cajal's discovery of the
closert t es istn minaevice. This eee d neuron using the light microscope (around
ambiguity makes discrimination between sur- 1890). The classical neuron integrates the
face ships and submarines a hard practical pre-synaptic activity of all the neurons
problem that has resisted satisfactory treatment influencing it, sending information in the
by conventional methods. The solution will rely form of electrical impulses down the one-
on the fact that different types of targets can be way path formed by its axon. It took
distinguished by their radiated noise spectra. another fifty years to transcribe the con-
The complexity of the modeling required to cepts into mathematical terms. McCulloch
characterize fully the acoustic signatures of sur- and Pitts,2 in 1943, simplified the neuron
face and submarine targets is exceeded only by to an on/off device, either firing impulses
the difficulty of translating such models into at its peak rate or resting quietly. In 1948,
algorithms for real-time discrimination. Neural Hebb theorized that synaptic weights are
networks provide an alternative to the tradi- modified by a reinforcement control pro-
tional algorithmic approach. Given a com- cedure, and he argued that synaptic
prehensive training set consisting of typical modification constituted the microscopic,
target signatures and the encounter parameters physiological basis of adaptation, learning,
that generated them, a suitable neural network and behavioral organization.
can learn to associate encounter parameters By 1954, digital computers had been
with the inputs in real time. brought to bear on the problems of brain

The neural network approach is motivated by modeling because the mathematical
analogy to the sonar classifier (Figure 1) of models involved large numbers of
Gorman and Sejnowski and noted in thq variables and their nonlinear interactions.
history discussion. The present problem can be If "intelligent" behavior was going to
solved by a similar network architecture, with emerge from networks of McCulloch-Pitts

neurons with Hebbian synapses, it wouldthe outputs indicating which target type (if any) have to be discovered by computer simula-
is present. The inputs represent spectral tion. No one carried this idea so far, so
densities computed for each of a number of fast as Frank Rosenblatt, whose
time lags. One of the strengths of neural net- discoveries were summarized in 1961. 4 .5

work pattern recognizers is their ability to Rosenblatt called his neural networks
learn by example from training sets comprising "perceptrons" and tested them for
real-world data. In the real world, however, the evidence of perceptual generalization. For
data may be costly to obtain and widely example, a network trained to recognize
distributed across a number of carefully the letter "A" on the top part of a grid-
guarded data bases. It makes sense to test and like retina spontaneously recognizes "A"
debug a software model on an unclassified data on the lower half. The first 300 pages of
base and to show that its performance is com- Rosenblatt's report were devoted to three-
petitive with the optimal solutions prescribed layer, series-coupled perceptrons of the
by classical signal processing theory before kind that will be described here in subse-
using classified information to develop a train- quent sections.
ing set. Moreover, classified data acquisition In 1969, M. Minsky and S. Papert
was sometimes driven by constraints and authored a book, Perceptrons, which is
priorities that translate into a training set that widely regarded as having had a chilling

effect on the subject. Minsky, in the thirdis not truly representative of the operational 1988) edition,6 recalls that perceptron
environment. Dividing the data into subsets, re clls ha pereto
one for training and one for testing, the analyst reached a dead end. The revival of 143
still has no way to gauge how effectively the perceptron-like models in the 1980s was
trained network will generalize beyond the caused primarily by the widespread
horizons of the data. (Continued)
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perception that symbolic Al had reached a Output Units
plateau, and by the availability of cheaper, (1,0) Cylinder
faster computers with large amounts of (0,1) Rock
random-access memory to store the synap-
tic weights of large networks. The connec-
tionist models of the 1980s also overcame //I\
some of the limitations attributed to the Hidden
Minsky-Pa ert perceptron. David Units C)ck?-KX -
Rumelhartp and the PDP Research Group
emphasized the importance of having a / / \ \
"hidden layer" of neuron-like units sand- I -

wiched between the input and output Input
layers of the network. Their "powerful Input

new result" that drove the progress of Units

artificial neural nets in the late 1980s was
an algorithm called back-propagation, - Power Spectral Density
which permits three-layer networks to
learn internal representations of data sets Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the sonar
and sources for which no mathematical classifier network of Gorman and Sejnowski
model can be written down to specify the (1988). The bottom layer has 60 units with their
correct responses to given inputs. Instead, states clamped to the amplitude of the
the neural network learns by example in preprocessed signal, shown in analog form
the course of many passes through a train- below the input layer. Two output units at the
ing set. top represent the two sonar targets to be iden-

Gorman and Sejnowski8 used a neural tified. The hidden layer allows the network to
network for the classification of active
sonar returns from two undersea objects, extract high-order signal features. The connec-
a metal cylinder and a similarly shaped tions between tL, layers of units are
rock. In their report. "metal cylinder" was represented by arrows.
transcribed a "mine." The inputs
represented the spectrum levels derived
from a lofargram of the echoes, and the
two output units registered the classifica-
tion. (See Figure 1.) Actual field test data
was used to create the training set, con-
sisting of input/output pairs from which Therefore, the task is to connect the network
the network was able to learn to to a high fidelity, model-based digital simulator
discriminate between the two kinds of and to show that, by training on the output of
echoes. Errors at the output were pro- the simulator, the neural network can learn to
pagated back to the hidden layer. The pass realistic tests. This approach was il-
Rumelhart/PDP back-propagation tech- lustrated by Baran 9' ° in constructing a pattern
nique provided the formulas for modifying set for configuring a symmetric (Hopfield) net-
the weights in a way that resists and even- work to classify targets using a different set of
tually corrects the errors. After the net- sensors and classification criteria. The present
work had learned the elements of the case is different by virtue of the technical com-
training set, it showed the ability to plexity and procedural difficulties that stand in
generalize by classifying, with better than the way of designing the simulation to achieve
95 percent accuracy, the remaining echoes the highest possible fidelity. This article
in the whole data base from which the describes a neural network design-and-testing
training set had been acquired. This and exercise based on a simple model that captures
many other demonstrations testify to the the salient features of the problem. Lessons
power of back-propagation, which has learned in this exercise will bring the practical
driven the great majority of neural net- problem into sharper focus.

144 work applications to date.
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Modeling and Simulation
The target is modeled as an acoustic point 12 ntensity

source that radiates with the same intensity in p 10,40)
every direction. Spherical spreading reduces 10 (9, 20)
the intensity as the sound travels from the 8 1)
source to the listening hydrophone, and absorp- 8 '(7 5)
tion selectively attenuates the higher frequency 6.
components of the radiated noise. Ignoring the 4
many effects that would have to be accounted
for in a realistic propagation model-like sur- 2-
face reflection, bottom bounce, doppler shift, - -- .
and an angular dependence of the target's 0
acoustic emissions-the target signature -100-80-60-40-20 0 20 40 60 80 100
depends on the source level and on the Time (sec.)
straight-line path followed by the source
through the proximity of the listening device. Figure 2. Sound intensity (in arbitrary units)
The target signature model follows the evolu- ie . Sou int tarbittionof he sundintnsit thoughtim ~,versus time for four point targets with
tion of the sound intensity through time t, indicated parameters and common closest pointwhich is relative to the time of closest ap- of approach distance Re = 400 meters.
proach, when the separation between the Velocities (V) are in m 4sec.
source and the listening device is at a
minimum. The target signature is a symmetric,
bell-shaped curve, the shape of which is deter-
mined by the encounter parameters, namely the
closest point of approach (c.p.a.) distance, the
source intensity, and the target's velocity. (See
Figure 2.)

Elements of the Model m(t) = S(R(t)) (3)

Begin with a point source that radiates = [S1/4irRo ]/[V/R 0 )2t2 + 1],
correlated Gaussian noise with the same is obtained by substituting Equation (2) in
intensity in every direction. The intensity Equation (1) and dividing through by
at one meter from the source is S1. 4nR02. The target signatures produced by
Spherical spreading reduces the intensity this equation are symmetrical, bell-shaped
to curves with peak heightS{R) =S 1/4irR 2  (1)

at range R (meters) from the source. Let H = S(R(O))2
and D be the horizontal and vertical = S1/4nRo*
distances, respectively, at time t=0. The The signature width, which describes the
separation distance at time t is duration of the encounter, is controlled by

R2(t) = (Vt)2 + H2 + D2. the parameter

In particular, the range at t=0, at the q = (VIR) 2

point of closest approach, is which appears in the denominator of the
+(2) expression (3) for m(t). Figure 2 shows=(H2 +D 2 / (four examples of target signatures com-

The target signature, puted with closest point of approach
(c.p.a.) distance Ro = 400m.

145
Relatively noisy surface ships, moving rapidly decisions on the temporal variation of sound

at medium to long range, emit signals which intensity in a fixed frequency band. This range-
superficially resemble those of quieter sub- speed ambiguity can be resolved by listening to
marines, moving more slowly and closer to the the target through filters tuned to several
origin. Different kinds of encounters can look different frequency bands. The frequency
the same to a target recognizer that bases its dependence of radiated noise power can be
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used to "fingerprint" different ship classes. In estimation technique which fits a straight line
the simplest case, a particular type of ship in the frequency domain to the hydrophone
might be identified by certain spectral lines. It measurements, a target classifier can base its
can be noted here that surface ships and subs decision on whether the roll-off rate is closer to
are different by virtue of the latter being much 10 dB/decade (for the sub) or 15 dB/decade (for
quieter. Regardless of target type, the radiated the surface ship). Having made this decision, it
noise power tends to decline as frequency resolves the range of the target by comparing
increases between the nominal limits of 100 Hz the evolution of the observed intensity to the
(fl) and 10 KHz (fh), and the source levels known intensity (S1 ) at the source.
increase with speed across the whole spectrum. There may be more powerful algorithms of

These obvious features were incorporated solving the problem, but their application to
into a source model in which the radiated real-time signal processing could become more
noise power, in decibels (dB), is a linear func- difficult as the source spectra are modeled with
tion of the logarithm of the frequency, as increasing sophistication and detail. The next
shown in Figure 3. The linear model has three sections will describe the design of a neural

Spectrum Level, dB Spectrum Level, dB
200, 200--__ _

surf 20 m'sec 10 m/sec
180r" 5 n/sec 20 m/sec

10, _180 c, 10 dBfdecade.... 
cl 

= 
5 

dB/decade

120 sub 160" -1- -- /-
100 -- 1--

0 5 rn/sec80: ambient iOIogo(fl = 70- 12 log(f/1001dB 14060. 0 - 140

40.
2 0 -- - . ... ... . . .- - 12 0 .. . . ..
100 1000 10000 100 1000 10000

Frequency, f (Hz) Frequency, f (Hz]

Figure 3(a). Using the linear model (developed Figure 3(b). Increasing the roll-off rate (cl) of
below), surface and submarine targets sound the surface target's radiated noise power from
the same except for an overall quieting of the 10 to 15 dB/decade makes it possible to
latter, which becomes slightly more pro- discriminate it from the nominal submarine
nounced as speed increases, target (c 2 = 10 dB/decade).

parameters: (a) the peak intensity, which is network for implicitly solving the simultaneous
measured at 100 Hz; (b) a rate of increase in nonlinear equations that extract the target type
radiated noise power with the ship's velocity; from the target signature. The neural network
and (c) a roll-off rate that describes the reduc- promises to be robust enough to learn the
tion in radiated power with increasing fre- distinguishing features of realistic spectra.
quency. In Figure 3(a) the roll-off rates of the Moreover, the fully trained network is ideally
surface and submarine targets are equal, at 10 suited to real-time detection and classification.
dB/decade. The two target types are
differentiated mainly by across-the-spectrum
disparity in source levels. It is not possible to Range-Speed Ambiguity
tell the difference between them without some Relatively noisy surface ships, moving rapidly
independent estimate of one of the three at medium to long range, emit signals which
natural encounter parameters (S 1, R0 , V). Figure superficially resemble those of quieter sub-
3(b). on the other hand, compares the source marines, moving more slowly and closer to the

146 levels of two hypothetical surface targets at two origin. The range-speed ambiguity is
different velocities. Increasing the roll-off rate highlighted by rewriting Equation (3) as
of the surface target to (c1 = 15 dB/decade)
makes it possible to discriminate between it
and the submarine target. Given a spectral m(t; p,q) = p/(qt2 + 1),
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a scalar function of time which is parameter- described by these parameters are essentially
ized by p and q. Imagine a surface ship moving indistinguishable, since their spectra are the
at velocity V(surf) = 40m/sec along a straight same except for the submarine being quieter
path that leads to a c.p.a. distance of Ra(surf) over the whole frequency range by a constant
=:2000m. The q-parameter for this encounter is (velocity-dependent) factor.
4 X 10- 4 sec2 . The same value of q would Figure 3(b) shows two surface ship spectra,
result from an encounter with a submarine the first obtained with the same parameters (a1,
target moving at V(subj = 8m/sec toward a bl, cl) as just noted, and the second obtained
c.p.a. at Ro(sub) = 400m. The p-pLrameters with a different roll-off rate, cl = 15 dB/decade,
will also be the same if This disparity in the roll-off rates makes it

possible to discriminate between the two target
Sl(surf)IR2(surf) = Sl(sub)/R2(sub), types. Let S(f,R;i,V) be the spectral density ofthe type i source at speed V when measured at

ie., if the source level corresponding to the sub- a range of R meters, R > 1. Then spherical
marine is 20log[RO(sub)/RO(surf]J = -14 dB spreading gives
relative to that of the surface target. Different
kinds of encounters can look the same to a S(f,R;i,V) = S(f,1;i,V)/4TR2
target recognizer which bases its decisions on
the temporal variation of sound intensity in a as in Equation (1). Let e = (i,V,R0 ) be the vec-
fixed frequency ba - To account for the spec- tor of encounter parameters. Substituting R(t)
tral distribution oi* me rddiated noises from dif- for R in the last equation gives an expression
ferent target types, let S(f,1;i,V) denote the for the target signature,
power spectral density at frequency f at 1
meter distance from a point source cf type i m(f,t;@) = S(f,R(t);i,V) (5)
moving at constant velocity V. The type index = p(f)/(qt 2 + 1),
determines the source spectrum. If i = 1, the
point source radiates noise with the the same as before except that
characteristics of a surface ship. Case i = 2 is
a submarine target. Later on it will be conve- p(f) = S(f,1;0)/4R 2

nient to denote the absence of any target by 0
setting i = 0. Let the source model be is now a function of frequency (and the en-

counter parameters). Note that10 log S(f.1;i.Vl (4)

ai + biV - ci log(f/fl), fl f ' fh. p(f)/q = S(f,1;)/4nV2.

where the type-specific coefficients a, b, and c Defining
are to be defined and fl and fh are low- and
high-frequency cutoffs. This source model cap r = 4ntp(f/q,
tures two of the most obvious features of ship so that
acoustic spectra. With reference to Figure 3.
the radiated noise power increases with veloc- S(f,1:0) = rV2,

ity, and there is a decreasing trend in the
spectrum level as frequency increases. Figure
3(a) was produced with the source level we can equate 101og(rV 2) to the right side ofpal .etersequation (4), obtaining
pai.meters

(a,. bl, cl) = (160 dB, 1.5 dB/m/sec, (')

10 dB/decade) a1 a- biV- ci log(fffl) =Olog(r) + 20log(V).

and Given a way of fitting a signature to the time
a2 )= (130 dB, 1.0 dBmsec history of the spectral density at f, suitable

(a2, b2, c = dB d estimates 15 and t can be used to estimate i/4n
10 dB/decade) = 1/uI. Finally, i is substituted for r in

with low- and high-frequency cutoffs of 100 Hz Equation (6). Taking V as the independent
and 10 KHz, respectively. The target types variable, Equation (6) has one solution for each 147
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target type. Figure 4 shows how these solutions representation sufficiently detailed to convey
are obtained graphically. It assumes a type 1 the essential characteristics of the target
source at speed V = 10 m/sec with a c.p.a. signature, but compact enough to implement.
distance of 2000m. The curve is described by The number of inner product steps (multiply-
the right side of (6). The straight lines plot the and-add operations, or "interconnects," in
left side of the equation for each target type neural network terminology) required to map
with the same parameters as those used in an input to an output increases as the product

of the number of input units times the number
of hidden units. More significantly, the time

Source Level, dB re ai,.L.ient required to train the network using back-
propagation may increase rapidly as the size of80 Type 1 Source

Tpe 2 Source the network grows.
OI 11og(r)+-2ftogV -The problem of invariant pattern recognition

bb arises in the present context when we ask the1.5 dHIm.'sec network to generalize by attributing a target

40 valuf solution type to an acoustic input which reflects the
- c..a. 2000 m. random variability of the encounter and its

.O/r/ec acoustic environment. Instead of associating a
20 1 ...... spectral "icon" with a target-type index, the

false c.p.a. 800 mn. network must deal with a time-a arying spectral
0 -

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 density (or lofargram) which is influenced by
Speed, V (meters/sec) the ambient noise as well as the encounter

parameters. The availability of cheap, reliable
4. devices for real-time spectral-density computa-

Figure 4. The nonlinear equation (6) has one tion has made the lofargram a kind of de facto
solution for each target type. This range-speed standard for neural network development in
ambiguity can be resolved by obtaining the realm of sonar signal processing. Neural
simultaneous target signatures in each of networks have been trained to interpret
several frequency bands. lofargrams in a variety of Navy-sponsored pro-

jects. Typically, the analog tapes acquired in a
field test are digitized and played through real-

Figure 3(a). The concave curve intersects both time Fourier transformation hardware. TheFigue 3a).The oncve urv intrsets oth result can be displayed as a moving succession

straight lines at plausible values of the velocity of color-coded scan lines. Each scan line will

corresponding to different target types and -c deds ornthousadscof inill
c.p.a distances. conta in hundreds or thousands of individual

components. Therefore, the lofargram is parti-
The ambiguity can be resolved by repeating tioned into rectangular regions (or bins) and

the same procedure for each of several frequen- the spectrum levels in each region are aver-
cies subject to having unequal roll-off rates c1  aged. This reduces the pattern to a manageable
and c2, Each f gives rise to its own signature, size. The values associated with the bins are
and hence its own estimate i. When the correct then used as inputs to a trainable neural net-
target type is assumed, the solution to every work which has one input unit for each bin.
frequency-specific instance of Equation (6) is The training procedure follows a shortcut
the same. Assuming the wrong target type from the target signature model to the neural
leads to conflicting solutions. network inputs. Because the spectral denrities

of the two target types and the ambient noise
are presumed given by the equations that pro-

Network Architecture and Training duced Figure 3, it is possible to simulate the
lofargrams by adding random fluctuations to

Virtually every neural network design and the mean levels specified by the model. The
training exercise begins with the question of addition of these random fluctuations is
data representation. In the present case, accomplished by fairly standard Monte Carlo
acoustic data needs to be represented at the methods based on an analysis of the mean and
input of the neural net. The success of the variance of the excess power conditioned on

148 exercise will depend on choosing a data the characteristics of the encounter.
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Preprocessing and Data data, since even the simplest problems
Representation give rise to X-arrays with hundreds of

thousands of elements. Accordingly, the
It is necessary to make some concrete array X is partitioned and the elements of

assumptions about the preprocessing steps the sub-arrays are summed (or averaged).
that intervene between the listening Each such sum is assigned to one of the
hydrophone and the neural network. For input nodes of the neural network. For
each t = 1, 2 ... , L-1 we have a block of example, if B = 10 kHz, T = 1 sec., and L
serial data, beginning at t-T12 and ending = 10 time slices, we have BTL = 105
at t+T/2, T < 1 unit time. Each block is a elements in the array X with ten rows and
segment of the time series obtained by 10,000 columns. Let the frequencies be
sampling and digitizing the output of the lumped into bins of width B/n, indexed by
hydrophone at a rate of 2B samples per k, as
unit time. If 2B is the Nyquist rate, B = fh kB n
is the bandwidth. Each block then con- Xk(t) = I X(f,t), k = 1, 2 ... , n. (7)
tains 2BT sampled data points. The blocks f = {k-11B/n
are Fourier transformed, each giving rise
to a t-dependent power spectral density With B/n 3 we have (10 time slices)(3
(PSD). Each of the BT values of the PSD is bins/slice) 30 nodes in the input layer of
exponentially distributed with a mean of

o2(ft)~~~ ~ weeoithrms.n I'ad our neural network. By the central limito2(ft), etheorems, the distribution Of Xk(t) is
is the noise power. The noise power has totically norith n of
an ambient component, o2(f), and a target- aypoial omlwt eno

a m , (k,t) and a variance of A2(k,t) where, with
generated component which was denoted
m(f.t) in equation (5). T-us some approximations,

02(1.t) = ±0(f)  m(ft) p(k,t)/n = (8a)
0t 1 + m([k-1]B2n,t)o2[(k-1)BI2n] and

describes the time- and frequency-
dependent mean value of the PSD compo- A(k,t)/n/2 - p(k,t)/n. (8b)
nent. Dividing through by the ambient
gives Setting i = 0 (no target) we have m = 0.

The network inputs Xk(t)/n are all

X(f~t) - + m(f,t)1o02 (t, normally distributed with unit mean and
0 variance in the absence of any target

the time-dependent excess power signature.
spectrum.

It is not generally practical to drive a
neural network directly with the lofargram

Figure 5 shows how a three-layer, series- (2) Compute the target signature from the en-
coupled perceptron was trained on the output counter parameters using Equation (5) for the
of a simulation based on the model previously time- and frequency-dependent mean value of
described. Following the creation of a network the radiated noise power.
with random initial weights, the training pro- (3) Represent the target signature in a way
cedure marches through a sequence of cycles, that can be input to the neural network.
Each cycle follows the same six steps (again making use of Equations (8) to adjust the
with reference to Figure 5): computer-generated, normal random variables

(1) Generate an encounter parameter vector that simulate the excess noise power. This
which specifies target type, c.p.a. distance (R0), guarantees that the network will never train on
and velocity (V). Let Ro and V be uniformly the same input more than once, since the pro-
distributed between appropriate lower and bability of generating the same 30 random 149
upper bounds (which may be conditioned on numbers more than once is negligible.
target type). The target type index is zero (i.e., (4) The network is presented with 30 inputs
no target) with probability 1/2. If nonzero, the by subtracting an offset from each of the 30
type is I (surface) or 2 (sub) equiprobably. The random variables generated in the last step.
type index determines the source level Since the mean excess power has unit value
parameters in Equation (4). when no target is present, subtractirg an
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Type I Compare Error

Neural Op
Network OtpsMe Hidden

UHie Figure 5. Block diagram of the

procedure for training the neural
network on the output of a model-
based simulation.

,/Inputs
'I 30 ._

Li3 Generate M- Compute  MGenerate

Encounter Signature --- Input
Parameters Vector

offset of 1.0 from each causes the inputs to be
equiprobably positive or negative in the Hidden Layer Output
absence of a target. When a target is present, Input x y = 1[Vx - u] z = l[Wy]
these inputs are shifted in the positive 1 1 1
direction. 2

(5) Propagate the inputs forward through the ! \2 2
hidden layer to the pair of output units. Figure \2 V

6 shows the network architecture in the general \\1 Wri
case. with N1 inputs, NH hidden units, and No  3

output units. The specifics of the present exer- \ •
cise are (NI. NH, NO)= (30, h, 2), where the * Va:a w r
number h of hidden units was variable. The aWra
hidden and output layers are composed of
binary (0-1) units. The ath hidden unit
computes the weighted sum of all 30 inputs
(x1 . x 30), the weights being given by a vector N1  NH
of components Vas, where s = 1, 2 ... , 30 iden- ..
tifies the input unit. The resulting state (or
activation) of the hidden unit is Ya = 1 (if the Figure 6. Schematic diagram of a trilayer
sum is positive) or Ya = 0 (if zero or negative), neural network. The unit step function is 1
Similarly, the rth output unit assumes the value (p) = 1, if tp > 0, or I ( ) = 0, if w _ 0.
Zr which is zero or one depending on the sign
of the sum of products WraYa, a = 1, 2 ... , h.
The output convention is (Z1 , z2) = (0, 0) = transcribes the input into a pattern of activa-
"00" for no target, "01" for a type 1 target, and tion in the hidden layer. This pattern of activa-
"IY' for type 2. tion (y) is like a code that serves as an

(6) Compare the output of the network to the intermediate (or internal) representation of the
desired states, which correspond to the two information impressed on the input (x), When
digits of the type index. If the output matches the components of the upstream weight matrix
the target, return to step (1). If there is an (V) are just random numbers, the encoding pro-
error, modify the weights according to the cesses amount to random mixing or scram-
back-propagation procedure, then return to step bling. The "delta rule," also known as the

150 (1) above. perceptron learning algorithm, was employed
In the past several years, back-propagation by Rosenblatt4'5 to decode the internal

has become synonymous with the "generalized representation. A given input results in the rth
data rule" introduced by Rumelhart et al., 7  output unit taking on a value (Zr), which initia-
who described it as a method of "learning ly may differ from the desired or target value
internal representations by error propagation." (tr). Error correction is accomplished by
The trilayer network (in Figures 5 and 6) incrementally adjusting the components of the
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downstream weight matrix (W). The delta rule 1960 that the delta rule was essentially a
for adjusting the weight of the connection from steepest descent technique.1 2 Yet the assump-
the ath hidden unit to the rth output unit is tion of binary hidden units made it impossible

to generalize the technique to networks with
AWra = gya(tr-zr), two layers of modifiable weights:

where g, the learning rate parameter, is a Although the introduction of hidden units
small, positive number Since the hidden unit's gives a feed-forward network the poten-
activation (Ya) is a binary (0-1) variable, the tial for an arbitrary mapping, before the
delta rule does nothing to the connections from introduction of [the generalized delta
hidden units that are turned off (Ya = 0) by the rule], no technique existed for determin-
input. For those that are turned on (Ya = 1), the ing the weights of a deterministic, feed-
weight change is proportional to the error, forward network with hidden layers. This
Thus, when a hidden unit excites an output was the essence of the credit assignment
unit that is supposed to be off, the weight of problem: how to determine the weights of
the connection from the hidden unit is re- intermediate hidden units so that desired
duced. Conversely, when a hidden unit inhibits responses occurred as a result of
an output unit that should turn on to the given specified inputs. 1

input, the weight change is in the positive Rosenblatt 5 addressed this credit assignment
direction. This process of making incremental problem, which really involves the question of
weight changes, which oppose the errors in placing blame by attributing errors to hidden
classifying the elements of the training set, units when output units take on the wrong
ultimately corrects all the errors that can be values:
corrected subject to the random coding action
of the upstream weight matrix and the hidden Only one constraint needs to be droppedunits. in order to obtain the most general

What if the "internal representation" is system of this class: the requirement thatinappropriate to the training set? Since the the [input-to-hidden unit] connectionsinaptophidden layteraweiget a e justhe amust have fixed values, only the [hidden-input-to-hidden layer w eights are just randomto u p tla e] c n c i ns b ng i m
numbers, there can be no guarantee that a to-output layer] connections being time
solution is attainable by application of the delta dependent. In [Chapter 13], variable
rule. For that matter, why include the hidden [input-to-hidden layer] weights will belayr t ll f tsbeavir s otmathematically introduced and the applications of an
lay'er at all if its behavior is not mahmtclyerror-correction procedure will bejustifiable? As a psychologist, Rosenblatt was error-co .rIttwon lprocedure awillcbe
concerned more with nervous system modeling analyzed. It would seem that a con-
than problem solving. But when Minksy and siderable improvement in performance
Papert analyzed the subject 6 they tacitly did might be obtained if the [upstream
away with the hidden layer in order to achieve weights] could somehow be optimized by
mathematical rigor. The result was a model a learning process rather than accepting
with severe limitations. In the years that the arbitrary or pre-designed network
followed, this weakened and oversimplified with which the perceptron starts out. Itmodel became the focus of diminishing will be seen that this is indeed the case,
attention provided that certain pitfalls in the

attention.inoreen cnro poWhen Rumelhart et al.7 revived the trilayer, design of a reinforcement control pro-
feed-forward architecture, in fact, they provid- cedure are avoided.5

ed the theoretical justification for the hidden With this rationale, Rosenblatt introduced a
layer. They disclosed a learning algorithm that "back-propagating error correction procedure"
could adjust the upstream weights so as to for training three-layer perceptrons made with
ultimately produce internal representations that binary units. The main "pitfall" that Rosenblatt
constitute a kind of intelligent encoding of the avoided was determinism: Given a three-layer,
input (instead of a random one). Their series-coupled perceptron and a training set for
"generalized delta rule" applies to networks which a solution exists, it may be impossible to
with hidden units that produce graded achieve the solution with any deterministic
responses. Instead of simply turning on or off, error correction procedure that obeys the "local
the hidden unit's activation is a continuous, information rule" by which only the hidden 151
differentiable, bounded, increasing function (of unit itself and the units to which it is
the same weighted sum as before). The dif- connected can determine the error assigned
ferentiability of the activation function makes it to it.
possible to compute changes to the upstream Ironically, the generalized delta rule of
weights that correct errors through the method Rumelhart et al. is a local and strictly deter-
of steepest descent. It had been known since ministic procedure which progagates errors
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(corrections) back to the hidden layer. The "pit- matrix." All kinds of errors are treated equally
fall" of getting stuck in local minima of the by the "back-propagation error correction pro-
error function is avoided by injecting "noise" cedure" used in the training process. In the
at the input during the training process or by evaluation process, on the other hand, the out-
rebooting the process from a different initial put "10" in response to an input of type 0 is
weight assignment when convergence gets not an error, because the right (least signifi-
bogged down. cant) output bit, which indicates the presence

From the academic viewpoint, the general- of a target, enables the decision-making process
ized delta rule of Rumelhart et al. is a superior which begins by reading the other output bit.
form of back-propagation, since it is based on The false alarm probability is FAP = PrfFAJ
the gradient descent in squared error. From an and the false rest probability (FRP) is similarly
engineering viewpoint, there are good reasons defined. The confusion probability, CEP =
to seek a back-propagation algorithm that PICE], is the probability of identifying surface
works with binary units. In most applications ships as subs or vice versa. Finally, the total
the objective is a trained network that probability of error is
accomplishes the desired mapping from input
to output. The result of training is a set of PE = FAP + FRP + CEP. (9)
weights, which solves the problem when used
to connect neuron-like units with specific Table 1. Classification of Errors
activation functions. If the same weights are
used to connect units with activation functions
that deviate from those of the units employed Output
during training, the result will be degraded per-
formance. To achieve extremely fast operation Type "00 "01 . 11 "10'

in a weapon system, for example, the neural
network may have to be inserted as an analog 0 FA FA *

integrated circuit in which the weights are
electronic conductances and the neuron-like
units are transconductance amplifiers. It is 2 FR CE FR
much harder to fabricate, on a single chip,
large numbers of amplifiers with the same This entry is treated the same as -00" (see text).
ideal, sigmoidal response characteristics than it
is to construct hard limiters that merely res-
pond to the sign of the input. For this reason, Detection Experiments
it is much easier to fabricate neural networks
that use binary units. Even if the inserted Detection experiments were designed to show
neurocomputer is a fully digital device, the use that the neural network can learn to distinguish
of binary units makes it generally possible to between targets (type 1 or 2) and background
represent the weights with fewer bits of (i = 0) with error probabilities approaching
accuracy. With these points in mind, the some point on the detector operating
network shown in Figure 5 was trained using characteristics of the optimum detection
Rosenblatt's "back-propagating error correction receiver prescribed by the classical theory. 14

procedure" (described at the end of the article). The detector operating characteristic in general
is a concave (downward) curve on the unit

Performance Analysis square which shows 1 - FRP as a function of
FAP, usually parameterized by a detectability

The neural network can commit errors of measure such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
eight different kinds, since three possible target Since targets and background are presented
types are classified by two bits at the output of equiprobably in the training process, it is not
the net. Table 1 assigns a nomenclature to surprising to find that the operating point of
these errors. The output is supposed to the trained net lies in the vicinity of FRP
discriminate between surface ships and subs FAP. Thus, we use the detection error
only when the right output bit indicates rejec- probability,
tion of the null hypothesis, i = 0. (With

152 reference to Figure 6, this output bit is z2, the DEP = FRP + FAP, (10)
state or activation of the second output unit,
which is the one on the right when the net- as the performance figure of merit.
work is drawn as in Figure 5.) The table shows By taking target velocity V sufficiently small,
two kinds of false alarms (FA) and four kinds and setting cl = c2 = 0 in the source model,
of false rest (FR). Error types CE correspond to one can artificially cause all the inputs to be in-
the off-diagonal elements of the "confusion
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dependent and identically distributed under
both the null hypothesis and the composite Error Rate
alternative (i 2 0). This gives rise to the 1 Rate --
statistical problem of detecting a shift in the Rate 0.01

mean of a normal population, subject to a pro- p (.9, .7, .1)

portionate increase in the variance. Figure 7 0.1:
shows the theoretical DEP as a function of a
nominal SNR which, with reference to Equia-
tion (4), is 0.01

10log(SNRi) = ai - 20logR0 - ao,
0.001 0 50 100 150 200 250

Cycle Number/10
DEP

Figure 8. Detection error rate vs. number of
0.1i cycles for a (30,6,2) BP net with nominal SNR1

= SNR2 = 1.5 dB. The rate is computed every
0.01, 10 cycles as a 500-point moving average.

1.000E-03.

1.OOOE-04 Detection-and-Classification Experiments

1.OOOE-05 In this section we discuss some actual tests
conducted with the neural network to see if it

1.OOOE-06 would, with training, resolve the range-speed
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 ambiguity. The ease of the discrimination task

SNR increases with the divergence of the two source

spectra, described above in terms of source
Figure 7. Detection error probability versus level parameter vectors (ai, bi, ci), where i =
signal-to-noise ratio for the optimum detection or 2. The source level parameters were the
receiver, same as given in connection with Figure 3. The

roll-off rate parameter c1 for the surface ship
was set at 15 dB/decade in contrast to that of
the submarine target (c2 = 10 dB/decade). In

with a, = a,. Given the same c.p.a. distance for order to see whether the neural network could
each encounter, there is no way to distinguish resolve the range-speed ambiguity, the c.p.a.
between surface and submarine targets in this distance and velocity were greater for type 1
degenerate case. Therefore, the output of the targets. Since the surface ship is 30 dB louder
target-type indicator unit in the neural network than the submarine at the low end of the spec-
was ignored in both training and evaluation. trum, the c.p.a. distances for type 1 targets

The DEP of the neural network approaches were made typically 30 times greater than for
the classical result as the training procedure is type 2 targets. In particular, the c.p.a. distance
iterated many times. Figure 8 shows the detec- for the surface ship was bounded below by
tion error rate for a net with six hidden units 3000 meters and above by 15 kilometers; but
operating on a nominal SNR = 1.42, or 10 log for submarine targets the bounds were 100
1.42 = 1.5 dB. The error rate is a 500-point meters and 500 meters. Depending on the
moving average computed every 10 cycles of randomly generated target type index, the
the training procedure. After about 1000 cycles, parameter Ro was uniformly distributed on one
the error rate falls below 1/500. The time of the intervals defined by these upper and
required to reach DEP = 1/500 the first time lower bounds.
ranged from about 60 (in the figure) to over 150 The speed V is likewise restricted to a type-
cycles in similar trials, which differed only specific range in a manner that heightens the
with respect to the seed of the random number ambiguity. One way to "confuse" the network
generator. (The seed determines both the train- is to let the speed-to-c.p.a. distance ratio (V~q) 153
ing input and the initial weights.) Higher values approach unity. In order to keep the speeds of
of the SNR gave faster convergence to the both target types within reasonable bounds,
1/500 error level, but make estimation of the however, the signature generator produced
limiting DEP very time consuming. speeds uiformly distributed between 20 and

40 m/sec for surface targets and between 5 and
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20 m/sec for subs. Similar experiments were performed with
The speeds and distances established by these larger and smaller values of the minimum SNR,

modeling assumptions give rise to signature which is the excess power radiated by the
widths up to a few hundred seconds. The pre- submarine target when the c.p.a. distance is
processing assumed in generating the normal maximum and the velocity is set to zero. The
distributions in Equations (8) was made to upper bounds on the type-specific maximum
reflect the signature duration. This was accom- c.p.a. distances that were noted above corres-
plished by using a T = 1 second integration pond to a minimum SNR of 6 dB. Minimum
time for each time slice and by spacing the SNR values between 10 dB and 3 dB were
slices 20 seconds apart. established by readjusting the bounds on c.p.a.

After "reconnecting" the target type indicator distances. The limiting total error probability
unit to the neural network, minimization of the (PE) was observed to increase gradually as the
total error probability, given by Equation (9), minimum SNR was reduced, rising from 0.02
was observed over the course of many training (at 10 dB) to 0.35 (at 3 dB).
cycles, each involving the presentation of
simulated target signatures (or noise) at the Conclusions and Recommendations
input. Figure 9 summarizes the results of
detection-and-classification experiments in In the examples considered, the network
which the network was given 2500 training easily learned to detect the presence of a target
cycles to reduce the total error rate. Each plot- of either type, but had minor difficulty in dis-
ted point is the average of 10 independent criminating between surface and submarine
trials differing with respect to the random targets. This was not surprising, inasmuch as
numbers generated (and the initial weights). the target signature generation model was ad-

justed to highlight the range-speed ambiguity.
Error Rate Superb performance could probably have been

0.8 obtained by presenting the neural net with an
easier problem. The fact that the network

0.6 attained better than 90 percent classification
accuracy provides encouragement for further

work along these lines. A detailed examination0'i 1I' ff ' t of neural net's performance needs to be preced-

ed by a thorough analysis of classical solutions
0.2. appropriate to the present case in order to set

goals for the total probability of error for
0 02parameter combinations of interest. Once

0 50 100 150 200 250 again, the neural network approach is regarded

Cycle Number/lO as a potential shortcut to near optimal perfor-
mance, as opposed to a means of exceeding the

classically derived optima.
Figure 9. Total error rate vs. number of cycles It may be that academic curiosity concerning
for a (30,16,2) network trained to disciminate Rosenblatt's back-propagation technique
between surface and submarine targets. The diverted these efforts from the mainstream of
error rate is computed every 10 cycles as a contemporary neural network design practice.
10-point moving average. Use of hidden units with a differentiable

(sigmoidal) activation function and the
Each trial yields a 10-point moving average Rumelhart/PDP gradient descent form of back-
error rate over 2500 training cycles. The pre- propagation might lead readily to better
training PE, from Equation (91, is about 3/4, classification accuracy. Indeed, the gradual
under the assumption that each output unit is improvement in total error rate which accom-
equiprobably right or wrong. The error rate panied the broadening of the hidden layer
quickly drops below the 50 percent level. After might suggest that perceptrons with binary
500 training cycles the learning curve begins to threshold units suffer from a reduced capacity
approach its asymptotic level, PE = 0.04. relative to today's standard back-propagation

These results were obtained with 16 hidden nets. On the other hand, if an effective neural
154 units. Reducing the number of hidden units to network solution can be obtained with binary

8 or fewer caused the learning curve to flatten units, it will be particularly easy to realize
in the vicinity of PE = 0.15. Broadening the high-speed detection and classification in the
hidden layer, which caused the execution time finished product which, in this case, could take
to scale up as (NI +2)h, did not appreciably the form of analog integrated circuitry in
improve the performance of the net after 2500 which the weights are fixed conductances and
cycles, the neuron-like units are high-gain amplifiers.
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Back-Propagation in terms of the unit step function

Rosenblatt (1961, 1962)4,5 pioneered the 1 if , > 0
study of learning algorithms for feed- 1P] 0 if P < 0
forward neural networks with binary
threshold units. His "perceptrons" typi- and the A-R weight matrix W, where
cally had a "retina" of sensory (S) units N1
feeding forward to an association (A) layer
which, in turn, drove the response (R) Ya= Vasxs - Ua]

units. Today it is customary to refer to s=1
input units, hidden units, and output is Lie state of the ath hidden unit,
units. Mixing the new parlance with the obtained by feeding-the inputs (x) for-
old, most of Rosenblatt's S-A-R percep- ward through the S-A weight matrix
trons had input-to-hidden layer (S-A) V. Thresholds (u) are ascribed to the
weights that were fixed while the hidden- hidden units. (Note that dr assumes
to-output (A-R) weights were modified one of three values: -1, 0, or +1.)
incrementally in the course of many (II) For the a-th hidden unit, error
passes through the training set. The
asymptote of the individual perceptron Ea is computed as follows for each
learning curve was clearly limited by the training input: Begin with Ea 0.
suitability of the fixed S-A weights, which (IIA) If Ya - 1, and a nonzero er-
were generated by a stochastic rule. ror dr differs from the sign of Wra,

Rosenblatt 5 (page 292) also used a "back- then decrement Ea by one with pro-
propagating error correction procedure" bability pl.
for training the S-A weights. The essence (IIB) If y, = 0, and a nonzero error
of this back-propagation technique was a dr agrees in sign with Wra, then in-
brief list of rules for assigning errors to crement Ea by one with probability
hidden (A) units based on their inter- P2.
actions with output (R) units that assumed (IIC) If ya = 0, and a nonzero error
the wrong state in response to the training dr differs in sign from Wra, then in-
input. This back-propagation algorithm is crement Ea by one with probability
a "supervised" learning algorithm which P3.
obtains its feedback from the output units, For all other conditions, Ea is
computing errors by comparing their unchanged.
observed states to preassigned correct (III) Let sgn(.) be the sign function.
values, and propagating corrections back Define sgn(0) = 0. The modification
toward the input end of the net if a is
satisfactory solution cannot be found
quickly by making corrections at the out- AWra = gyasgn(dr) for A-R weights or
put end. The actual modification to the AVas = gxssgn(Ea) for S-A weights,
weights is formally the same whether an using a suitable learning rate
output unit or a hidden unit is considered. parameter g > 0.14 This procedure is
Thus. if the error assigned to a unit is illustrated in Figure 10.
positive, the weights of all connections
from active units are increased, eventually While Rosenblatt mainly restricted his
turning it on. If the error is negative, the attention to binary 0-1 inputs, the formula
weights of connections from the active for the modifications to the upstream
units are decreased. weights V can be used on real-valued in-

puts without any formal change.
(1) For the rth output unit, let dr The results herein were obtained with g

tr - Zr be the error, where tr (equal to = 0.01 and (Pl, P2, P3) = (.9, .7, .1), based
0 or 1) is the desired (target) state on study of the few results exhibited by
and zr (equal to 0 or 1) is the ob- Rosenblatt and on rather extensive
served state. Note numerical experiments in which small 155

NH perceptrons were trained to classify ran-

Zr I Wrayal dom patterns of binary digits. 3

a=1
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Figure 10. Back-propagation is used to train a 5-unit net to perform the exclusive-or (XOR)
logic function. (The XOR, a function of two binary digits, is one when they differ and zero when
they are alike.) The net has two input units, two hidden units, and one output. The hidden units
have thresholds of 0.5, equivalent to externally-applied biases of -0.5. Weights are noted beside
the feed-forward connections. The units are ON and OFF when their states are 1 or 0, respec-
tively. The mapping in the lower right quadrant is incorrect, since XOR(1, 1) = 0. The error at
the output, dr = -1, is propagated back to the active hidden unit, giving Ea = -1 with pro-
bability p, (close to one), in accordance with the pertinent rule (IiA) of Rosenblatt's procedure.
Then the weight of the connection to the active (ON) hidden unit from the lower input unit is
changed by an amount AVs,=gxssgn(Ea) = -g. Taking g = 0.1 for the learning rate, the weight
from the lower input to the active hidden unit is reduced by 0.1, from -0.45 to -0.55. This
solves the problem, since both hidden units now turn OFF when both inputs are ON.
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Platform Attitude Determination by the
Use of Global Positioning System

Alan G. Evans, Bruce R. Hermann and B. Larry Miller

The article describes work performed during the past eight
years which established that the Global Positioning System (GPS)
is capable of providing users with real-time platform attitude.
This capability was demonstrated in an experiment performed
during July of 1990 at the Naval Surface Warfare Center
(NAVSWC). Real-time azimuth determination of a moving vehi-
cle was achieved using a prototype, dual-antenna GPS receiver
developed by Texas Instruments.

The article begins with a brief discussion of early static
azimuth and elevation estimates. It continues with results from
an astronomical azimuth comparison of conventional stellar
measurements with a new technique that employs geodetic
azimuths determined from GPS; a dynamic ship's heading test
using a prototype three-antenna receiver built by Trimble
Navigation, Ltd.; results from the July 1990 real-time dynamic
test; and covariance analyses of combined multiple-antenna GPS
and inertial navigation systems (INS). The article concludes that
two-antenna GPS real-time attitude determination capability is
currently available and can significantly enhance the operation
of the INS, especially in the azimuth (heading) component.

Introduction

For certain military navigation applications, such as pointing cameras in
a reconnaissance aircraft or directing naval guns toward a land target, plat-
form attitude determination becomes an important factor. The Global Posi-
tioning System's primary mission is to solve the navigation problem:
absolute position and velocity of a single antenna on a vehicle platform in
real-time. With the use of multiple antennas and time difference-of-arrival
techniques, the capabilities of GPS can be extended to include the deter-
mination of platform attitude, or orientation.

This article represents an overview of NAVSWC's efforts to develop a
capability to determine a platform's attitude using GPS. Test results
obtained in the early 1980s are presented,. 2.3 followed by results obtained
over longer baselines with the aim of approaching the ultimate GPS orienta-
tion accuracy. These tests were conducted jointly with the Defense
Mapping Agency (DMA) and the National Geodetic Survey (NGS).4 The
performance of the first position and attitude GPS receiver is discussed; it
was developed through a contract with Trimble Navigation, Ltd., of
Sunnyvale, California. 5 Shipboard testing of this receiver is also reviewed, 6

along with recent testing conducted at NAVSWC 7 of a pointing receiver
developed by Texas Instruments, Inc. (TI), of Plano, Texas. This receiver
was especially designed for precise measurement of the phase difference
between two antennas. 8 After an initialization period, this pointing receiver

158 obtains the azimuth and elevation of the two antennas in real-time. Then,
covariance analyses of the attitude accuracy enhancement obtained by
combining GPS with an INS are presented. Both a very early (1976) study
of a single-antenna case9 and a recent multiple-antenna case are summar-
ized. Lastly, the current status of GPS attitude determination development
is evaluated.
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Early Static Test Results Research Laboratories of the University of
Texas at Austin, NAVSWC, and the Applied

The first demonstration using GPS to deter- Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins
mine attitude was completed in November University.
1982.1 This demonstration reprocessed the Static azimuth and elevation were obtained
phase measurement data collected as part of a for a 25-meter antenna separation distance 3 by
GPS sensitivity experiment that took place in connecting two receivers to the same external
May 1980.2 Here, a single antenna was moved atomic clock. NAVSWC-developed GEodetic
around a right triangular path, stopping at each SAtellite Receiver (GESAR) software1 6 con-
vertex to collect data for several minutes. The trolled the phase measurements to take place at
legs of the triangle were approximately 2 the same GPS time (to within the 100-
meters, and the movement from one vertex to nanosecond synchronization error). Once the
the next was accomplished within 1 minute. integer number of cycles between the phase
The GPS receiver used in this experiment was measurements at each antenna was determined,
a single satellite tracker built by Stanford estimates of azimuth and elevation were ob-
Telecommunications, Inc., and interfaced with tained at each time mark. A plot of the azimuth
data collection hardware and software error as a function of time is given in Figure 2.
developed at NAVSWC for DMA. This experi- The resultant standard deviation of 0.000099
ment demonstrated the potential for high radian, which if translated from a 25-meter
accuracy change-in-position estimates when baseline to a one-meter baseline represents
continuous carrier-phase-tracking is achieved, about a 0.14-degree error, demonstrated the
By including several complete circuits of the potential accuracy of GPS for attitude deter-
triangle and enhancing the geometry by track- mination. The variation of the estimate is
ing two different satellites, orientation thought to be due to signal multipath.17 Day-to-
estimates for roll, pitc,., and yaw, with prob- day comparison of short static baselines has
able errors of -0.57, -0.28, and 0.03 degree, shown 18 that signal multipath is one of the
respectively, were obtained. A similar test in main contributors to GPS attitude estimation
February 1983 was conducted by Magnavox errors. Consequently, the accuracy at any given
Advanced Products and Systems Company'a site is very much dependent on the environ-
where an antenna was repeatedly moved ver- ment of the receiver antennas. More recently,
tically to obtain a vertical elevation angle. dynamic attitude tests have been performed by

Although the moving single-antenna pro- combining two GPS receivers as described
cedure requires mechanical motion, it can above.1,,
minimize systematic errors such as different or
migrating electrical phase centers inherent to
the multiple antenna (coherent phase) pro-
cedure. A recommended application for the
single moving antenna is to provide the orien- ARc = difference in range from the satellite
tation of a spinning satellite." An inter- FA = fractional part of the phase
ferometric approach using the differences measurement antenna A

between coherent phase measurements of at FB = fractional part of the phase
least two antennas was recommended' 1,12,13. 4  measurement at antenna B
for various antenna baselines. The inter-
ferometric procedures obtain phase
measurements at two antennas at the same ,
time instant as shown in Figure 1. The
receivers measure the fractional part of the
phase measurements (designated by FA and FB. ,4

These measurements can be related to the dif- / '/s
ference in range to the satellite (ARc) if the /I
integer number of cycles is obtained. Generally, ON
computer algorithms take advantage of the T ,
known antenna baseline length to obtain this Antenna A "" '1
quantity.

The advent of coherent and coherently 159
integrated phase-measuring receivers enabled Antenna B
the interferometric attitude determination to
become a reality. One early such receiver was
the T14100.15 Its development was sponsored
jointly by DMA and NGS with technical and Figure 1. GPS phase measurement at a single-
contractual assistance from the Applied time instant.
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the GPS measurements. For the four days,
numerical standard deviations for the estimated

200 i /ean: -1.9523711 1015.0 %i~n: -1,.523711 10 individual values were 3 millimeters and 1
rt 9" millimeter for baseline lenbth, and 0.08 arc-

IA, 1 second and 0.31 arcsecond for geodetic
5.0 ' ~ azimuth, respectively. The GPS baseli-ie length

Z . 0, 0I2 estimates agreed to about 2.6 parts per milliont J ,,t with the electronic distance measuring devices.
- ' Here, NGS PHASER software 22 and NAVSWC

10 0 precise post-fitted satellite ephemerides 23 were
-,o ' used for the GPS relative positioning.

-0 '11 Ultimately, the accuracy obtainable when
-250 using GPS for attitude determination is depen-
081400 81800 82200 8200 83000 83400 83800 dent on the quality of the satellite ephemerides

T, ime G's) and clock estimates. Angular errors in satellite
position can introduce similar errors in a GPSFigure 2. Azimuth estimation error for a relative position on a one-to-one basis. 2 2 At
GPS altitude, an angular error of 1 arcsecond is
equivalent to approximately 124 meters. Testing

Longer Baseline Static Tests of the NAVSWC precise post-fitted
ephemerides indicates that the satellite orbit

To demonstrate further the potential of GPS errors do not exceed 10 percent of this value.
to determine azimuth, longer (1.2 and 8.3 Consequently, any rotation introduced by the
kilometer) baselines were used. A joint DMA, post-fitted ephemerides is well elow 1 arc-
NGS, and NAVSWC test was conducted at second. Also, the real-time broadcast
Dahlgren, Virginia, in July 1987. 4 Using about ephemerides are limited to 100-meter error,
three hours of static GPS data per day from causing less than 1 arcsecond rotation.
T14100 receivers, geodetic azimuths were
obtained. These values were converted to
astronomic values; the comparisons are given Table 2. Repeatability Analysis
in Table 1. Conventional astro-geodetic values
of gravity deflections of the vertical were used
to convert the geodetic values. Agreements, of Baseline PSzu
-0.27 arcsecond for the 8.3-km baseline (be- From To Year Length (m) Deg Min Arc
tween stations MBRE and RAD9] and -0.97
arcsecond for the 1.2-km baseline (between MBRE RAD 9 229 8372.700 144 16 21.889

stations MBRE and HERO), are within the stan- 230 2.700 21.881
dard deviations of the reference values. The 231 2.705 21.857
task of determining the reference astronomic
azimuths from stellar measurements was 232 2.706 21.865

delegated to the DMA Geodetic Survey MEAN 2.703 21.823
Squadron based in Cheyenne, Wyoming. STD ±0.003 ±0.083

The daily estimated values of geodetic EV
azimuth and baseline length are given in Table
2. These results demonstrate the repeatability of MBRE -TRO 231 1153.772 293 29 2.011

232 3.771 2.622

233 3.773 2.334

Table 1. Comparison of Azimuths MEAN 3.772 2.322

STD ±0.001 ±0.306
Stations GPS Azimuth Conven- DEV

Geodetic tional Diffe-
Astro. Astro-

A& nonic nomi ence He
From To Deg Min Arc (Arc) Azimuth (Arc) Trimble Heading and Attitude Receiver160 DeIArc) (Arc)

-Arc) -On 28 January 1985, Trimble Navigation,
MBRE RAD 9 144 18 21.823 4.103 25.926 26.2 -0.27 Ltd., started work on a Small Business Innova-

- O 3 29 2 1 .- tion Research (SBIR) contract administered by
I I I - - - - NAVSWC. The objective of the contract was to

Derived using GPS geodetic azimuth and design and build a prototype receiver that
conventional astrogeodetic vertical deflections. determined both position and attitude. 5 The
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receiver was tested on board USS Yorktown,
a U.S. Navy guided missile cruiser, in July
1988.6

The Heading and ATtitude receiver (HAT)
used three antennas in a right triangular array,
as shown in Figure 3. The primary baseline,
used to deternine heading and pitch, was 60
centimeters in length. The secondary baseline,
used to determine roll, was 40 centimeters. The

compact receiver equipment is shown in Figure
4. The equipment used on USS Yorktown
employed a portable personal computer to , -..

record the pseudo-range and phase observa-
tions for post-processing. Attitude estimates
were performed after the test, but enough infor-
mation was available in real time to assure that
the data collection was successful. f -

The USS Yorktown tests consisted of a
static portion performed while the ship was
tied up at the dock, and a dynamic portion
performed while under way. As part of the
dynamic tests, the ship's heading was varied
from approximatcly 40 to 150 degrees in a Figure 3. Trimble heading and attitude
cyclic pattern within a period of about 15 receiver antenna array on USS Yorktown. The
minutes. Since the GPS receiver and the ship's three antennas define a plane that is fixed on
navigation system kept time independently, this Yorktown. The roll, pitch, and yaw movements
cyclic path allowed an unambiguous com- of the ship are sensed as phase differen,.es by
parison to be made between the estimated GPS the array. The view is from the deck above the
azimuth values and the results obtained from AEGIS radar, facing aft. Note that the guard
the ship's IN: rails are made of nonreflective fiberglass.

The standard deviation of the difference in
heading between the ship'- INS and HAT' was
1.5 degrees. This result was obtained in the dif- baseline. The pitch and roll estimates were
ficult signal multipath environment on affected by the dilution of precision due to
Yorktown and for a short 60-centimeter primary available satellite geometries during the test.

Figure 4. The elec-
tronics were located in
USS Yorktown's
helicopter control room.
A laptop portable per-
sonal computer (right)
communicated with the
receiver and recorded all
data on floppy disks. The
Control Display Unit
(CDU) (center) allowed
the operator to enter
commands into tle GPS
receiver. The GPS
recrlver (left, under the
CDU) acquired and track- 161

* ed the signals supplied
from the thr( •antennas.
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The standard error for pitch, which uses the
same measurements as the azimuth estimate,
was 4.3 degrees. On the shorter perpendicular
baseline, the roli standarc deviation was 5.6- -

degrees.
Due to funding constraints of the SBIR con-

tract, equipment compromises were required.
Off-the-shelf hardware was used to measure the
phase of the signal from each antenna over a
0.5-second dwell time. The integer number of
cycles between the phase measurements needed
to be redetermined at every measurement
because the equipment did not continuously in-
tegrate the phase measurements. The phase
reconstruction was successfully handled in the
data processing oftware. Experience with the
Trimble HAT receiver has pointed the way Figure 5. Two drooped turnstile antennas
toward design improvements that would (without ground planes) attached to a beam
achieve the greatest payback for the real-time positioned over a precisely known azimuthbaseline.
attitude determination problem. The test on
USS Yorktown demonstrated the capabilities
that GPS offers for determining position and
attitude on a low to medium dynamic vehicle structures (flat plate, choke ring, and no-ground
s,.ch as a ship at sea. plane) provide six test configurations. The

microstrip patch antenna was a Sensor System
Model S67-1575-2 airborne LI GPS antenna.
The drooped turnstile antenna was a Dome
and Margolin DM C146 Series LI GPS antenna

Real-Time Attitude Determination packaged for the AN/PSN-9 GPS receiver (see
Figures 5 through 8 for more details).7

TI his designed a dual-role capability into the For the static test, the microstrip patch
new ANIPSN-9 receiver, which is in production antennas on the choke ring ground planes pro-
for the U.S. Air Force Joint Program Office. It duce the most consistently accurate results. For
can operate as a normal navigation unit, or, the two days of testing, the azimuth ,rrors
when modified with a second antenna and were -0.02 and -0.04 degree; the elevation
additional components, it can become a errors were 0.07 and -0.05 degree. The cor-
pointing system. 8 The modified AN/PSN-9 responding standard deviations for azimuth
obtains phase difference measurements directly were 0.06 and 0.08 degree and for elevation
from up to five satellites. Also, once the initial were 0.18 and 0.23 degree. The differences in
integer cycle phase differences Pave been azimuth and elevation accuracies are due to the
resolved and as long as the receiver con- geometrical differences of the satellite loca-
tinuously tracks each satellite, range differences tions. These geometric dilution-of-precision
between all satellites and antennas are available corrections were calculated and explain the test
at each observation interval. As part of an result differences.
internal Independent Exploratory Development For the dynamic tests, Figure 6 illustrates
project at NAVSWC, the modified AN/PSN-9 how the beam was attached across the back of
was tested in November 1989 and July 1990. 1 Light Armored Vehicle (LAV) with a I-meter

For the static portion of the test, two 'ntenna separation. The surveyed values of the
antennas were placed on top of a beam at a beam azimuth that were taken when the LAV
nominal separation distance of 1.0 meter. The was stopped and the LAV navigation gyro
beam, slbwn in Figure 5, was precisely measurements were used to establish a pointing
adjusted with a theodolite to coincide with the direction reference for the test. Figure 7 shows
baseline deteri,.'ned by the astronomic azimuth the theodolite and pointer configuration for
test described in the Longer Baseline Static obtaining the survey azimuth values; here, the

162 Tests section. The alignment error between the theodolite measures the angle with respect to a
beam and the reference azimuth was thought to second theodolite over a known marker and
be on the order of a few arcseconds. baseline. kiso shown in Figure 7 are the two

Two antenna types (microstrip patch and preamplifier/down-conversion modules that
drooped turnstile) and three ground plane were strapped to the beam to the left of the
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Figure 6. Light armored vehicle with antenna Figure 7. Antenna beam with survey equip-
beam attached. ment attached. Antennas are microstrip patches

at the center of the choke ring ground plaines.

antenna/choke ring assembly. Figure 8 shows the corrected azimuth of the single axis gyro is
the ground plane configuration with the given in Figure 10. On the scale used to show
microstrip patch antenna: however, the antenna the full azimuth change, the LAV reference and
cannot be seen in the photograph. GPS pointing results are indistinguishable

The LAV was equipped with a Spectra except for an initial 22-second period that
Systems Teldix FOA25 dead-reckoning naviga- represents the phase ambiguity solution time
tion system 24 that includes an odometer, a using the dynamic algorithm. 8 The beam
single-axis gyro, and a map display position azimuth plot shown in Figure 10 corresponds
indicator. The position and azimuth of the to the LAV ground track plot shown in Figure
vehicle were transferred in digital format to the 9. When the LAV is moving east in Figure 1C,
map display: for the test, these values also were the beam has a direction of almost zero degree
input to a portable digital computer. Also input fjust after 4:48 for the first loop and 5-03 for
to the computer were time-tagged pulses from a the second loop) because the beam is mounted
T14100 GPS receiver. The computer software approximately 90 degrees counterclockwise
then selected and time-tagged the position and with respect to the LAV navigation system axis.
azimuth from the navigation system. The vehicle is moving west at about 7:00 and

The dynamic test consisted of driving the 5:05 in the figure. Note the mirrored image of
vehicle over a closed-loop ground track: Figure the measured azimuth during the parallel
9 is a plot of the Teldix dead-reckoning naviga- ground track before and after these times.
tion system position data. After an initial
surveyed azimuth measurement, the LAV
completed two loops of the ground track and
stopped for another surveyed azimuth measure-
ment at the HERO site located near Hangar 1
at NAVSWC. Dahigren, Virginia. Two loops of
the ground track took about 10 minutes.
Approximately 1 minute after the vehicle
stopped. the Teldix FOA25 navigation system
detected that the vehicle w~is no longer in
motion and produced constant azimuth values.

The reference data for the dynamic test con-
sisted of azimuth values of the single-axis gyro
with a linear correction for bias and drift
errors to match the initial and final surveyed 163
azimuth values for each run. This matching of
the surveyed angles corrects for the approx-
imately 90-degree rotation of the vehicle
heading to the direction of the beam. Figure 8. Aitenna beam with microstrip

A comparison of the microstrip antenna and antennas and flat plate ground planes.

the flat plate ground plane configuration with
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Figure 9. Dynamic test LAV ground track. Figure 10. Example of Az pointing solution
during dynamic test.

Figure 11 shows the GPS azimuth pointing simulated a receiver, with a single antenna and
error relative to the corrected LAV navigation pseudo-range only, on board a carrier-based
truth data: the error has a 0.04-degree mean aircraft. A full 44-state error model was
value and a 0.52-degree standard deviation, developed, and reduced state suboptimal filters
Since the large error "spikes" of Figure 11 were shown to perform nearly optimally. Since
occurred during maneuvers, they are thought to GPS pseudo-range measurements do not
be experimental errors due to imprecise time directly update platform alignment errors, it is
alignment of the two measurements. The error through the filter correlation of attitude errors
standard deviation without these spikes is with position and velocity errors that alignment
about 0.2 degree. can be improved. The study also showed that

certain flight maneuvers (e.g., flying a
horizontal loop) could enhance the correlation
through sensed acceleration, and thus aid in

-1 f reducing attitude errors.4 % Me a n 0 IN D eg

S, IM.,: 05 2 De A new covariance study was recently per-
formed by upgrading the original covariance
model to include measurements of smoothed
pseudo-range or integrated doppler from a

_1, single antenna and by modeling phase
differenced measurements from multiple GPS
receiver antennas. 19 The doppler data may be

h- 2... 4 . 10 used to supplement the pseudo-range data, or
the pseudo-range data can be sequentially
smoothed using continuous doppler data. The

.. . . . . . .. revised 23-state error model, which includes
4 1, (1 0_1 1 04 5 (*, 5 08

EDI', states for position, velocity, attitude, receiver
clock, and accelerometer and gyro biases and
drift, was used to study the effects of the

11. Example of Az pointing error various measurement types for a collection of
during dnami test. generic user vehicles. For a dynamic platform.

dthe use of doppler data, even with a single

antenna, can significantly reduce attitude
errors. This is accomplished by exploiting the

164 Covariance Analyses of GPS/INS system error state correlations between velocity
and platform attitude. The use of phase dif-

Two years before the launch of the first GPS ference measurements from two or three
satellite, NAVSWC performed a study of the antennas (with nominal 1-meter separation) can
accuracy enhancements to be gained from com- significantly reduce attitude errors even for the
bining CPS with an INS.9 This early study static case.
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Table 3 presents the attitude errors from the antenna significantly reduces the errors in the
covariance analysis for each of four vehicle north and east directions (similar to roll and
simulation scenarios of !-hour duration each. pitch) cumpared to those expected from the
The first scenario is a static case. The second INS alone, but adds only moderate im-
simulation scenario is for a ground vehicle provements in azimuth. The addition of the
with stop-and-go motion (0 to 60 mph) and phase difference data class, derived from multi-
occasional right turns; the third case is similar pie GPS antennas, significantly reduces the
except for a 360-degree turnaround within the azimuth error.
first few minutes and later S-turns to
demonstrate the correlation enhancement of Summary
antenna motion. The fourth scenario is an air-
craft taking off, flying a wide out-and-back Real-time GPS attitude determination has
loop, and landing. All of the cases in Table 3 become a practical reality. There are three
are for an INS with 1 degree per hour drift, significant factors that have led to this capabil-
The attitude errors are expressed with respect ity. First, receivers now have increased
to the vehicle azimuth and the local vertical. accuracy for measuring coherent phase or
Results are given for phase measurement data phase difference. In 1984, tests of T14100
at the 1-centimeter and 1-millimeter standard receivers configured to eliminate all sources of
deviation levels; validation tests indicate noise except those introduced by the receivers
current capability for phase measurements at themselves, resulted in a measurement ac-
this level, if not in a high-signal multipath curacy of about 2 millimeters. 25 On receivers
environment, available today, similar experiments have

The covariance simulations demonstrate the shown better than an order of magnitude im-
mutual enhancements that can be obtained by provement. 8' 26 Second, antennas have improv-
combining GPS with inertial navigation. The ed. Tests at NAVSWC of various antennas and
introduction of GPS observations from a single ground plane configurations have demonstrated

Table 3. Attitude Errors from GPS/INS Covariance Analysis with
only an Average Quality Gyro (1 deg/hr)*

Static Plain Dynamic AircraftDynamic with Loop

Gyro (no GPS 2972/1276 2972/1276 2972/1277 2972/1276
data)

One Antenna

Pseudo-range 258/1014 258/1001 258/931 259/921
data (1 m)

Pseudo-range 162/1010 162/965 162/666 163/801
and Doppler
data (1-sec
rate- icm)

Multiple Antenna for Single Difference Phase Data
(1-m separation)

All 3 data 162/447 162/446 162/416 162/437
types (1-cm
phase data)

All 3 data 162/124 162/125 162/124 162/123 165
types (1-mm
phase data)

*Results are average RSS level (N and E) and azimuth attitude errors expressed in

a rseconds.
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significant improvements for the reduction of Company in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, and
signal multipath. 27 However, signal multipath Robert W. Hill, Director of the NAVSWC Office
and electrical phase center variation of the of Space Technology.
antennas remain the largest error sources for
GPS attitude determination. Third, there have
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quickly the integer number of cycles between 1. Evans. Alan G., "Roll, Pitch and Yaw Determination

the phase measurements.
8 2 8 2 9
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3 0. 3
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